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Gilbert’s Beauty Salon Taken Donald C. Leach Has Been How Bob Burns Mixed Dry Canvassers For Red Cross
Margaret Chase Smith Wins
Over By Helen 0. Knight
County Drive Urged To
Humor With a Grave
Named State Treasurer
Very High Honor In
Complete Task At Once Manager Farnsworth Gives Very Satisfactory
Subject
Gilbert's Beauty Salon, popular
Of Drive
Washington

in this city the past lo years ,is now
owned and operated by Helen Oldis
Knight, who has been the manager
since the opening in 1938.
The shop was previously owned
by Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Nanny of
Portland, who operate a chain of
shops in several cities in Maine
The salon and all its beauty items
will remain the same, only it will
now be owned by a local girl, serv
ing you as in the past, giving the
best in beauty work
Mrs. Knight has two skilled and
expert beauticians to assist her in
bringing you the latest hair styles
that every lady will want to have.
She has just returned from a
two month's vacation in Fort
Myers, Florida, rested and ready to
give her friends and customers the
kind of attention she knows they
like. •

According to an announcement
from State headquarters in Bruns
wick, Guy P. Gannett, chairman of
the United Nations Crusade for
Children, has appointed Donald C.
Leach of Rockland to the post of
State treasurer. Mr. Leach has
been active in Knox County chariI ties, and served as treasurer for
the Rockland Community Buliding
1 and the District Nursing Associa' tion. He is currently on the Board
' of Governors of the Community
1 Building, and is a trustee of Knox
i Hospital.
Mr. Leach is an active member
of the Rotary Club, and has taken
; part in fund raising for local and
| national charities. He served as
volunteer treasurer for China Re
lief for Knox County. He was con
nected with the First National
Bank of Rockland for 23 years, and
since 1943 has been treasurer of the
A. C. McLoon Company. Rockland.
He is also associated with the
American lobster Company. Thorn
dike & Hix Lobster Company and
Was Damaged $3500 When the
Penobscot Fish Company.
The United Nations has made a
Ice Broke Up In Belfast national
appeal for the suffering
Bay
children of Europe, and a country
wide campaign for funds will be
The Board of Overseers of the made in May. American Overseas
Northport Village Corporation, met Aid. Inc., is sponsoring the drive,
at Bayside Sunday to consider the which will incorporate all foreign
damage done to the Yacht Club relief agencies, and limit their
wharf there, by the break up of the activities to one drive for 1948. The
ice in Belfast bay.
funds will go directly to the chil
Damage done was estimated to dren of Europe in democratic
amount to approximately *3500. F. countries, and is designed to give
H. Scribner, village manager for aid until such time as a permanent
the corporation, submitted bids from plan of relief is set in motion.
contractors to repair the damage,
Contributions throughout the
and the contract will probably be State will be cleared through Mr
awarded at the next meeting to be Leach as Maine Treasurer.
held April 4.
A contributing factor to the dam
age done, the overseers say, was
held to be the operations of the
Coast Guard, which broke up the Men Between 18 and 60
ice in the bay, allowing it to pile
up against the pilings, which were
Urged To Contribute To
not strong enough to stand the un
Blood Bank
usual strain.
This matter w’ill be brought to
Knox Hospital is anxious to
the attention of the Coast Guard build up its blood donor list to
authorities, in the hope some ad have a greater number of people
justment may be made, as the available for blood transfusions.
wharf was a frequent stopping place Preferred men are between the
for Coast Guard patrols during the ages 18 and 60. hi good physical
war.
condition. Any discharged service
man who wants to register with the
The upper Enga'line Valley in hospital giving us the type as listed
Switzerland’ has been known since on their identification tag may do
Roman times for its mineral waters so.
and invigorating climate.
The laboratory will be open Mon
day through Friday between 8 a. m.
In common with a great ma and 4 p. m., and Thursday night
jority of daily and weekly news
5 p. m. and 8 p. m„ be
papers, The Courier-Gazette op between
ginning March 24 through April 6.
erates on a pay in advance basis. There will be no charge to the
Please re-subscribe at once when persons willing to have their
your notice arrives and avoid miss names placed on our blood donor
ing copies.
19-tf. I list during this period
| Mr. Cooper of the Bald Moun
tain Printing Company has donatI ed printed cards which will give
ROCKLAND
ithe following information: Name,
I address, age, and International and
■ Morse type of blood, and also RH.
I negative and R.H. positive.

Declaring that the local club had
the best looking crowd that he had
seen in his travels, (cries of hear!
hear!) Ken Crane picked up the
gavel, resuming his duties as pre
siding officer at the meeting Fri
day.
Stanley Walsh, guest from the
High School, played the piano;
Doc Conley led the singing.
President Ken called the atten
tion of members to the District
meeting at Wentworth by the Sea
to be held May 30.
An invitation to meet with the
Rotary Club of Newburyport for
its 26th anniversary was read.
Bill Linnell of Portland wrote
thanking the local club for the
successful completion of its efforts
for the aid to France project.
Smile for the day initiated by
Bob Hudson, narrated by John
Lowe.
A preacher decided to
preach a sermon On "Liars." Be
fore beginning he asked all those
of his congregation who had read
the 69th chapter of Saint Matthew
to raise their hands. Every hand
went up. Sadly shaking his head,
"There is no 69th chapter of Saint
Matthew. You are the people I am
preaching to.’’
Jerry Burrows, introducing the
speaker, said that in order for Ro
tarians to know each other, it was
necessary to know something of the
various activities pursued by each,
and how they got that way. Today
he would present Bob Burns who
would shed light on the activity
that got him his living, concrete
materials
and
burial
vaults
Quipped MacPhail, "A grave sub
ject.”
Bob said that if he had known
that this time of speaking was
coming to him.
He would have
j lost his courage about joining, as
| it was he was in somewhat of a
j tremor. Bob stated that he start
ed his business in 1932. That before
this he had held different jobs, in
cluding racing automobiles. Then
came the crash—two crashes—busi
ness and the automobile. He took
a job in the cemetery, where con
trary to the expectations of his
friends he landed perpendicularly
not horizontally. While working
here he got the idea of the con
crete vault. Concrete is a wonder
ful material when put together
properly.
Bob gave a workman-like ac
count of all that goes into the
making of concrete products, the
nice balance of materials used: the
extreme care in waterproofing, and
testing material strength; the sea
sonable treatment to get the best
in the finished product; the growth
of the business from a small be
ginning to the substantial work it
is doing today. All work is tested
for safety factors that prevent
crumbling and breaking
An easy speaker. Bob delighted
his audience with snatches of dry
humor. Above all he showed how
a good idea plus plenty of hard
IMPORTANT MEETING 1 Again the friends of Carlyle work could bring a worthwhile
business to Rockland.
Brown enjoyed hearing him sing
TUESDAY, MARCH 23
The visiting Rotarians were, As
i over the air, station WRDO. Sat bury Pitman. Belfast; Melvin
At 7.30 o'clock
urday, getting away from the Jol- Dorr and Burt Stevenson. Camden.
numbers he has been doing in Guests. Col. J. O. Lawrence, U.S.A.,
Temple Hall, Rockland 'I son
the minstrels. At the Catholic Herbert Howes, and David Leonard,
■ Church entertainment of last Sun- Union; Allston filmith, Rockland;
All members are urgently
I day, Carlyle sang Beautiful Lady in Paul W. Swenson. Boston.
requested to be present
Blue. Master of Ceremonies Don
R. L. W.
23-24 | Kelly invited Carlyle to sing again
! for them in the near future.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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Reasons Regarding Street Signs and
Snow Removal

To Red Cross Workers:—
Seldom if ever in peace time has
Knox County faced a more import
ant problem than the filling of the
quota of the American Red Cross,
a total of $10,940, which must be
completed by March 31. Today. I City Manager Frederick D. Farns streets during the Winter months.
"Another criticism of your corre
March 23. finds the total collec worth, in an interview with The
tions far short of the amount that 1 Courier-Gazette this morning ans spondent is that the snow bucket
used
on the power shovel has only
should be in hand if the goal is to 1 wered the criticisms contained in
half a bottom. This bucket is de
be attained. The urgency of this
situation cannot fail to impress it letters which appeared in the is signed by the manufacturers for use
of this paper March 12 and with an overhead shovel such as
self on tlie mind of every thinking sues
19.
ours and is purposely built with a
citizen of Knox County.
"I
think,"
he said, “you will agree short bottom, that is, the bottom is
Tn the coming week each cam- ,
that
such
matters
should
be
clari

shorter than the sides; the sides be
paign worker in every corner of the
county must lay aside all else and | fied in the interest of proper in ing longer, hold all the snow picked
formation
to
the
public.
up by the bucket through its ver
make it his or her primary business
"The letter of March 12 dealt tical arc until dumped.
If the
to complete this all-important task.
witli
the
scarcity
of
street
signs
in
bottom
were as long as the sides a
If each community does its small
Rockland.
This
scarcity
became
portion
of
this
snow
would
fall
on
task the county total will easily
immediately noticeable to your the tractor when the bucket came
pass the quota
Maine saw the Great Mother, the City Manager upon taking office up to a vertical or near vertical po
American Red Cross swing into here more than two years ago. Ne sition. Furthermore, the power unit
prompt and effective action last gotiations were entered into that is not designed to handle safety a
Fall when the flaming horror struck ' same Winter for securing new signs greater load.
Main street from Pleasant "Regarding the use of the side
the State Where destruction, suf- ' for
fering and loss of home struck, the ! street to Rankin street. Owing to boards on truck bodies for snow re
of steel and labor difficul moval; we always use side boards
Red Oross was there with comfort, scarcity
ties the company to whom the con of the height the bodies are de
shelter and the necessities of life I tract
let for furnishing these signed for .which enable the trucks
Since then its great protective arm signs was
was unable to deliver until to carry a capacity load particularly
has brought rehabilitation and a late Fall.
when snow is wet.
new chance for happiness to a small
“As we had set up a program of Another question was: ‘Why not
army of sufferers.
a certain number of use the public landing waterfront
The aid and comfort in time of establishing
treet sgns annually, and we felt for dumping snow taken off Main
disaster is given any and every that
future delays would de street in that area?' The granite
community in its time of great feat such
our purposes, we communi
trouble by the American Red Cross cated with other firms but without block sea wall at the public landign
This free, humanitarian service costs i favorable results as to delivery and is built up above the level of the
great sums of money and the only 1 price. Finally a gum wood sign, adjacent parking area to prevent
source of revenue is the free will i such as is used extensively in cars parking there in the Summer
contributions of the American ! cities through the State of Michi- through failures of brakes or other
causes, from going over the sea wan
people.
and cities in other States in with probable serious results for
It is unthinkable and impossible | gan
cluding
Maine,
and
is
made
ac

which the city would be responsi
that Knox County could tail in
to specifications of the ble. This wall is about four feet
this, its greatest humanitarian duty. cording
Michigan Municipal League, was in width and snow loaded trucks
This Ls a call to every worker in selected and sample secured
backing up to the land face of the
every corner of the county to delay
"This sign of four boards, two
not another second in completing I reflectorized and two plain, was wall would dump their loads on the
the campaign solicitation assigned. i erected on a metal standard at the wide top of the wall instead of into
the harbor. Probably 20 men would
H. P. Blodgett,
of Limerock street and be required to shovel this snow into
Chairman Rockland Disrtict. j corner
Broadway last Spring and is still the harbor depending upon the
: there. This was due for the pur- number of trucks used, which even
| ixise of eliciting comment, favor- if this casual labor could be se
' able or unfavorable, as to the suit cured upon short notice, would be
ability of this type of sign. It
more expensive to taxpayers
The City Council Last Night should be noted in passing that in far
than the two or three minute longer
that time we have had no com- truck haul to another site.
Marie An Emergency I, all
ment whatsoever from any citizen
I would like to point out that I
Appropriation
! one way or another. After a num- am available and anxious at all
i l>er of inquiries, however, which
to give any information to
The City Council Monday night were favorable, an order for 46 timescitizen
regarding the operation
raised emergency funds totaling signs was placed. Three signs will any
any City Department or any con
$10,100 for the school system which be erected this Spring after the of
will permit the payment of rental frost is out of the ground, and the dition for which he is responsible.".
fees to the Community Building ! program will be continued each
for use of the East and West rooms i year until all the street intersecas classrooms.
i tions in the city are marked. These
Pupils who had been removed are double or quadruple signs facfrom the sagging Grace street , ing each way. clamped on a two- Annual Exercises Held Sun
School were housed in the Com , inch diameter post and surmounted
day By Gen, Knox Chap
munity Building yesterday after by an ornamental metal top.
ter, Rose Croix
the Girl Scouts and other groups
The letter of March 19 dealt
which ordinarily occupy the space , chiefly with snow removal.
The Maundy Thursday exercises were
had been provide with other quar j statement that Main street north
held in Masonic Temple Sunday
ters
| of Lindsey street Ls neglected can
Other than for rentals, funds only be replied to by stating that afternoon, with an unusually large
were appropriated to cover school l-ths snow has been taken off Main attendance and the following pro
building repairs, insurance fees, street from Water street to North gram:
Violin selection, Miss Luce; pro
and general maintenance.
Main street after every snowstorm
Generally increasing costs were I during the Winter. On one occa- cessional, opening. Most Wise Mas
cited as the basic cause or the re ! sion. however, after our crews had ter; prayer, chaplain; organ re
quest for additional funds to op worked a long continuous period, sponse, interpretation of Maundy
erate the schools the remainder of there were so many cars parked on Thursday, Orator; music, calling of
mystic roll, memorial address, Most
the year.
both sides of Main street in the vi- Wise Master; music, communion,
New Hamp:-hire's State board of 1 cinity of the skating rink at Scho violin and piano: prayer, chaplain;
edueat'on has banned Sunday ath field-White Park that our snow re organ response, extinguishing ol
moval equipment found it impos guiding lights, music, benediction,
letic contests for schools.
sible to operate, and very consid recessional, violin and piano
Babe Didrickson Zaharias, as an erable traffic congestion occurred. The occasion was an annual ob
amateur athlete, entered 634 con The snow was removed the next servance of Gen. Knox Chapter of
i day.
test sand won 632.
Rose Croix, under the very capable
‘Tn this connection we find that direction of Dr. Harry L. Richards,
| our most serious handicap to effec with Dr. J. A. Richan in the ritu
tive snow plowing and removal is alistic role of orator Very pleasing
that of cars being parked all night features were the violin selections
on tlie streets. We do not know by MLss Bertha Luce and the vocal
of any other city in Maine that solo by Howard Crockett.
permits all night parking, and it
SATURDAY, MARCH 27
, is probable that the only effective Czechoslovakia plans to have
!
remedy
is to prohibit by ordinance three tractors in each rural village
9.30 A. M.
all night parking on all public within five years.

More School Funds

Maundy Thursday

RUMMAGE SALE

MASONIC TEMPLE

Sizes 8 to 14

ROCKLAND

’12.95

Benefit Owl's Head Farm Bureau
24-25

SOCONY-VACUUM'S NEW

BOTTLED GAS

Waitress

17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
Call 1135-W For Service

367 MAIN STREET,

Guarantees To Procure a Jabberwock Lobster For Hol
lywood Movie
A crustacean rival for Lassie,
Flicka. Bambi and other assorted
film animals is being sought in
New England.
Enterprise Pictures Ls trying to
cast the role of "Jabberwocky.” a
pet lobster in the Dana Andrews
film. No Minor Vices, Maine offic
ials learn. Richard E Reed im
mediately wired the Hollywood stu
dio:
“Certainly it can be none other
than a Maine lobster but just to
make sure we are prepared to comb
the coastal waters of the rockbound State of Maine, to find the
most photogenic, masculine, virile,
colossal and stupendous crustacean
in existence . . You say the word
and we will find you a Jabber
wocky that will win you an Oscar."
Dana Andrews starred in a film.
Deep Water, made last Fall mostly
at Vinalhaven. In the new picture,
the lobster will be cast as a house
pet.
The name "Jabberwocky” is tak
en from Alice In Wonderland.

Mrs. George Sleeper received a
very pleasant surprisse when her
son. Midshipman Sleeper called her
on the telephone from San Fran
cisco. He Ls on the training ship,
American Mariner, from the Mari
time Academy. The ship has start
ed on its trip back through the
Panama Canal, which he said was
the most wonderful part of the
cruise. He had a grand time in
California, but will be glad to be
back home next month.

ROCKLAND, ME.

AT THE

COOKED FOOD SALE

THORNDIKE
HOTEL

STARTING AT 1.30

COMPLETE DINNERS

EASTER LILIES, 70c A BUD

AT THE

$1'65 UD

ROCKLAND

UPHOLSTERING

Allspices

HIGH SCHOOL WASHINGTON CLUB

ROCKLAND, ME.

Remember the Grand Food of the First Washington Club Sale

24‘It

24*25

POSITION WITH A FUTURE

Portland Hotels make this Special Offer

two night week-end
stay at the price of a

Offer applies at The

I
FOR

Eastland,
Columbia,
Falmouth, Graymore,

or

Lafayette

During March, April and May

HoteLs.

23-28

"Do bird lovers know that suet
put out in wire containers are in
jurious to the eyes of birds, espe
cially woodpeckers. It sometimes
cuts their eyes as they reach
through and makes them blind,
then they starve and die. If some
thing is needed, to protect or hold
suet use twine or something soft.
Better that the suet be carried off
once in a while than to make one
of our beautiful woodpeckers blind.”

One year ago: Warden McCabe
of the State Prison was elected
president of the Knox County
Chapter of the Reserve Officers'
Association.—Richard E. Thomas
tax assessor to return to private in
dustry.—Jesse Bradstreet became
chairman of the City Council suc
ceeding Carl Moran, resigned —
Rockland won the Grammar School
basketball tournament. — Deaths:
Mrs. Stephen Hassan. 87; Tenants
Harbor. Eliza N. Hasney, 77: Rock
port, Burton F. Richards, 67;
Union, Harry O. Gurdy of Rock
land, 87; Washington, John M.
Lowell, 45.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
CALVARY
I walked alone to my Calvary.
And no man carried the cross lor me:
Carried the cross? Nay. no man knew
The fearful load I bent unto:
But each as we met upon the way
Spake me fair to the journey I walked
that day.
I came alone to my Calvary.
And high was the hill and bleak to see;
But. lo! as I scaled, the flinty side.
A thousand went up to be crucified—
A thousand kept the way with me.
But never a cross my eyes could see.
24-26
—War Cry.

Children Don't Always
stop to think
MOTORIST—
YOU MUST!

445 Main Street, Opposite Chisholm’s Store

WAYSIDE GREENHOUSE

Man and Wife for a

24-25

ALBERT MacPHAIL STORE

Cut Flowers and Other Plants

Raymond W. Stewart of 135
Union street, has a most remark
able cat. It is a masculine feline,
yellow-buff in color, and of tropical
nativity. He went through the
bombardment of Pearl Harbor,
while a kitten, and was brought
here by the husband of a
Rockland girl. The cat has
an unusually large body and
long legs. He will climb trees
and jump from
branch to
branch like a squirrel.
He even
possesses vocal talent, and can say
"Mama" in a very lifelike manner.
Last Fall he came into the house
with two mice in his mouth at one
time.

Stop! Look! Listen!

SATURDAY, MARCH 27

proprietor

TELEPHONE 718-M,

Remarking that “sane people
have all the luck," Ralph H. Smith
sends me from Cheyenne. Wyo
ming, the following clipping:
“Rawlins, Wyo. — Mrs. Minniie
McCormick, discoverer of the Red
desert uranium deposit, also has
made another possible multi-mil
lion dollar discovery. Mrs. McCor
mick has revealed plans to develop
a carbon and alum claim 15 miles
south of Wamsutter this Spring,
The uranium deposit is located
north of Wamsutter. She said she
found the deposits of carbon and
alum in 1925. but had been unable
to obtain financial assistance to
develop them until now. The
unarium and carbon and alum min
ing operations are expected to start
as soon as weather permits, and
are expected to bring an increase
in papulation for Wamsutter, 40
miles west of here.”
—O—
A Hubbard squash raLsed in 1946
found its way to my desk Satur
day. through the kindness of Alfred
Benner Looked as good as the
day it was plucked from the garden,
] save that its natural green color
had changed to yellow.

Dick Reed’s Promise

Mervyn Flanders

single room.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Representative Margaret Chase
Smith is one of eight women, to
whom President Truman will pre
sent Women's National Press Club
achievement awards, the Associated
Press reported in Washington Sat
urday.
Mrs. Smith shares honors with
Rebecca West, British novelist and
reporter, and six other women. Ruth
Ccwan of the Associated Press and
president of the Press Club made
the announcement.
She said that in making the
awards the news, radio, magazine
and publicity women are recognizing
exceptional work done by women
during 1947 in eight varied fields.
They will be presented at the club's
annual dinner at the Statler Hotel,
Washington, April 3.
The club said it was giving the
politics award to Mrs. Smith, who
is running fcr the Republican nomi
nation to the U. S. Senate, because:
1. Mrs. Smith is one of the first
women in the country with suffi
cient political background to at
tempt election to the Senate, and
2. Because of the years of service
she has already given the Country
as a legislator .

THORNDIKE HOTEL

to Maine residents only.

SPECIALTY STI

Rep. Margaret Chase Smith

Coppers collecting coppers. That’s
what we see almost every day as
the brass button boys wheel that
vacuum cleaner up and down the
street. What's that old Scotch
adage? Many a mickle makes a
muckle. Something like that, any
how.
—o— i
The advantage of sitting at a
table with lobster fishermen was
demonstrated at the Elks banquet,
Tuesday night, when John was able
to amass three of the crustaceans
because the lobstermen preferred
clams.

Proceeds to Central School Fund, South Thomaston
24-25

ALSO

VESPER A. LEACH

The Androscoggin County Comi missioners are firm believers
’ in economy. They announce that
! no more baked potatoes will be
served with the jail dinners “be
cause they shrink and the prison| ers eat more that way.” The
i boiling method will be used in the
| future. And I rather opine that
the boarders are also "boiling."

DINE
EASTER SUNDAY

82-T-tf

Carrots with fresh leaves, surviv
ors of Winter's rigors, were pulled
from her garden by Mrs. Fannie
Dean, Achorn street, yesterday.

Fear that migration may be
banned is causing much of India's
migration.

Opening at 10 o'clock

Chambermaid and

COMPTONS

Attractive Straws and
Felts

G. A. R. HALL, ROCKLAND
SATURDAY, MARCH 27

WANTED

KIDDY
HATS
JlandJ1.98

RUMMAGE SALE

ISSUE

Volume 103........... Number 24.

TEN PAGES—5c COPY

ANSWERS THOSE CRITICISMS

TUESDAY

An old, established, aggressive, billion dollar life Insurance
company is interested in discussing the employment of one as
sociate in the City of Rockland.
If you are between the ages of 25 and 40 with successful
sales teaching or public contact experience and If you have already
given some thought to building a business of your own, you may
qualify.
We offer a thorough course in training, adequate assistance
and supervision, bonus and company pension to the peason
selected.
Write full particulars giving family status, age, experience,
previous earnings and two references to: M. J. KELLEY, Dis
trict Supervisor, 150 NORWAY ROAD, BANGOR, MAINE. 12-tf

Quality Economy
Service
The Best in Upholstering
Satisfactory Prices
Guaranteed Two Weeks' Service
Make Your Furniture Like New
Again!
For Free Estimates Call—

PERRIN’S

UPHOLSTERING CO.

TEL. 1551-W, ROCKLAND, ME.
BUDGET TERMS
11-tf

ALEXANDER’S AUTO
BODY
54 PARK ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
24* It

SPECIAL SALE!

Friendship Turkeys
To make room for new stock—

65c POUND
less If alive
Far under costs. Won't last lent!

Call ALBERT JAMESON

TEL. 166-14, THOMASTON, MB.
Large Ones Cheaper, Whole er
Halted

393 MAIN ST./ftOCKLANH
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Grand Army Hall
Will Benefit From Fair Given
By Civil War Memorial
Association
In the last annual meeting of the
Civil War Memorial Association
plans were formulated for a fair ln
July for the purpose of raising
funds for much needed repairs to
the G A R Hall, a memorial to the
men who wore the beloved blue uni
forms with brass buttons, and who
were welcomed and honored at all
public functionss.
Last year the hall was thoroughlycleaned and some repairs were
made, but more expensive repairs
are now needed, such as carpenter
work on piazza, gutters and outside
paint Job.
Mrs. Margaret Raekliff. president
of the Association has appointed
her committee, but invites members
of all the allied orders to lend their
aid and to furnish generously when
called upon.
Mrs. Eliza Plummer is chairman
in the Edwin Libby Relief Corps,
Mrs. Margaret Raekliff of the Aux
iliary to Anderson Camp. S U.V..
and Mrs Lina Carroll of Ruth
Mayhew Tent.
This being a co-operative project
the general committee is made up
of memberrs of all the orders as
follows: Fancy articles. Mrs. Besssie
Haraden, Millie Coombs, Lizzie
French, Millie Thomas. Beulah Lar
rabee, Annie Morton and Nora
Stickney; aprons, Mrs. Nellie Mc
Kay, Carrie Winchenbaugh Frances
Morse, Carrie House and Bertha
Higgins; cooked foods. Mrs. Inez
Packard, Jennie Pietroski. Ada Payson and Ellura Hamlin; candy, Mrs
Velma Marsh. Martha Sleeper, Allie
Blackington, Lillian Raekliff, Doris
Ames, Mae Cross, Mary Jordan;
plants. Myra Watts, Mabel Richard
son, Gloria Willis; white elephant
table, Evelyn Robbins. Clara Knowl
ton. Bessie Church. Elizabeth Mur
ray; ice cream and soda, Ruby
Makinen. Mildred Williams. Myrtle
Makinen, Grace Jameson.
Donations are solicited, payable
to Mrs. Mae Cross. In the days
when the Community Chest was
popular, Grand Army Hall was one
of the beneficiaries, therefore the
repiars were readily cared tor from
that source. Mrs. Plummer, as pub
licity chairman, feels sure that the
support of a great many admirers
of the institution will be given
this worthy project.
Eliza Plummer.

Grange Corner
Members are urged to attend the
school Of instructon to be held
March 30 at Penobscot View- Grange
at tllen Cove, rather than March
31, as previously reported.
• • * •
School of Instruction meets at
Penobscot View Grange Hall. Glen
Cove. Tuesday, March 30 at 2 p. m.,
for an afternoon and evenine ses
sion. The State officers will be
present. Supper will be served by
the host Grange. Visitors are re
quested to bring sweets.
Penobscot View Grange meets
Thursday night at Glen Cove at
7.30.
• * • »
The White Oak Juvenile Grange
will meet Saturday afternoon at
White Oak Grange Hall.
• • * •
A Grange lecturers council is
scheduled for April 10, at White
Oak Grange, the session to convene
at 1 p. m. State Grange lecturer.
Mrs. Lottie York of Winthrop, will
be present. This is the first such
conference in the county, and all
subordinate Grange lecturers are
urged to attend. The evening sesson will be open to the public, and
each subordnate Orange attending,
will furnish one number on the
program.
* • * •
Plans are being made for a Gay
Nineties revue for the benefit
Knox Pomona Grange, all subordi
nate Oranges co-operating in the
preparation oi a program that
night, which will be announced
May 10. The place for the pres
entation will also be announced at
that time.
• • • •
March 30 is the date of the
Grange Officers School of Iinstruction which will be held at Medom
ak Valley Grange. Burketville, for
an afternoon and evening session
Pay supper will be served by the
host Grage.
• • • •
In observance of 4-H Club week,
the White Oak 4-H Club presented
a typical 4-H business meeting and
program at a meeting of White

FOR EXPERT BODY AND
FENDER WORK
ALSO

AUTOMOBILE PAINTING
SEE

TOM SHANNON

.

[EDITORIAL]
BEST MOVIE STARS

THE JIG IS _ABOUT UP

Those who follow the movies, and their number Is almost
endless, will be interested to know that “critical Hoilywoodf’
lias selected Ronald Colman and Loretta Young a.s the best
players of the year, and they will receive the coveted "Oscar,”
by decree of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sci
ences. Colman won with his portrayal of a murderous actor ln
“A Double Life," and Miss Young for her characterization
of a Swedish American politician in “Tlie Farmer's Daugh
ter.” Edmund Gwenn, in “Miracle on 84th Street," and
Celeste Holm, in "Gentlemen's Agreement," were voted best
supporting players. A third award accrued to "Gentlemen s
Agreement’’ when Elia Kazan received an Oscar for best
achievcement in direction.
All of these are first-time Oscar recipients. Except for
Miss Young, the major ’winners failed to surprise many in
the throng assembled for the proceedings. Anti-Semitism Ls
the theme of "Gentleman's Agreement,”

LINCOLN’S HISTORIC CHURCHES
Our old friend and contemporary, George W. Singer, who
for many years made of the Damariscotta Herald a castinctlve publication, is still doing feature stories for several papers
among them the lewiston Journal, which carried ln Satur
day's supplement a most interesting article concerning Lin
coln County’s historical churches. Three of the mo t inter
esting are the Congregational Church at Aina Center, the
Scotch Presbyterian Church at South Bristol, and the German
Lutheran Church at Waldoboro. All were built about the
same time. The chureh at South Bristol Is known as the "Old
Walpole Church." Col. David Dunbar in 1729 divided the
territory under his jurisdiction into three townships and
named them for three English noblemen, Walpole, Harring
ton and Townsend. Walpol? included thc northwestern part
of Bristol and part of Nobleboro Harrington was the south
ern part of Bristol and Townsend was the name of the pres
ent towns of Boothbay and Boothbay Harbor.

EXIT “FIFTY CENT SIDE”
Nobody In his right mind would dure call the eastern side
of Main street the "Fifty Cent Side” as they did in Rock
land’s early days when one had to wade through four or five
inches of mud to reach it. The paving of Main street served
to restore the east side to something like its proper dignity,
while late Improvements, concluding'—for the present with
the remodelling of the Wotton dry goods store, establishes a
100 percent rating.

IT’S NO LONGER NEUTRAL
In World War I, Scandinavia remained comfortably neu
tral. In World War II, its illusions that it would not be drawn
into the conflict were abruptly shattered in the gray dawn of
an April morning when Nazi troops quietly took over Den
mark and seized the key positions of Norw ay with t'ne help of
a treacherous Fifth Column. Sweden, it is true, maintained a
precarious formal neutrality, but Its trade with the West was
cut off, and it was forced' for a time to permit the passage of
German troops across its soil.
In today’s divided world, the Scandinavians have already
abandoned any idea that they can stay on thc sideline. Com
mitted already by implication through participation in the
Marshall plan, they have now made it quite clear w here they
stand. The Premiers of the three countries have met in
Stockholm to denounce communism and affirm jointly their
resolve to defend their countries against foreign aggression
and the new Fifth Column.
The Premiers of Denmark, Norway and Sweden all belong
to the Social Democratic parties of their respectlves coun
tries. These are labor parties, committed to at least a mild
form of socialism. But it is a democratic and a native social
ism. Most important, there is no evidence in these parties
of a split between independent Socialists and tliPse who
would make common cause with the Communists. Such a
division broke the Italian Socialist party in two.
It is
hardly less grave in France, where there is still a surface
unity.
In Czechoslovakia, it made the Communist coup
easier. In the northern countries, the Communist parties are
small and isolated, and they will now be fought aggressively
by tlie united, democratic Socialists.
While the joint declaration of the Scandinavians does
not go as far as the military alliance of Britain, France and
Benelux, it is a move in the same direction It is not only a
relinquishments of neutrality as an over-riding principle, but
a recognition that the democratic nations must draw closer
together In Europe today, they are doing just that, ar.d it is
a ’development full of hopeful portent for peace.—Herald
Tribune.

Oak Grange, North Warren, during
the lecturer’s hour. The Misses
Eini Riutta and Evangeline Bar
bour presented the dairy food dem
onstration, which they will give in
April at Farm and Home Week at
the University of Maine Other
numbers included recitations by
Sadie Gammon and Flora Wiley; a
motion song by Sadie Gammon,
Phyllis Payson, Faye Payson, Caro
lyn Payson, with Morgan Barbour
playing a guitar accompaniment;
song ’ Riutta and Evange
line Barbour; piano solo by Leaf rice
Dolham; and a novelty song by the
Misses Riutta and Barbour.

SEASIDE CARNIVAL
Thursday night the Seaside Won
derland Carnival at Rockport
will present as the feature
attraction
the
Rockland Boy
Scouts from Troop 202.
This
group will put on a very humorous
melodrama, "The Light House
Keeper’s Daughter,’’ which will
keep you in gales of laughter
Everybody who saw last year's
show will remember Michael Leventhall, who has a knack of making
everyone laugh. This year he will
also put on "The Shoe Makers.”
The Scouts will also put on ‘My
Operation and Picking Up Pom
pons.” Other hilarious entertain
ment will provide enjoyment for
everyone.

The Sea Scouts
There was a flurry of test pass
ing during the last Sea -Scout
meeting. Classes were held in Na
vigation, Sea History and Lore,
Navigation and Practical Seaman
ship with Mates Perry, Sawyer and
Flint as instructors.
A continuation of a new type of
program, planned and presented by
the junior officers, will feature a
Kangaroo Court as a feature of an
Informal meeting. Bos'n Mate Mal
colm Joseph will be in charge Wed
nesday night, starting at 7.

832 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
16-T-22

FLOOR BEAUTY
Original Floor Beauty
COSTS SO LITTLE!
When your Floors are Sanded
by Experienced Floor Sanders
with the

BEST
FLOOR SANDING EQUIPMENT
IN MAINE
We will Sand your Floors for
Less than you ran hire a rheap
machine and do it yourself. We
will go anywhere in Maine.

Practically Sewed Up
Spruce Head just about settled 262, Anastasio 309, Benner 236,
the question of who is going to win Makinen 287; total, 1351.
M C.R.R.- Anderson 271. Bourne
the championship, when they took 259.
Whitev 279, Brackett 217, Ru
four from the Rockland Wholesale fus 285; total. 1361.
crowd on Monday. N. Drinkwater
Snow's 5, Lime Co. II
and Lawry were high with 278 and
Snow’s—S. Willis 271, Raymond
Mr. Drinkwater also the single 109. 284 Lowell 308 W Willis 305, Gat
From here on to the wire, the combe 318; total, 1486.
only team that can stop the lobster
Lime Co.—Melvin 255, Wentworth
'boys' ls the wild and wicked 275. Snowman 267. Doak 275, Tay
M.C.R.R. The railroad gang put lor 288; total. 1360.
the skids under the Water Co. in
their last match and hope to do
tlie same to the Spruce Headers.
Tuesday night the Gulf and
Water Co. had a knockdown drag Loses To Phil Grover Of Cam
out battle, with the liquid lads tak
ing four and just about finishing
den Title As State Bowl
the oilers' chances of a champion
ing Champion
ship. Dangerous Doak was high
with 299 and 110.
A smashing eighth string of 140
Gulf still holds the team single
record with 536 A slip of the pen provided the momentum that car
cil by your reporter gave credit to ried former New England bowling
champion Ralph Pearson of Port
Snows last week.
Wednesday found the last place land to a 47-pin advantage over
Swifts coming to life again to wal State titiltst Phil Grover of Cam
lop the Perry’s team for all five den in the first 10 of their 20points. Alley high three 306, and string title mat?h at the Bclodrome
Doak the single 112. With just a Alleys in Portland Friday night.
slight bit of help. Swift's put Pearson totaled 1085. Grover 1038.
Entering the eighth string. Pear
Perry's down into seventh place
and until the lime boys roll on son trailedTiv one pin 742 to 743.
but an opening spare and following
Friday they are in the cellar.
Thursday night the M.C.R R. won strike plus four successive spares in
four from the I O.O F.. and jumped this same string, accounted for the
into sixth place.
The railroad evening's top total. Meanwhile.
wreckers are hatching a plot to Grover was experiencing his poorest
side track Snows next week and1 string, tallying 86, with no spare or
the way they are going it looks like strike in the temporary fall off
it could be done Nick Anastasio Grover picked up six pins in the
the bowling barber was highrnan final two strings, with 109 and 100
with 309 and tied by Rufus with totals.
Pearson started well, crashing
108.
Friday the runner-up Snows took home a strike and spare at the out
all five points from the Lime Co , re!. but Grover rolling steadily, was
which place them in the cellar but two pins behind at the end of
once more. Gatcombe was high two strings. They alternated leads
with 318 and 121. In this match l until the huge eighth string, when
the winners broke the team total ; Pearson flashed his old-time form.
of 1462 held by the lobster lads
Pearson had four strikes for 30
When they counted up the totals. i pin and 21 spares for 141 pins for
Snows had rolled 1486, a new record 171 extra* whil« Grover collected
for the league.
three strikes for 25 spares ond 18
Snows is now the only team left spates for 111 and a 136 total.
The final ten strings will be
that can beat out the league lead
ers Spruce Head, and Thursday rolled on Grover’s home alleys at
night they tangle with the M.C.R.R Camden. March 31.
wreckers. This one should just1 The summary:
Pearson—112. 93. 97. 108. 101, 117.
about decide who is to win the
square bowling ball with the gold 114. 140. 109, 103, 205. 302, 410, 511
center, so on Thursday a few pins ' 628 742 . 882 , 982. 1085—1085.
should fly.
Grover—97. 105. 102. 108 . 94. 103.
Lost 134. 86, 109, 100, 202 . 304, 412, 506,
Won
20 619 743, 1529, 1038—1038.
Spruce Head ................. 55
24
........... 51
Snow’s ........
—Press Herald.
28 |
Water Co....... .............. 47
28 i Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Oulf
..........
42
36 I
R. Wholesale .............. 39
38
M C R.R
................ 32
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Perry’s ........ ................ 28
42
4? |
I.O.O.F........... ................. 28
APT wanted. 3 or 4 rooms with bath,
53. furnished or unfurnished. Tel 1328 M
Swift’s ........ ................. 22
___ 24*25
54 Inquire for MR KAB .
Lime Co ...... ................. 21
rTtrAILER Driver wanted.
Wholesalers 1, Spruce Head 4 I! c\TRACTO
’it i .'-li' e n< :eseary Apply to c. L.
Wholesalers- -Hillgrove 262, Kor- [ SPFNf
ER. Coea-Vola Bottling Plants,
honen 227. Curtis 262. ODell 270. Inc . 98 New County Rd.. Rockland.
24*25
Lawry 278:' total. 1290
Spruce Head — K. .Drinkwater j TWO ROOM Furnished Apartment to
24*lt
256. N. Drinkwater 278. A. Davis ' let; bath; 57 PACIFIC ST.
262. W. Drinkwater 263. A. Alley i BLACK Handbag containing money,
car registration and driver's license,
259; total, 1317.
lost Fridav. March 19 Reward if re
Water Co. 4, Gulf 1
turned to 33 GROVE ST.__________ 24-lt
Water Co.—Winslow 263. Curtis
GRAVEL and Cement Sand for sale.
256, Bartlett 290, Ames 270, Doak TEL THOMASTON 91 3
24*25
I NEW Milch Cow for sale.
TEL
299; total, 1378.
t
24*25
Gulf—Sleeper 294, Hallowell 278, | 1576-W2
Colby 267. Drinkwater 286, Daniel j WHITE Chester Shoats for sale. $18
each Inquire RONALD BYERS. Sears
son 253; total. 1318
j mont
Tel Liberty 1-15.
24*25
Perry's 0, Swift’s 5
'“CONTRACTORS Wheelbarrows with
Perry’s—McPhee 264. Hill 269. j rubber tires Ideal for farm use, $22;
Bernstein 256, ODell 251, Cook 244; i also Fairbanks Morse Water Pump,
complete with 42 gal. tank. $115, Stew
total, 1284.
Master Clippers, $29.95, with extra
Swift—Richardson 249, Alley 306, art
blades.
Fairbanks-Morse
Platform
Davis 255, Doak 305, Nick 267; to ' scales, single beam, $42.50; Bennetttal, 1382.
i Ireland single and double drum hoists.
! Ideal for 1 rm and boats; Electric Mo
I.O.O.F. 1, M.C.R.R 4
tors. 2 and 3 h. p new. C. M BUR
I.O.O.F.—Jameson 257, Achom GESS. Union. Tel. 17-3.
24*25

One Huge String

R. L. RICHARDS
Floor Sanding Service

25 FRANKLIN ST., ROCKLAND
PHONE 952
17-tf

High School Notes

James Kenney of the Kenney
Mimeographing Company of Ban
gor met the officers of the Com
mercial Service Club in Mrs.
Couglins room Friday morning.
| He gave a demonstration of mimeo
graphing. He told where the first
■ idea came from and also about the
j inventor of the first machine. He
demonstrated the proper way to cut
a stencil. The officers each cut
part of a stencil and using that he
showed the proper way to operate
the new mimeographing machine
which is in use by the pupils. The
girls who were Instructed will In
turn demonstrate to the other
classes. Present were: Victoria Wig
gin, president of the Commercial
Service Club; Ethylyn Thompson,
vice president; Nina Johnson, sec
retary; Juliette Bridges, treasurer;
Mrs Reta Robinson, Mrs Lena
Sargent and Mrs. Dorinda Cough
lin.
Principal Clunie reported at the I
assembly Monday morning that [
the gross receipts from Kippy
and Eugene Winchenbach
Karnival were $1788 53; expenses of Ralph
Waldoboro were fined $100 and
$570.70, making a net profit of costs
court of $9 06 in Municipal
$1217.83 In addition to this the Court ofMonday
charges of dig
Washington Club netted from its ging clams in on
a polluted area on
booth at the Karnival $83. which the Georges River
Gushing Anthey will apply to their Washing pearance in court inwas
the third
ton trip.
such occasion for Ralph. Eugene
The Sophomores participating in Winchenbach drew an additional
the elimination contest for the $50 fine on charges of simples as
Sophomore Prize Speaking contest ; sault on the person of Coastal
include: Norene Bartlett, Mary ‘ Warden Donald Hickey, the arrest
Berry, Claire Brlckley, Agnes I ing officer in both cases.
Brown. Jo Ann Champlin, Beatice j Sixty-day jail sentences were
Chairman Joanne Chisholm, Bar- I given as alternates in each case in
bara Clark, Kathryn Curry, Bertha event the fines were not paid. Both
Dondis, Marie Dorr, Janette Escor- men appealed their cases to the
cio, Elizabeth Gamble, Joanne , May term of Superior Court and
supplied bail in $500 in each case.
* • * *
work capabilities and have regis
One lone drunk graced the court
tered with the Employment Office
in such a manner as to give that i room against the usual five or six
office adequate information to as- j on a Monday morning
sist the claimant In obtaining work. ,
“It should be thoroughly under- - Buenos Aires, Argentina, plans to
stood that a person who Is unem construct a four-lane vehicular
ployed Is not by virtue of the mere tunnel, nearly 4000 feet long, under
fact that he Is unemployed, nec the Riachut'lo River to connect the
essarily entitled to compensation.” city with Avellaneda

I

In Municipal Court

REMOVAL NOTICE!
The Elmer C. Davis Insurance and Real
Estate Office
Is now located in new quarters in the
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BUILDING
356 Main Street, Room 210
Old and new customers will be cordially received.
TELEPHONE 77

20-tf

< AT$LONG\\LAST—THEY ARE

biggest mattress bargain!
ITS THE FAMOUS "LUXURY

WITH THE 837 INDEPEN

DENT COIL SPRINGS!

Redskins Are Favored

With the winning of eight
straight games behind them, the
Red Jacket ’Redskins" will face the
SSS “Byrd” quintet at Cony High
gym, Augusta, tonight. The Rock
land team is heavily favored to win

Uruguay invited Norway to send
fishermen to participate in fits fa
bulous shark fishing this year and
a radar-equipped Norwegian vessel
is on the way.
In common with a great ma
jority of da.ly and weekly news
papers, The Courier-Gazette op
erates on a pay in advance basis.
Please re-subscribe at once when
your notice arrives and avoid miss
ing copies.
19-tf.

KALER’S PARK STREET LUNCH
WALTER L. KALER, Prop
(Formerly Proprietor of the Penobscot Grill)

CONVtNItMT

See this wonderful Beautyrett at our bedding
department today! It's the mattress you’ve
been wonting — waiting for!
It has — not 100 or 200 —but 837 individuallypocketed springs* Thot's why it cushions every part
of your body to gently, so firmly, to buoyantly.

The STETSON

Flagship

Whether you go by plane or train, you'll look

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR SERVICE
For Your Eating Enjoyment We Give You
HOME COOKED FOOD AND PASTRIES
ATTENTIVE MANAGEMENT, COURTEOUS WAITRESSES
GOOD FOOD

places—and helps you arrive in style. See it today.

Renovated,

TEHmS

Ic a night!
on its 10 year guarantee, your luxurious Beautyrett coits
you tiff/e more than lea night. That's all — Jc a night! See
your dealer—pick out your "luxury comfort" Beoutyrett today I
Hurry, while you have many beautiful patterns to choate from!
Yet, we hove Beautyrett box springs, too.
Bated

Why if j wiser to buy a Beautyrest:

OUR REGULAR DINNERS
Are Generous Servings of Hearty Food
AT MODERATE PRICES

smoother in the Flagship. It’s a trim, lightweight,
and jaunty Stetson. Makes you feel like going

OTHER STYLES, $8.50 and $10.00

* 837 individually-pocketed,

independent coil springs!
* 8 side ventilators to help keep

interior fluffy-fresh!
* Sag-proof border for all-over
mid-mattress comfort!

* 10 year guarantee!

Costs fitlle more than

a night I
* Superior construction—needs turning only
5 times a year!

4

* Lasts 3 times longer than any other inner-sprii

mattress—proved in scientific durability tests!

Beautyrest by

Clean Premises

SIMMONS

The world’s most comfortable mattress

PARK STREET LUNCH TAXI

KALER’S PARK STREET LUNCH
ROCKLAND, ME.

22-T-24

OFF/NS

!

Is operated by Frederick U. Waltz from the same olil stand.
Telephone 838-R when you want Sandwiches, Ught I-unehes,
Etc., delivered to your party at regular taxi fare,

13 PARK STREET,

The Maine Unemployment Com
pensation Commission will begin
the new benefit year, by increasing
unemployment benefits to covered
workers effective April 10, according
to announcement today by L. C.
Fortier.
The new benefit schedule, based
on workers’ earnings during their
previous base periods, would start
at $6.75 per week, for a period up
to and including 20 weeks of cov
erage, while the maximum weekly
amount would be placed at $22 50
per week for the same period To
tal payments for a 20-week period
in any one benefit year would be
increased from the $120 minimum
to $135 in the lowest covered brac
ket, and would increase from $409
to $450 per benefit year for those
workers whose earnings In the prevous base period had been $2000 or
more. Workers earning less than
$300 in any base period are not
eligible for benefits.
For a totally unemployed work
er, whose earnings for the previous
benefit year are Indicated in the
left-hand column below, weekly
benefits for any one benefit year
wbuld be as shown in the second,
or middle column; while the maxi
mum which any individual worker
could draw will be shown in the
third, or right-hand column
Earnings Weekly Max. Yearly Max.
$135.
$3C0 to 399.99
$6.75
160.
8.00
400 to 499.99
180.
500 to 599.99
9.00
205.
600 to 69E..99
10.25
225.
700 to 799.99
11.25
25f
800 to 899.99
12.50
270.
900 to 999 .99
1350
295.
1000 to 1099 93
14.75
315.
1100 to 1199.99
15.75
1200 to 1299 99
340.
1700
1300 to 1424 99
360.
18.00
1425 to 1549 .99
19 25
385.
1550 tol749.ro
46o.
20.25
1750 to 1999.99
430.
21.50
2000 and over
22.50
450.
"Unemployed persons who file
claims for unemployment compen
sation,” Fortier said, “should un
derstand that they have an affir
mative duty to disclose to the Un
employment Compensation Com
mission, all the circumstances un
der which they became unem
ployed, so that the Commission or
its representatives may make an
accurate
determination as to
whether or not they are entitled to
compensation for the period during
which they are unemployed.
“The eligibility standards of the
Unemployment Compensation Law
are designed to make provision for
th? payment of comjrensation onlv
to those who are qualified for such
compensation and who have made a
true and full disclosure of their

Gardner, Jacqueline Grispi, Mau
reen Hamalainen, Elizabeth ' Her
rick, Janice Koster, Marion Lind
sey, Dea Perry. Eunice Pettis, Doro
thy Tootill. Lucille Tyler, John
Blackman. Fred Copeland, Deane
Deshon, Dino Galiano, Malcolm
Hallowell, Wesley Hoch, Richard
Jones, Bradford Sleeper, John D.
Splilane, Richard Tomkins, Robert
Van Fleet, Lloyd Wingate.
Results from Inter Gym Class
Tournament:
Kittens 68. Flying Stones 13;
Panthers 25, Lions 24; Five Aces 24,
Fighting Swedes 22; Machine Shop
19. Celtics 17: Redwings 33. Eddie’s
Muggs 21; Red Skins 19. Kittens
15; Panthers 21, Veterans 18.
Semi-finals round: Red Skins vs.
Panthers. Red Skins vs. Five Aces
or Machine Shop.
At the assembly Monday an
Armand Davis moving picture was
shown. It was produced bv Dodge
Motor Car Company through the
co-operation of Chrysler Corpora
tion It dealt with Leila Roosevelt
and family in Rangoon, India.

COMFORT" 8EAUTYREST

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

And Completely

Benefits Increased

New System Is Announced
By Unemployment Com
Spruce Head Lobstermen Have Star Alley Title
pensation Commission

AT

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
Garage

Tuesday-Friday

reuPHCNS.
14*3

A

Ws* <ND i BOYS ’CLOTHING
FURNISHIHSS $PC.-5 ANC' uniforms.
565;-NIAIN 6T ^fipgKTANp ME

More People Wear Stetson Hats Than Any Other Brand

See thp Display of These Magnificent Mattresses In Our Windows!

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
The Home of Heller Furniture

361 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME

1

Tuesday-Friday
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TALK OF THE TOWN

March 1 to
—Annual Red Cross Fund
Drive.
March 23 Chapin Class Bazaar at Uni
versal 1st Church.
March 28—Easter
March—28—At Congregational Church.
Waren. 7 p. m . Easter Cantata
March 31—Knox County Teachers’ Con
vention. Rockland High School.
April 1, 2 and 3- Seaside Wonderland
Carnival. Rockport High School In
the Town Hall.
April 1-2—Republican State conven
tion In Portland.
April 8 Army Day.
April 8—Knox & Waldo Hairdressers’
Association meeting at Belfast.
April 9 Thomaston: Spring fair of
Mayflower Temple. PS. at K P. hall
April 9-10—Democratic State Conven
tion In Augusta.
April 10—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange meets in St. George.
April 13—Reserve Officers' Association
meets at Hotel Rockland
April 27—Annual P.T.A. Ball at Com
munity Building.
May 12-16--At Rockland. Maine An
nual Conference of the Methodist
Church.
May 14—Cabaret at Watts hall, Thom
aston.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 21—Primary Election.
July 4 Independence Day
July 29—Benefit Pair for Grand Army
Hall.

Newly trained cooks, bakers, mess
stewards and mess officers of the
Pacific Sector Food Service School
of the United States Army Carib
bean in the Panama Canal Zone,
received their graduation certifi
cates in the recent ceremonies at
the Fort Clayton school. Master
Sergeant John G Proctor of 25
Park street, Rockland, was recepient of one o' the awards for his
successful completion of the Mess
Stewards’ course offered by the
school. The diplomas were award
ed by Major Edward O Mathews.
Commandant of the School Ser
geant Proctor arrived in Panama
last October and his wife Mrs.
Vina L. Proctor, and three children
reside in Rockland at the present
time. He is on duty with the 550th
Military Police Co. at Fort William
D Davis, Canal Zone

The American transport Walter
Schwenck was due at San Francis
co Sunday with 3267 war dead. In
cluded was the body of Pvt Frank
E Roscoe. U.S.M.C . late of Rock
land.
Rockland loses two trains as the
result of the reduced service on ac
count of the coal strike—the one
arriving here in the forenoon and
the one leaving at 4.10 p. m.

Visit Lucien K. Green dc Sons,
second iioor, 18 School street. Ode
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Poats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices
lOtf

Wendell E. Webber, third mate
on the U.U.S. Koloa Victory, sailed
Friday for Le Harve and Cher
bourg, France and Bremerhaven.
Germany. He expects the trip to
take 45 days.

lose from-. tRockland listed in
new 1948 edition of “Whos Who
America,” are Brig. Gen. Keni P. Lord, Edward C. Moran,
and Dr. John Smith Lowe.

Ernest E. Johnson and son, Guy
Eugene of New York are visiting
Mr. Johnson's mother, Mrs. Mar
guerite Johnson, for a few days.
BORN
Bridges—At Vlnal Maternity
March 22, to Mr. and Mrs. L
Bridges, a daughter.
Brackett—At Vlnal Matern’iy
March 21. to Mr. and Mrs Ari
Brackett, a claughte Beatrice
Smith—At Knox Hospital. Mi
to Mr. and Mrs William T. Sm
a daughter- Pamela Jeanne.
Wooster—At Knox Hospital. March
19. to Mr. and Mrs. Milton H Woosto . a son Dennis Milton.
Arnold—At Camden. March 6. to Mr
and Mrs. Harold Arnold, a son--Lawry
Guthrie.
Peterson — At Washington. Iowa.
March 10. to Mr. and Mrs. Evan Peter
son (Barbara Carney of Rockland), a
son.
Isbell—At Knox Hospital, March 21.
to Mr. and Mrs Harold Isbell (formerly
Miriam Scammom. a son Richard
Lloyd.

MARRIED
Wheeldon-Me Donald — At RockfM>r
March 20. Phillip Wheeldon and Rutl
McDonald, both of Rockport.- by May
nad Ingraham. N P

DIED
Spear—At Cushing, March 22 Ever
ett W. Spear, Infant son of Mr and
Mrs. Kenneth E. Spear of Cushing age
1 month, 15 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 2 p, m. from Cushing Funeral
Funeral Home. Thomaston. Burial in
Sou h Warren Cemetery
Barter—At Brockton. Mass. March
21. George E Barter, age 76 years. In•erment in Sea View Cemetery, Wed
nesday, on arrival of afternoon train
Sawyer—At Rockland, March 22. wil
liam M Sawyer, age 79 years, 9
months. 4 days. Funeial Wednesday
2 p. m, Burpee Funeral Home
In
terment in Ash Point Cemetery
Carroll—At
Rockland
March
18.
Pauline May Carrroll, age 25 years. 6
months, 23 days.
Emery—At Winchester. Mas-, . March
19 Dr. Robert Emery, age 67 years Fu
neral was held Monday at 4 p in.
from Burpee Funeral Home Burial in
Emery Cemetery In Owl's Head In
Spring.
Wooster—At Worcester, Ma s . March
22. Howard Erne son Woosler Funeral
services in Worcester. Thursday
Richards—At Plymouth. Mass . March
19 Alfred P Richards, a native of
Rockport, aged 62 years
McDonald—At Camden. March 19.
Anne (McGrath) widow of John R
McDonald, age 90 yea s. 11 months. 10
days. Inte-ment in St. James Catho
lic Cemetery. Thomaston.
Putnam At South Thomaston, March
19. Jennie Alice Putnam, age 70 years.
7 months. 26 days Funeral today at 2
o'clock from Burpee Funeral Home
Entombment un'il spring.
Emery—At Winchester, Mass.. March
—. Robert Lovett Emery, formerly of
Owl’s Head, age 67 years. 2 months, 12

easter Greeting
What she told her grandchildren
In my homeland,
Far away
When folks met
On Easter Day,
They used to greet
Their friends; they’d say;
“Christ, the Lord.
Hath risen today,
Allelulia!”
And the passer-by
W'auld make reply:
“He hath broken the tomb,
lie hath lifted our doom,
He hath risen indeed!
Alb Julia!
Allelulia!”

Vic Vet fays
TOR SPEEDY REPLIES TO VA
LETTERS ALWAYS INCLUDE

IN MEMOKIAM
In loving memory of

HALVAR HART

ICE CREAM

RADIATOR
REPAIRING-

Tuesday—Vespers^ 5.30 p m.;
Stations iSt. John’6), 7.30 p. m.
Wednesday—Mass. 7 a. m.; Break
fast; Vespers, 5.30 p. m.; Tenebrae,
7.30 p. m
Maundy Thursday. Sung Mass, 7
a m.. A11 day watch at the Altar
of Repose. Women and children
until 7.30. Men and Boys, 7.30 to 12.
Vespers, 5.30 p. m. Tenebrae, 7.30
p m.
Good Friday (Strict Fasti. Lit
urgical Services and Meditations.
12 m to 3 00 p. m. Tenebrae, 7.30

Holy Saturday — Catechumenate,
9 a. m. Hours for Confession, 2 to
4. 7 to 9. Vespers, 5.30 p. m.
Faster Day: Mass at St John's.
—Anna E. Coughlin.
7.30 a. m.; Sung Mass and Sermon,
9 30 p m. Vespers and Benedic
Emmet Rose, who has been em tion. 4 p. m.
ployed at Lamb’s cleaning and
Tliose from Rockland attending
dyeing establishment the past 17
years has completed his duties the annual get-to-gether of the
there, and expresses his apprecia Department Council of the Patri
tion of courtesies 'tceived from archs Militant of 10.0?, and the
association of Ladies Auxiliaries,
the customers.
Saturday in Gardiner were: Mrs.
Miss Nancy J. Gregory who was Addie Brown, Mrs. Grace Jameson.
announced last week as one of the Miss Doris Hyler, Mrs. Mildred
10 highest ranking students in the Gammon. Mr and Mrs. Oliver
Senior Class ol Rockland High Lovejoy, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
School, has been accepted in the Achorn. Mr. and Mrs. Milton Rol
four year Kindergarten-primary lins. Jr.. John Stahl, Kenneth Le
course for entrance to Gorham gate and Milton Benner In the
State Teachers College in tlie Fall. evening the Bangor Auxiliary ex
Miss Gregory is the only daughter emplified the White Rose degree,
of Mr. and Mrs. Bert S. Gregory the Augusta auxiliary put on the
and resided in Glen Cove all her drill and the ouening of the model
life until the family moved to 74 meeting was conducted by Ridgely
Beech street, Rockland, about a Auxiliary of Portland.
month ago.
Clyde S Young, Rockland lobster
Mrs. Josephine Rice has bought dealer, was granted permission to
the Nathan Farwell property on erect a lobster wholesale building
over the protest of the Building In
Lindsey street. .
spector who had previously refused
Beano. G A R. Hall Friday March a permit. The Council ruled that
the structure must be fireproofed
2C. 7.30 p. m.--adv.*
inside and out to meet fire zone
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette requirements.

1939—IN MEMOKIAM—1948
In memory of our loved one
Today recalls sad memories
Of a dear one gone to rest.
As we loved her. so we miss her.
Thoughts of her are always near;
Who shall say the grief is lessened
Though the smile may hide the teais?
Memories keep the wound still open.
Despite the passing of the years.
*
Father. Mother, Sister. Brother

SEAL TEST

ST. PETER’S CHURCH
Holy Week

Who passed away March 28. 1945
We mourn for him In silence,
No eyes can see us weep.
But many a silent tear Is shed.
While others are asleep.
Some may th nk you are forgotten,
If they sometimes see us smile.
But they do not know the sorrow
That the smile hides all the while
Wife and Family.

• YOUR FULL NAME
• PERMANENT ADDRESS
• SERVICE NUMBER

• CLAIM NUMBER
• INSURANCE NUMBER
• DATE OF BIRTH

Rockland fathers and mothers
have teamed up for the second
time this year to make a Washing
ton Club food sale a smashing suc
cess This one is to be held Sat
urday (March 27) starting at 1.30
at the Albert MacPhail store, 445
Main street, opposite Chisholm’s
store The mothers make the best
possible cakes and foods to sell, the
fathers demand that it be bought
for them, and every penny goes
toward the Washington trip for the
High School Seniors.
24*25.

SENTER-CRANE'S
Closed Wednesday P. M.'s. Come to Senter Crane’s Wednesday
Morning or Thursday
The

Largest Store between Portland and Bangor

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

M

rHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
54-tf

TELS. 590—1174-M
UO-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

3-piece beige wool. Double
breasted jacket.
Flare
back topper—

$39.90 to $59.00
peplum jacket with, pert
Full skirt—

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to convey our appreciation
to everyone who so kindly helped us
during our great sorrow, and for the
beautiful flowers, cards and all ex
pressions of sympathy. We wish es
peclally to thank Alfred C. Hocking for
his kindness to the family and to our
mother.
The family of Eugene P. Smalley.

Navy in a lightweight wool.
Pocket detail and sparkling

buttons.

CARD OF THANKS

To The Voters of South Thomaston:
I wish to thank the voters for my
election to office of tax collector and
treasurer
With your co-opera ion, I
will endeavor to give honest and cour
teous service.
Henry S. Mills.

The East anti West rooms at
Community Building are in use for
school purposes, housing the third,
foui h and fi th grade pupils dis
placed from Grace Street School by
the condemnation of that structure
for school purposes until repairs
are made. The Community Build
ing 100ms lend themselves admir
ably to school use.

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

We’ve got the Spring Shirts for
you! Well tailored in fine preshrunk broadcloth. They fit you
and your wallet!

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

BURPEE
Funeral Home

W<„L

liberate hipiness—

collar.

558 Main Street

Ambulance Service

grev

Pale blue gabardine. Smart

CARD OF THANKS

22 Knox Street

Lightweight

Tucked from waist lot’ de

$29.50

We wish to convey our sincere ap
preciation and thanks to Dr. Soule,
Dr Robert Allen, and Dr Miller, for
their services during our great sorrow.
*
Harold Mitchell and Family.

Thomaston Tel. 192

We've hardly words to adequately
describe the charming elegance of
our new Easter Suits. They’re soft,
feminine and beautifully curve-con
scious. Done in handsome fabrics
and atttention compelling new col-

Others to $49.50

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

Rockland Tel. 810

OUR SUIT SELECTION IS SUPERB FOR

"Brother Anastasio’s Italian Din
ner’’ at 6.30 p. m.. will precede to
night's meeting of the Elks Lodge

To my friends and relatives, who
have been so kind in remembering me
with cards, letters, flowers, fruit and
numerous gifts, during my recent ill
ness. I send to them all. my most sin
cere thanks
Every act of kindness
has helped me to get better.
Mrs. Joseph Baum,
South Thomaston.
ROCKLAND, ME. 24 It

Licensed Lady Embalmer

The largest Store between Portland and Bangor

Miss Dorothy Sherman is attend
ing a ccnferenee of the Sears Ol
der office managers at the Bangor
House.

24*lt

30-26

Closed Wednesday P. M s. Come to Senter Crane’s Wednesday
Morning or Thuisday

Travis Ingham, correspondent
for the Bangor News, escaped in
jury Monday when a faulty brake
on his vehicle plunged it off the
highway near Mirror Lake and in
to a ledge. The truck was damaged
about the front end.

CARD OF THANKS

WINTER ST.,

SENTER# CRANE'S

The top name in
Ties is “Cheney.-’

Heartburn I
Relieved in 5 minutes er double jour money back
When excess stomach acid causes painful. suffocat
ing gas. sour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
prescribe the fastest-acting medicines known for
symptomatic relief—medictnesUketboee tn Btll-ans
Tablets. No laxative. Bell-ans brings comfort lu a
Jtfly or return bottle to us for double money back . 25c

BELL-ANS for Acid Indigest»oiv25 i

Full skirt—
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WARREN

WALDOBORO

UNION

Nation’s Grangers

Mrs. Marion Podkowa and Mrs.
The Senior Class will sponsor anMarion McCluskey are acting as
! other dance at the Town Hall Sat
co-chairmen of the local Red Cross
urday night, due to the success of
Two Important investigations are last
drive now on, Warrens quota,
week's dance. Geraldine Han
in
progress
at
the
Washington
office
$550, this year. Named as solici
nan was the lucky winner of the
tors are, Mrs. Alice Buck, Mis. of the National Grange, on both of cake. The Senior class will also
Nan Erickson, the Misses Sarah which a great amount of research conduct a paper drive tn April
and Mildred Hartford, Mrs. Inah work will be done by the depart
Grace Calderwood entertaned five
Overlook, Mrs. Doris Emerson. Mrs. ment of the organization which is friends after school Monday observ
Mildred Starrett, Mrs. Hazel Gam carefully set up for such a purpose, ing her birthday. Her guests were
mon, Miss Evangeline Barbour. with Dr. Lloyd C. Halvorson, a Sandra Morine, Joan Knight, Helen
Miss Eini Riutta. Miss Phyllis thoroughly trained economist in Page, Faye Robbins and Jeanette
Payson, Frank D. Rowe. Miss Mary charge, One cf these investiga Upham.
Berry, Mrs. Clara Hanson, Mrs. tions will be in connection with the
Betty McKinley. Mt. Holyoke Col
Avis Norwood. Mrs. Marion Ler acute shortage of nitrogen fertiliz lege, Ruth McKinley, Northfield
mond, Mrs. Eleanor Barrett, Mrs. ers, with recommendations for re School for Girls, and Barbara Hut
Ellen Brooks. Miss Marlon Parris, lieving the situation. The other chins, University of Vermont, are
has to do with the production and
and Mrs. Alena Starrett.
percentages of machinery spending the Easter recess with
Program presented Thursday aft export
and
repairs,
and feed and fertilizer their parents.
ernoon at the March meeting of material.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols leave
the Woman’s Club study unit, in
Tuesday for Boston where they will
These
subjects
are
of
vital
im

cluded the following; the subject,
attend the New England Milk Deal
Maine Poets, Wilbert Snow, by Mrs. portance to American agriculture ers ’Convention, held at the Hotel
and
the
survey
which
the
Grange
Eleanore Perkins; Edwin Arlington
Somerset.
Robinson. Mrs. Lula Cunningham proposes to make will be of strictly
Mrs. Gertrude Clarke and Mrs.
nnd Mrs. Edna Overlock; Longfel impartial character, designed to Ruth Lombard of Portland spent
low. Mrs. Jessie Walker; Edna St. bring out the actual facts. Many- the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Vincent Millay. Mrs. Grace Sim farmers believe they are being dis Arthur Robbins
mons; Israel Jordan, Miss Prances criminated against in both these di
Gail Kirkpatrick, daughter of Mr.
Spear; Holman Day. Mrs. Edna rections, in order to speed up agri and Mrs Stephen Kirkpatrick, ob
Overlook; Harold Vinal, Mrs. Flor cultural production in Europe
served her third birthday at the
Through various other channels, home of her grandparents. Mr. and
ence Kimball; and Robert Tristram
Coffin. Mrs. Alena Starrett. The since this department was set up Mrs. Everett Storer .on Friday. Tiny
next meeting will be held April 15 at the Washington headquarters of tots attending with their mothers,
at the home of Mrs. Grace Sim the Grange, valuable material has were Mrs Edgar Barker and Mary
been brought to light that has been Alice, Mrs. Howard McAllister with
mons, with a surprise program.
Mrs. Mildred Gammon and Miss influential in the shaping of farm Patty and Peggy, Mrs. Vivian Hills
Doris Hyler attended a get-to legislation, as well as having a de with Joyce and Donald. Mrs. Ed
gether of the Patriarchs Militant cided effect on policies in the De mund Gibson and Lee, Mrs. Willard
Howard with Jim and Judy. Others
and the Association of Ladies’ partment of Agriculture.
* » * *
were invited but unable to attend
Auxiliaries I.OOP. Saturday in
of sickness.
Gardiner. Both are members of
Plans were mapped out at the because
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear of
the Lafayette Auxiliary1 of Rock National Garden Conference in
GLEN COVE
Newton Center, Mass, were dinner
Penobscot View Grange meets land. in which Mrs. Gammon holds Washington early in February for guests Sunday night of Mr. and
the
office
of
left
aid
to
the
vice
20,OC0,(MX)
peacetime
"Victory
Gar

Thursday night at 7.30' p. m
president.
Miss Hyler holds the dens" for the coming season. If the Mrs. Edgar Barker.
There will be a supper and
Foot-and-mouth disease, or “af- ; office of sentry In the Association goal can be reached, it Ls estimated dance at the Appleton Grange hall,
tosa.” as it is called in Mexico, has j of Ladies’ Auxiliaries. LOOP
that the nation will get 6,000.000 March 25 for the benefit of Mr. and
become so firmly established in ; E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, SUV., tons of additional vegetables, enough Mrs. Gardner Philbrook.
that country that there is no rea will resume meetings, Wednesday to feed 2,000.000 people through the
Mr and Mrs Roger Farris and
sonable prospect of wiping it out afternoon, following the Winter next Winter. To attain their ob daughter of Kittery spent the
for many years to come. During > recess.
jective, the organizers back of the week-end with Wilbur Abbott.
the past year the United States , Patricia Weaver, daughter of movement are trying to revive the
Thirty-six members of Kupples
spent approximately $35,000,000. and Mr and Mrs. Herbert Weaver, Jr., Ing the war years. City dwellers Klub enjoyed a box social in the
hundreds of .liousands of cattle of Cambridge. Mass., is with Mrs. ers and groups that functioned dur- Methodist vestry Friday night. Ar
were salughtered. In the effort to ) Zellie Weaver. Miss Florence Weav thcusands of volunteer garden work- rangements were made by Edna and
stamp out. the disease However, er. and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert will be asked to plant 14.000.000 gar- 1 Bob McKinley, Juanita and Schuy
the situation today is worse than Weaver, Sr., for a few weeks.
dens, while 6,000,000 will be allotted ler Hawes, Alice and Ralph Wil
when we started.
An interesting edition of the to farm folks.
liams. Table decorations were Irish
The average price of dairy cows Warren High School year book will
• • • •
potatoes on shamrocks
Group
in Pennsylvania is now $215 an be prepared this year with many
Manufacturers and dealers in singing, led by Ray Thurston, with
all-time high. On the other hand, historical sketches of Warren, ac oleomargine
have a high-powered Mabel Tuttle at the piano, followed
the average price of farm work companied by pictures. Because
the supper. The program contin
horses in the Kevstone State has the supply of the year book will be lobby in Washington working for ued
with sketch of Ireland. Flor
reached an all-time low or $80 limited, those who wish a copy, the repeal of all Federal taxes on
Half a century ago Pennsylvania are requested to get in touch as this product. Hearings on this ence Calderwood; group of Irish
had 600.000 horses. Today the ' soon as possible with Principal subject will be held before the Jigs, Agnes Burgess; Saint Patrick,
House committee on agriculture. Charlotte Hawes; Irish wit and hu
number has been reduced to 160.000. Fred Perkins.
—
About 10 bills on this question are mor; group of songs by Frances
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette | Mrs. Annie. S Lehto was elected pending . One of these was intro Lucas and Tene Barker, accompan
president of ' the Warren Public duced by Senator Fulbright, of j ied by Mabel Tuttle; Tribute to
Health Committee at the annua! Arkansas It is his announced in- ; Irish potato; Old MacDonald Had a
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
meeting
and election of officers on tention to offer his bill as a rider Pig; The Egg and I contest, won by
CITY OP ROCKLAND
The Subscriber. Assessor of Taxes, of ) the committee .which was held at to any tax reduction measure that Charlotte and Alfred Hawes. The
the City of Rockland, hereby gives no
the home of the retiring president, will come before the Senate. The photograph contest caused much
tlce to the Inhabitants of said City and Mrs. Helen Maxcv. Wednesday aft
present high price of butter, which i merriment. There were about 50
other persons having Taxable Property
within said City, to make and bring ernoon. Other officers elected were: is not out of line with other prices, j photographs of the members—most
tn to said Assessor, true and perfect Mrs. Pauline Pellicani. vice presi is counted upon to help the oleo of them at a youthful age. This
lists of their polls and all their estates. | dent; Mrs. Mary Halligan. secre
on test was won by Doris Payson
real and personal. In writing lnclud- ; tary; and Mrs Ruth Philbrook. margine people.
and John Creighton (partners). Re
ing all property held tn trust as Guar- j
dian. Executor. Administrator. Trus treasurer. The newly elected presi Hanson, her arrangement consist- port of the gentlemen who were
tee or otherwise (except as is by law dent appointed the following com
supposed to have bought ice cream
exempt from taxation) which they mittees: Wavs and Mean. Mrs ing of plastic flowers arranged on ( for their ladies. Luck of the Irish,
a
glass
tray,
to
represent
a
pool,
were possessor of on the first day of
April, 1948 and to Iw prepared to Make Avis Norwood. Mrs. Ruth Phil with small urn containing ivy Edna McKinley, with luck that
brook and Mrs. Helen Maxey; i geranium, and beside a figurine. night in form of a beautiful cake
Oath to the truth of the same
And thev are particularly requested transportation.
Mrs. Ernest B
going to Agnes Burgess. "Good
to notify the Assessor of the names of , limb. Frank D. Rowe, and Mrs Mrs. Florence Kimball’s exhibit of Night Ladies’” by group.
all persons of whom they have bought
flower trimmed hat, drew much
Grace
Simmons;
publicity,
Mrs
Entertaniment for the April
oi to whom tbev have sold taxable 1
comment . Mrs. Sumner
Starrett. Following the favorable
property since the first day of April, ■ Alena
of Bath will be speaker at meeting will be in charge of Ariel
1947
business meeting refreshments were Sewall
and
Clarence Leonard, Doris and
the April meeting of the unit. .
And for the purpose of Receiving !
said lists and making transfers of all ! served by Mrs Maxey, in keeping Three guests were present at the I Mert Payson.
F. X. Roy went to Augusta Tues
property bought or sold, the under- i with St Patricks Day. Mrs. Avis meeting with Mrs. Simmons. They
signed will be In session at the Asses- ; Norwood was chairman of the
day to meet his daughter. Mrs Eve
gors’ Room. No. 7. City Building, from I nominating committee, which pre were Mrs. Alice MacDougall, Mrs lyn Gagne of Berlin. N. H Mr. and
Arthur Sidelinger and Mrs. Donald
nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon,
Mrs. Roy. Mrs. Gagne with Mrs. Ed
and from two to five o'clock in the aft sented the slate of officers for the Mathews.
coming year.
ernoon of each day.
The Mystic Rebekah Lodge was ' win Pease attended the funeral of
Friends will be interested to awarded the certificate of merit at ! Silvio Roy, Jr. In Burkettville
THURSDAY. FRIDAY, MONDAY.
TUESDAY.
learn that Miss Virginia Boggs, the recent meeting at which Mrs. ' Thursday.
APRIL 1, 2. 5. 6. 1948
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Mrs. Ethel Rowell was a recent
Special Notice to Executors, Adminis Bogs, who has been employed with Lois Hoyt of Farmington. Warden visitor of Mrs. W. C. Perry.
of the Rebekah Assembly of Maine,
trators, Trustees or Guardians:
Mrs. Oscar Upham and son Regi
The statute provides that you must I the C.T.C. system in Boston, ls now made her official visit. Mrs. Adelle
bring in to the Assessor a true and i located in Concord. N. H in the Stamford, deputy marshall, intro nald spent Tuesday with her daugh
perfect list of all taxable property in j law office of Tobey and Zellers.
duced the following guests: Lady , ter Mrs. Kenneth Blake.
your possession to date of April 1. 1948, i
Mrs. Clare Hanson, garden Addie Brown of Rockland, past
Charles Howe of Bath spent the
otherwise it will be taxed as the statute !
therapy
chairman
of
the
Medomak
provides, and any personal examination I
president of the Ladies’ Auxiliary week-end with Marshal Payson
of property by the Assessor will not be j Region of Garden Clubs, speaker,
Mrs. Evelyn Bryer and family of
considered as a waiver of neglect of any I at the recent meeting of the Field of the Patriarchs Militant; George Southwest Harbor spent the week
Buck of Warren, district deputy
person in bringing in a (true and per- !
and Garden Unit of the Warren grand master, of District 15. IOOF end with her parents. Mr and Mrs.
feet list as required by law.
Any peison who neglects to comply Woman’s Club, held with Mrs Lodges; and Mrs. Annie Lehto E. A. Mathews
•with this notice will be doomed to a j Grace Simmons, gave a summary
Mr and Mrs. M. S. Hahn of War
tax according to the laws of the State 1 of the green house work at the District Deputy president of Re ren and iMrs. Alfred Hawes were
bekah Ledges of District 15. Guests
and be barred of the right to make
application either to the Assessor, Hyde Home o' Bath, and also an were present from Miriam Rebekah dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and
Board of Assessment Review, or Coun- : interesting review of the work of Lodge of Rockland. Good Luck Re Mrs. Fred Hahn, Gardiner.
ty Commissioners for any Abatement | the Pine Tree Soeetv. It was reMiss Agnes Day of Augusta, Miss
bekah Lodge of Waldoboro. Re
of Taxes, unless such person offers (
that members having freshments were served.
Hazel Day and Herbert Ellingwood
such list with his application and j ouested
satisfies the Assessor that he was un- i flower containers, which they may
Hly Week ■will be observed this of Orono, spent the week-end with
able to offer it at the time appointed. wish to dispose of, save them for week by special services as follows Mr and Mrs. George Day.
CARL1ON P TULLOCH. I the Hyde Home. Penney judging of
Mrs. Helen Gordon and family
at the Congregational Church:
City Assessor arrangements of artificial flowers
On Wednesdav night tne official will move into the Inez Burkett
Rockland, Maine, March 1, 1948.
was
carried
out;
the
winner,
Mrs.
house
as soon as repairs are com
22 T 26 I
vote of the church and parish will
be taken at a business meeting at pleted.
Detailed report of result of school
7 p. m. on the merger of the Con
gregational - Christian Denomina supper for playground equipment.
MOTOS,
tion and the Evangelical and Cake $10.10. auction $15.10. mak
A TONIC FOR CARS!
Reformed Denomination. Thursday ing with the amount cleared from
night, Maundy Thursday will be the supper over $75. The committee
Our Motor Tune-up does
observed at a candle light com working on the supper were pleased
for Cars what a tonic’s
munion. and on Good Friday at 7 to receive nicely written thank-you
p m.. a devotional service will be notes from some of the grade chil
tone-up does for a man!
held with meditations on the cross dren.
It livens engine and ig
Thirty-three members of Bethel
by the pastor.
nition, to tip-top performScheduled for Easter Sunday will Rebekah Lodge attended the meetbe a christening at the morning
a©e. Cars step-out with
PROVIDENT FIRE INSURANCE CO.
service, with a Sunday school pro
New Hampshire.
new life.
Gas consump
gram at the vesper hour. 4 p. m..
Executive Offices,
111 John St., New York.
and
the
cantata.
The
Story
of
tion drops to a new low.
AS8E7TS DDC, 31. 1947
Easter, according to St. Matthew,
and Bonds,
$3,684,356.28
Bring your car in!
at 7 p. m., by the combined choirs. , Stocks
Cash in Office and Bank,
190,941.95
directed by Mrs Willis Vinal and Agents’ Balances.
320,513.83
Mrs. David Oxton. Special music Interest and Rents,
14.349.58
9.648.46
has been arranged for all services. All Other Assets.
Stanley Waltz. Janies Wood and
Richard Luce attended the District
Meeting of the American Legion at
Damariscotta, Sunday afternoon.
"he proceeds from the High
School play is to be used to present
the play at Togus in April.
John H Pester is searching for
his son, missing in action in South
Pacific. His son, Donald V. Poster,
was reported missing since Oct. 22,
1944. Mr Poster is now in Ausralia
The Bridge Club met with Mrs.
Rena Crowell. Friday night.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Bell of North
Windham, and Miss Ruth Burgesss
of Bates College, were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Bur
gess.
Mrs. Elsie Mank. chairman of
the Waldoboro committee for the
sale of Easter Seals for Pine Tree
Society for Crippled Children, an
nounced tha* thus far totals $150.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse and
Mr. and Mrs Stanley attended the
flower show in Boston, Friday.
The annual Red Cross solicitors
have been appointed and are: Mrs.
Irene Spear, Mrs. Grace Kennedy.
Miss Alta Tuttle. Mrs. Amy Biven,
Mrs. Ethel Winchenbach. Mrs. Isadore Stahl. Mrs. Mary Hilton. Mrs.
Laila Blanchard. Mrs. Elsie Eugley.
Miss Janice Mitchell. Mrs. Faye
Schwartz, Mrs Mildred Damon,
Mrs. Madelyn Spaulding. Mrs Dora
Sukeforth. Mrs Joan Weston and
Mrs. Nancy Crowell. Mrs. Rena
Crowell is chairman of the drive.

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

WINTER STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 889

KEEP WARM
BURN

Albert Crowley, a patient at
Robinson Nursing Home. Gardiner,
Read This Article To Find is much improved in health. He
had as visitors Thursday, Mrs. Effie
What It’s All About
Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette,
A reader in the Maine Coast Fish and Mr and Mrs. Maurice Harvey.
Mrs. Mary Brown and Mrs. Mu
erman relates that he spends hours riel Hutchinson of Portland are at
dally listening to the conversation tending the Flower Show in Bos
of fishing boat skippers over his ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Cline are
short wave radio. He has come to
having a house built here on their
recognize all of the Rockland boats property which is adjacent to the
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
as well as those of Boston and Laurissa Durrell residence. Arthur
Advertisements
In this column not to exceed three line# in
Gloucester, even to the point of Decker is the contractor.
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cent.. Additional
knowing who Is speaking over the
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Webster of
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 rent* for two tips**. Fir#
air. The names of the draggers are Fairfield are having an artesian
•mall words to a line.
all familiar to him but he queries well drilled at Lucia Beach for
one and all as to who the newcomer their cottage.
Special Notice! AU “Mind ada” so called I e. advertisements
Mrs. Ellcna Fredette spoke on
to the air waves is—Nan Mike Pox.
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaaetta
He says he has never heard of a ‘‘The Activites of the Owls Head
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.
Health Council" at the Publl:
dragger of that name.
Coast Guardsmen point out that Health Nursing Conference held in
Nan Mike Fox is far from being a the House of Representatives. Au
dragger but is the big Coast Guard gusta, Thursday. Others attending
TO LET
FOR SALE
radio station at Marshfield, Mass., the conference were Mrs. Effie
which guards the fishing boat band Dyer, Alfred Fredette, Mr. and Mrs
FRONT Room to let. private bath if
EDISON Cabinet Phonograph for sale,
and can be frequently heard yon- Maurice Harvey and Mrs. Mildred desired; 99 Camden St. TEL 1245.
used very little. Call at 422 BROAD.
23 24 WAY,
24*25
tacting a dragger at sea with a Albright, and 'Mrs. Athleen Pease
J
of
Rockland
MODERN
Garage
to
let.
low
rate,
message or answering a distress call.
WHITE Kalamazoo Range with new
Coast Guard stations all bear let ) Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Small have driveway plowed; Broadway between A B. C. burners, excellent shape TEL.
Camden 2401.
24 26
ter Identifications, Marshfield is | moved from Spruce Head and are Beech and Summer Sts. CAUL 231-R.
21 tf
NMF Over the air. all stations and at the home of Mr. and Mrs. LawA. O. M Circulating Oil Heater, for
KITCHENErTTE
Apt.
to
let
CALL
1 HIGH ST..
ships use the naval cede words for , son Small.
906-M
20t«f sale; used one year. $35.
Thomaston. Tel. 108-3.
24*25
letters wnich Ls where the Nan ! Mr. and Mrs. Laurt Hyvari are
MODERN 2 room Office to let. with
building
a
house
on
their
property
Mike Fox comes from.
ONE 30 gal Copper Water Tank, for
excellent heating system
Main street
which
faces
the
airport,
sale, $5 00; also 1 twin set soapstone
frontage,
central
location.
good
For the benefit of listeners who
rooms. Available at once. Apply i Set Tubs, trap and stand, $5 00. TEL.
might wonder over other call let i Miss Mary Uvonen and Mrs. Ed sized
ECONOMY CLOTHBB SHOP, phone ' 541________________________________ 24 25
na
Willis
joined
Forget-Me-Not
ters; Nan Roger King Roger, iden
1107. Rockland.
19-24
tifies the Coast Guard cutter Sno Chapter. O.E.S., South Thomaston, ROOM to let. adjoining bath, cen j SHOATS. 5-months old, $30 for sale;
' also one wine color Stair Carpet with
night.
homish stationed at Rockland. Nan Monday
trally
located.
Pri
vate
family.
Adults
Mrs. Shirley Harvey. Mrs Karl only References. TEL 1106-M 20*tf ' scroll and 13 treads neverr used. $35:
Oboe Easy is the Rockland station. Tall,
: also one floor model primrose No. 2
Mrs. Geraldine Everett, and
LARGE Front Bedroom to let. ad ! Cream Separator, $10. ROGER JAMEMrs. William Merrill of Ingraham’s joining
Tel.
bath, kitchen privileges. TEL. 1 SON, Marsh Road. Thomaston.
ing of Good Luck Rebekah Lodge Hall have employment at F J. 958-J._______________________________
I4tf 94 5_______________________________ 24*25
Wednesday in Waldoboro, at which OHara’s & Sons, Inc., Rockland
1940 LaSALLE, 5-passenger Coupe for
FURNISHED Heated Rooms
and
Mrs. Lois Hoyt of Farmington.
Mrs. Inez Dyer left Saturday for Apartments are available at the FOSS sale. In. excellent condition, one own
24*25
Warden of the Rebekah Assembly Boothibay to visit Mrs. Edward HOUSE. TeL 8060_________________ 1-tf er TEL CAMDEN 8899 .
of Maine, made her official visit. Robinson and attend the wedding
THREE Puppies left, for sale, males
WEBBER’S INN—Board and Room by
There were five district officers Sunday of Miss Patricia Brown in day or week Under new management. $5. females $3. Better get one now
CALL THOMASTON. 340-3.
lG4*lt-ltf before they're gone. MRS. DONALD
present. Union had the largest Westport.
PERRY. Rt. 105. Hope
24-It
number present of any lodge ex
FOR SALE
Lobsters sometimes weigh as
cept Waldoboro. The degrees were
300acre
Poultry
and.
Blueberry
Farm,
WANTED
conferred on four oandldates, two much as 45 pounds.
capacity 1800 layers, produces 5 to 8
of them from this town: Mrs.
tons of berries, lumber, pulp and hard
A recently returned Service Man wood In quantity. Attractive 8 room
Frank Goff and Miss Muriel But
would
like
an
Apartment
for
5.
in
has all modern Improvements,
EGGS & CHICKS Rockland or vicinity; man. wife and ,j house
ler.
50-acre Poultry Farm and for mixed
three children; two well bred little girls
Carl Cunningham returned home
Good
BARRED Rock Pullets (23) 9 mos. of school age and an infant. Call MRS ' farming, capacity 1000 layers.
Tuesday from Knox Hospital where old for sale. $2 each TEL 679 W. ROSE HUPPER. 4-3, Tenant’s Harbor. 1 set of farm buildings, overlooks water.
he underwent a tonsil operation.
city.
23<W ___________________________________ 24-26 Price $6800
80-acre Farm, large barn; Good
Mrs. Nina Fuller went to Port "CLEMENTS CHICKS are from hlghWOMAN in Waldoboro wanted to op
8-room house; excellent early crop
land Fridaj' to spend the week-end producing .strains--will help increase erate branch office and own home for land. Good fields on which small
your egg Income.
We offer pullet dry cleaning and pressing on commis ' planes can land. Large wood-lot. Overwith Mrs. Josephine Skilllns.
at very reasonable prices. Clem sion basis
No capital Investment re | looks lake. Price $4500.
Mrs. Loretta Rich and Miss Edith chicks
ents Black Sex-Links, Clements Reds. quired but must, have own car. Con I I have available a few of the better
Howard went to Boston Thursday Clements Rocks—All hardy. “Maine- tact THOMASTON CLEANERS AND 1 houses in Rockland. Information by
Bred.” Maine-U. S Approved Pullorum DYERS. Thomas on.
to attend the Flower Show.
24 25 appointment
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Butler, Mrs. Clean Order Clements Chicks Earlv—
UNFURNISHED Apt. wanted. 4 or 5 Court House F. H WOOD
Write CLEMENTS BROS FARMS. Rt
Rockland
Etta Butler and Miss Muriel Butler 33.
rooms. Man. wife and boy in high
Winterport. Me.
24-25
school
CALL 910-M city.
24*27
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
I FTfiHrNG Rods. Victor Vlctrola and
HEAVY Crossbred Cockerel Chicks for
Elton Rich in Corinna.
HOUSE
of
5
or
7
rooms,
lights,
land
broilers or roasters. $89 per thousand
records. Kitchen Sets (one chrome)
Mrs William Allen of New Bed Pullorum clean. WILMOT DOW. Maine for garden in So Thomaston or Spruce , 60
Table and 6 chairs. Knee-hole
Head, on or near bus line. Price rea 1 Dining
ford. Mass., is guest of her daugh Farms Hatchery, Waldoboro. Tel. 294 sonable
Desk.
Tables. Rocking Chairs.
Write V B . 21 Linden St.. Sewing Parlor
or 166 2
______________________ 24*30
Mantle Clocks. Kitchen
ter, Mrs. Lile Calhoun.
Rockland.
23*24 I Utensils.Table,
Dishes,
Picture
Frames.
BLACK
Clem
Cross
Chickens
for
sale;
Clifford-Lait
BIKE Repairing, large stock of parts, Stands. Crutches. Canes. Back Rest for
6 weeks old; any number up to 1000;
accessories
New
and
used
Bikes
Use
bed
and
many
other
Items
for
sale.
also
4
burner
OH
Stove
witli
portable
Mr. and Mrs. George Layr of
BITLER CAR & L. WEAVER. 15 Hyler St.. Thom
C. B TOLMA<N
Tel Warren our EZ pay plan
East Union announce the marriage oven
HOME
SUPPLY.
470
Main
St
Tel
677.
aston
23-24
of their daughter. Miss Ruby Layr 44 5_____________________________________ 23 24 Rockland.
22tf
1939 FORD Dump Truck In good'con
CROSS-BRED Cockerel Chicks avail
to Ralph Clifford, son of Mr. and
CAPABLE woman would like Posi dition, 8.25 20 tires, 2 yard body. Price
from weekly hatches during the
Mrs Charles Bunker of Morris, able
tion
as
companion
or
nurse.
Excellent
$700 for sale; also flat-bottom Boat,
rest of the season at 6c each delivered;
, practically new. $25 00. TEL. 638-R
Hl Tlie ceremony was performed also after April 20 unless sold out. can cook and housekeeper. TEL. 8060
22 24
23*24
March 3. at the Layr home by Rev. supply Pullets at 25c or straight run
at
16c.
All
from
Maine
U.
S.
Approved
SPRING Cleaning, Woodwork washed ! SOFT Firewood, sawed stove lengths,
Lile Calhoun, who used the single Pullonim. clean, high-producing stock
and
painted,
ceilings
whitened
Call
I
$10
per
cord,
free
delivery.
Thia
wood
ring ceremony.
DUTCH NECK HATCHERY Melville W 1’REDDY 782-W
22*24 Ss far better than slabs. Call or wrtie
The bride wore a street length Davis. Tel. 122-23. Waldoboro
23*30
A SECOND-HAND 32 volt Lighting j HILLCHRSST. Warren Tel 35-41
dress of light blue with an orchid
WE are booking orders for sex-linked Plant wanted. Must be in good con- • ___________________________________ 23 26
corsage. Miss Gladys Layr. the (Black) Pullets for April and May de dltion
Will pay cash
HAROLD •
FOUR-ROOM House for sale, bath,
livery. All chicks sired by males with BUNKER, Matinlcus.__________
21 -24 large shed, cellar, completely remodeled.
bride's sister, was her only atten dam
records of 200 to 300 eggs. Maine
Rockville.
Rt 17. TEL ROCKLAND
dant. She wore a checked blue and pullorum
GOOD second-hand set of Church
clean, U S. Approved; also
352 22____________________ ________ 23*25
white dress, with orchid corsage.
have cockerel chix available at six Pews wanted. MRS LOUTSE OROSS
21-24
PLATFORM Rocker for sale; 14 MAMre Clifford graduated from cents each L B ROKES & SON Stonington
22*29
PAINTING. Paper-hanging, Ceilings. SOMC ST________________________23*24
Union High School with the class Camden Tel 2261
Carpentering
.excellent
references.
3
GUERNSEY Cow for sale.
Good
of 1947 Mr. Clifford served with
men available HOWARD M KENNTS
mlike-. JOHN VESANEN. Beechwoods
the U. S. Army Engineers in the
TON. 69 Pleasant St. Tel. 1302 R. 21*28 street. Thomaston.
23*24
Pacific area during the war. He Ls
HOUSEKEEPER wanted five davs a
KEROGAS 6 top Burner Oil Range
now employed as crane operator at
week Care of two children, age 3 and with a 2-burner built-in oven. Full
8 MRS EARL GRIFFIN. Warren Tel porcelain enamel, the price was $145.00.
Morris. Ill.
13-21.
_________________
21-24 now $89.50. BURPEE FURNITURE CO
The counle remained for a week
Rockland_________________________ 23-25
•COOK WANTED
at the bride’s home, after the wed
Competent, experienced cook, man or
FIVE Goats, ages 7 months to 5 years,
ding. They left Thursday for his
woman, to operate kitchen at May priced reasonable for quick sale, also
native city where they will make
flower Inn. Friendship, Maine Kitchen taking orders for pure brecF'and regis
All
makes
of
their home at 511 Armstrong street.
is all electric. Living quarters provid
tered Saanen buck and doe Kids April
Washing
ed. Season from May to September. dellvey
W E GRAVES. JR, 54
Martha W. Tolman
Write
Brewster street. City.
23*24
Machines
Funeral services for the late
WILLIAM A WETSS
OUTBOARD Motors, sales and service.
Repaired.
32 Ridgewood Place.
Martha W. Tolman, 64. native of
New
aed
used
motors
in
stock.
BIT
Springfield. Mass.
East Union, who died Feb. 23 in
LER’S CAR & HOME SUPPLY. 470
Koller Service. ____________________________________19-24
Main
St
Tel.
677.
Rockland.
22tf
Weymouth, Mass., were held the
PIANOS and House Organs tuned.
Prompt.
following Sunday afternoon at
1941 FORD 1-ton Truck. Good tires
$3 00 Pipe Organs tuned. $50
JOHN
Shepherd s Undertaking Rooms In
HUBBS. 09 Park St Tel. 199 MK 22*24 and good motor. Price $650 00. TEL
Guaranteed
1318
22 24
South Weymouth. Mass., also Tues
ANTIQUES Wanted
CARL-SIM
Work
STOVES of all kinds for sale; also
day morning, March 2. at the Bur
MONS
Tel. 1240. Rockland, Me
Electric
Motors.
y
4
and
3
h.
p..
new
and
__ _____________________________
89tf
pee Funeral Home in Rockland.
second-hand Oil Burners, Radios and
WE pay top prices for scrap Iron, Victrolas. Baby Carriages. Black 6lnks
The latter arrangement W’as made
New and Used Washing Machines
metals, steel and rags MORRIS (KJR- and Oil Barrels C. E GROTTON. 138
for the relatives in this section.
DON <Se 8ON. 6 T 8t.. Rockland. Tel. Camden St TeL 1091 W
22-25
Dr. John Smith Lowe, DU., offic
388-w
ai.tr
LADY’S Brown Shoes for sale, size
iated and the body was entombed
6^2
AA.
like
new;
also
Lady
’
s
Reversible
for burial in the Sipring at the
for sale, sixe 14. like new; 06
Achorn cemetery, Rockland.
MISCELLANEOUS Coat
North Main St. TEL 534 WK
23*24
Mrs. Tolman, matron for the
FOR SALE
GIRLS
—
WOMEN
TEL.
677
past 10 years, at the Weymouth
1942 CLETRAC Model H G., very good
Want To Be a Practical Nurse?
condition, with angle blade hydraulic
Town Infirmary in Weymouth,
470 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME
BIG DEMAND—HIGH WAGES
lift;
1941 Mercury 4-door Sedan, radio,
Mass., where her husband, F. Pearl
22-tf Instruction. High School not neces heater,
fog lights, white rims; 1939
sary Easy to learn at home in spare Ford 2-dr.
Tolman, is employed as superin
motor, clutch, reason
time. Prepare now for this interest able; 1937 new
tendent and is native of East Union.
Plymouth Coupe, heater,
ing. profitable work
Write for Free good tires; 1934
Ford
2-yd steel
Mis. Tolman is the daugh
information
WAYNE SCHOOL OF body, hydraulic lift, Truck.
good tires, ideal
ter of William and Ella Bow
FRAOCTICAL NURSING, care The Cou- farm truck; Glenwood oH-gas combina
rie -Gazette.
24*25 tion Range.
ley Hilt. Previous to residence
in Weymouth, she had lived in
CEILINGS Whitened. Painting and
ERICKSON’S GARAGE.
Paper Hanging
Expert workmanship Warren. Me.
Tel. Warren 93
Quincy. Mass., and Wollaston,
Rates
reasonable
FRANK
BUZZYN22*24
Mass.. Mr. Toljnan employed at one
6KI. Thomaston
Tel 178-4
23-25
FARM
for
sale
in
Rockville.
20 acres.
time at the Fore River Shipyard.
CURTAINS nicely done. 45c
pair, (Clinton Thurston place) Por particu
Mrs. Tolman was a member of
also do Scarves; 111 Pleasant St TEL lars, write BOX 404, Houlton, Me
the Eastern Star Chapter at South
124 R
23tf _____________________________
19*24
Weymouth, Mass., of Weymouth,
CAREERS FOR YOUNG MEN
BUILDING 22 ftx26 ft. for sale Must
Mass., Grange, in both of which
LEARN To Be a Tree Expert.
A be moved. FREDERICK WALTZ. 13
profitable career for yougn men, vet Par kSt__ Tel. 838 R_______________ 19tf
she was very active, and had held
erans or non-veterans
Study and
offices.
CHBOttOLET four-door Sedan (19411
work at every angle of scientific tree for sale. Call FREDERICK WALTZ. 13
Besides her husband, she leaves
care. An interesting, well-paying out Park St. Tel 838-R
19tf
one daughter. MLss Margaret Tol
door vocation. Earl While You Learn!
WOOD LOT. 53',2 acres for sale. Well
On the Job training with some class
man of South Weymouth. Mass.;
Reasonably priced. PHONE
room instruction under nationally- located.
three sisters, Mrs. Laura Starrett,
19tf
recognized experts. Small classes, in 575. Rockland
Warren; Miss Elizabeth Hilt and
dividual Instruction; next classes be
USED Electrolux Vacuum Cleaner for
gin March 29 and April 12. If you sale
MLss Mary Hilt of East Union; two
Perfect condition.
Factory re
are between 18 and 30. single, and conditioned
Gross Assets.
$4,218,909.20 brothers. Herbert of Natick, Mass.,
Price reasonable. LEWIS
The 1947 Golden West trot found Deduct
want a Real Future, write THE F. A E. DYER phone 112, Rockland or write
Items not admitted,
30.830.54 and William of Cranston. R. I.
BARTLETT
TREE EXPERT CO , Post care of CASSENS. 168 Camden St.
20.123 spectators wagering $1,002.Mrs. Tolman had undergone a
Office Box 1337. Stamford. Conn.. T. H.
429 on eight races.
Admitted.
$4,188,078 66
13-2S
Rcuman. Personnel Director.
23*25
serious surgical operation in Jan
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1947
VENETIAN BLINDS
Net Unpaid Losses.
$758,943.76 uary. but had apparently been re
PRESERVE your Baby's First Shoes
Custom built for your
window*,
Large stock of Parts and in a shiny copper coat, one shoe plat aluminum slats, colon white, eggshell,
Unearned Premiums.
1.432,627 68 covering satisfactorily from that,
All Other Liabilities.
115.483 25
ed or two plated Call Camden 582 or or Ivory. Tape colors: mingle, duck,
Cash Capital.
1.000 000 00 when stricken with pneumonia, and
Accessories;
New and Used write ’ELECTRA-CRAFT’ ’ Box 238. ivory, brown, mulberry, apple greeax,
Surplus over all Liabilities. 881.023.97 which she did not haw sufficient
Rockport. Me., for particulars.
radio blue or black. Call UNITED HOME
strength to recover. Death came Bikes for sale.
17*00-26 SUPPLY CO
579-58# Main Bt.. Book
I Total Liabilities and Sur
land. Tel. 939
79tf
very suddenly at tlie end. Sym
plus.
$4,188.078 66
Use Our E. Z. Payment Plan.
pathy is extended to the family,
GENTLEMAN'S Good-looking. Brown
C H TAPLEY.
People
now
purcliasmg
new
silver
Coat, lined with marmot, with otter
from their many friends In this
General Insurance.
products in Denmark must present collar. Very reasonably priced. CALL
81 Union St.. Rockland. Me.
section.
793-W
lOtf
the
equivalent
weight
in
old
silver.
I_________________________
Mr. Tolman and his daughter.
Approximately one
Margaret Tolman. who came for
co-d to load. $2 50 delivered. PIONEER
UNITED
STATES
FIDELITY
AND
the funeral services at Rockland,
LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant St. Tel
GUARANTY COMPANY
324-M
93tf
returned that afternoon to Wey
Baltimore, 3, Maryland
ASSETS. DSC. 31. 1947
mouth, Mass. Thev were overnight 470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
GAS House Coke ls now available,
Real Estate,
$3,832,902.56 $15 ton delivered for any heating or
guests the preceding night at the
TEL. 677
Collateral Loans.
700.434.99 cooking need. M. B. ft C. O. PERRY.
New Treatment
home of Miss Mary Hilt and Miss
22-tf •Stocks and Bonds,—book
Tel. 487
8#tf
values,
90.076.476 04
Gets Real Results Elizabeth Hilt at East Union.
GRANTTE LIVES FOREVER

W

WE USE

Plenty In Stock, With No Restrictions
ANY SIZE

PROMPT DELIVERY

M. B. & C. O. PERRY
TELEPHONE 487,

ROCKLAND, ME.
22-vf

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

MILLER'S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
SS-Sl RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
97-T-tf

;

about it!
A highly

effective way to deal with this
ugly infection has now been made possible.
It iB based on a new. officially approved
drug principle. This drug element is the
vital ingredient in P-W, the medically
sound Pin-Worm treatment developed in
the laboratories of Dr. D. Jayne & Son.

The small, easy-to-take P-W tablets act
in a special way to remove Pin-Worms. So
if you suspect Pin-Worms, ask your drug
gist for a package of JAYNE’S P-W right
away, and follow the directions.

your druggist; P«W for Pin-Worms.

CLASSIFIED

ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

WASHER REPAIRS
AND SERVICE

Bitler’s
Car & Home Supply

BIKE

REPAIRING

Bitler’s
Car & Home Supply

•

Don’t let your child suffer a single need
less minute of distress with Pin-Worms !
Recent medical reports reveal that an
amazing number of children (and grownups too) may be victims of Pin-Worms—
often without suspecting what is wrong.
So watch out for the warning signs- -«*specially the tormenting rectal itch. Because
now you can and should do something

Ask

(JSE

OUR

PIN-WORMS

COAL

ASH POINT

Nan Oboe Easy

Cash In Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balances.
Interest. Accrued.
•All Other Assets.

WANTED
JUNK, SCRAP IRON AND METALS

1S.605.T26.83
Granite walks (any width), flreptaeaai
14.514J519.6O posts
(any slae) boat moorings, steps.
202.102.20 Bagging
chips, and dust for drlvewew
3.991,174.41

$129923.126.63

CtrO'S Assets.
•Deduct Items not admit
ted,

Admitted.

3456.700.2S

$126,066,426.38

LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1947

BATTERIES AND RAOS

MORRIS GORDON & SON
6 T STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.
Back of Miller’i. Garage

TEL. 388-W

Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All Other Liabilities.
Voluntary Reserve,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all
ties,

$42.-556.760 83
36.112.292 09
12430,512126
3.773.589.05
10.000.000.00

U-U

•«»

Liabili

21.393.27C.10

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.
$126,066,426.38
•Values as prescribed by the Na
22-tf
tional Association
ol Insurance Com

missioners.

(no more mud) rip rap for all kind#
of Alls and dock work, pier stone, walla,
foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
ashlar and monumental stone posts for
property markers and building eupports. We will deliver anywhere. Ask
us about granite BH loaded on your
truck. Estimates gladly submitted, no
obligation.
JOHN MEEHAN ft BON.
Clark fcland, Me.
Tel. Rockland
A. O. HOCKING.
•Tel Tenant’s Harbor. ##-!>

._

eumatic fever
in children may toe prevented toy
Judiciously planned dally treatment

22-TtM. wltb suKadiaatae. „ ___

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette,

VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Pratt have
returned to their home here after
spending the Winter with relatives
In Massachusetts and Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Conary of
Rockland are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Lyford Conary.
Henry Conary, Freddie Gray and
Miss Betty Jean Billings of Rock
land were week-end guests of Mr.
Conarys sister, Mrs. Herman Hol
brook.
Guests registered last week at
The Islander were: R H. Haskell,
Bath; Carl W. Blied, Charles Weid,
Rockland; John Kosok, Vinalhav.
en; Frank Sawyer. Camden; R. D.
Drinkwater, Brewer; James Baum
Rockland; A. L. Hopkins, Camden;
Kenneth Post, Rockland; E. C.
Ausplund, Rockport; Mrs. Carrie
Sweet, Rockland.
Special Passion Week services are
being held in the Union Church
and the Advent Chapel this week.
A service of interest will be held
Thursday night at the Advent
Chapel. Rev. Wendell P. Knox will
demonstrate the observance of the
Jewish Passover and its relation to
the Institution of the Lord's Supper
and the entire Christian faith. The
Easter services at the Advent
Chapel will consist of a sermon by
Dr. P. E. Osborne at 11 a. m., fol
lowing the childrens Sunday School
hour; and the presentation of a
cantata “The Meaning of Easter;
by the Sunday School children and
colored pictures illustrating the
Easter story in the evening serv
ice at 7.
The Union Church choir will
present the Easter play "The Seam
less Robe.1’ Sunday night at 7
o’clock in the church auditorium.
This Is a new drama which por
trays in simple vivid scenes tlie
faith that is fundamental to the
Easter tradition. Those taking part
in the play are David Duncan, Cora
Peterson, Louise Anderson. Emily
Winslow, Edith Quinn, Dorks Arey,
Phyllis Bogren, Patricia Skoog,
Jean Kelwick. and Greta Skoog
Music will be by the choir with
Harry’ Coombs as soloist. Everyone
Is welcome and it is hoped that the
auditorium will be filled. The choir
has chosen Easter Sunday on which
to make their appearance in the
hew robes.
T. T. Club of the Eighth Grade,
Lincoln School, met Wednesday. It
was voted that black and white be
the club colors.
Tlie Non-Eaters met Wednesday
at the home of Mrs. Beulah Drew.
Dinner was served and a social aft
ernoon passed with sewing.
COlin Wood returned Friday to
his home at Pembroke. Mass, aft
er being a guest during the week
at “The Millers.” Enroute he visit
ed Mr and Mrs. Daniel Middleton
in Rockland.
Mrs Ernest Talbot is -> surgical
patient at Knox Hospital.
Models of the ’New Look” in
hats, made by pupils of the Eighth
Grade Lincoln School, were on ex
hibition at the I. W Fifield Store.
Friday and Saturday, where they
attracted much attention.
The Farm Bureau met Tuesday
at the home c» '<rs. Muriel Lane
with Mrs. Patricia Dyer and Mrs.
Lane as hostesses. A baked ham
supper was served. “The finish
makes the dress was the subject
of the meeting which was ably con
ducted by Miss Edith Grimes, who
gave some very interesting and
helpful ideas for making dresses
attractive. The next meeting will
be held April 20 at the G AR
rooms and it is expected that Mrs.
Esther Mayo, County Agent, will be
present.
Mrs. Betsey Warner came Saturdya from Boston for two weeks’
stay at her Summer home here.
A shower was given Monday
night for Mr. and Mrs. Toivo
Wahlman at Craventhirst Cottage
Lunch was served and Mr. and
Mrs. Wahlman received many n’ee
gifts. The evening was passed with
dancing, music being furnished by
George White and Mr. Wahlman.
violins, Elmer Lindsey, guitar, Rob
ert Sprague, harmonica; Joe Dyer,
accordion. Present were Mrs. Hen
ry’ Walls, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Brown, Mrs. Clyde Ames, Mrs.
Freeman Young. Mr and Mrs.
Newman Walls, Mrs. Ruth Walls

Miss Thelma Warren, Miss Norma 1
0WUS HEAD
Warren, Herbert Martin, Mrs.
NORTH HAVEN
WASHINGTON
SEARSMONT
Gladys Young. Mr and Mrs. Stan
Mr nnd Mrs. Phil Ware of Spruce
Tlie Thorofare School presented
The funeral of Perley Overlock,
Mr. and Mrs John Fenwick of
ley Young. Mr. and Mrs. Burton
Head were callers Sunday at the
two cantatas at Andrews Hall Sat whose tragic death occurred Wed Camden and Harvey Bhibles of
Dyer, Lloyd Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. Snowfall Only 80 Inches, home of Mr. and Mrs. Francis
urday night. The Cobbler and Tlie nesday from burns, was held at the Knox attended the annual town
Dyer.
Joe Hutchins. Mr. and Mrs. Dalton
Compared
With
144
In
Elves, by the primary school, fea South Liberty chapel. Interment meeting here. March 8.
Hutchins, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
The Sewing Circle meets Friday
tured David Joy and Elsie Morrison was in Pierpont cemetery. Bear
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the evening devoted to sewing and day
visited his parents, Dr and Mrs.
at the home, Dr. C. S. Mit Refreshments will be served.
Mrs. Calvin Coolidge, in her chron V. H. Shields, over the week-end.
knitting.
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Thursday. The afternoon was
w-ith a party at her home.
The Mrs. Benjamin Mitchell, and Mrs.
his cousin, Walter F. Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert MacPhail j after her arrival in Washington.
passed with sewing. Supper was ers were F. L. Haskell, Allston Rob
Mrs. Maud Simpson returned table w-as decorated with birthday John Chaples were in Bangor Wed
"I entered the store with my sec Friday from New Rochelle. N. Y. trimmings. A cake was presented nesday on busines
served and a "penny sale" held in erts. Victor Shieds. and Harold and daughter Catherine, Oscar
Haskell Entombment was at John Foster and Mrs. Mary Dyer at- retary and descr bed to the clerk
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Mrs. Estlier Keating Mrs. fa.Roy
tier aunt. Edith Sevon. and re
Carver cemetery Burial will be in tend< d Maundy Thursday exercises the sort cf hat f wanted. She where she has been employed the by
freshments were served. Sandra Moody and Mrs. William Mitchell
Walter F. Roberts
Ocean View cemetery in the under the auspices of Gen Knox brought out several and laid them past three months
Unity Guild will hold a cooked received many lovely gifts. Those have returned from Boston and
Walter F. Roberts, age 71, who Spring.
Chapter of Rose Croix, A A.S.R., : out on the counter before me. Then, food and parcel post sale Saturday present were Lucy Young and Reading. Mass. Mrs. Moody has
died March 13 at Coper Hospital.
From out of town to attend the Sunday, at Masonic Temple. Rock looking at me closely, she said:
at 2 p. m„ at the rooms over the daughter Sharon. Edith Sevon and been a surgical patient at the New
Camden. N. J., from injuries re services were Mrs. Mary Chapman land.
" ‘My, but you look like Mrs. Cool store of Waterman & Co.
daughters Sheila and Linda . Mrs England Baptist Hospital.
ceived when struck by an automo and son Alfred of Portland and
A surprise birthday party honor idge.’ I smiled pleasantly, but man
Mrs. Loana Shible
. in town
Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond. Mr. Elmer Sevon, all of Thomaston
bile near his home at Woodbury, Mrs. Leah Hopkins of Rockport.
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Jcy and Arthur Emerson were and Beverly. Mrs. Hester Maloney Georges Valley Hustlers 4-H Club
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A 71-year-old man died in the Mrs. William Butman, Ingraham” ! denly exclaimed: 'Did anyone ever business visitors in Rockland Fri and sons, Eddie and Buddy, Jimmv Tlie following officers were elected:
ard Roberts, and lived here until
Hill. Refreshments were served, fell ycu before that you locked like day.
Cooper
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Camden.
N.
J..
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and Sonny Sevon. and great grand Walter Lind, president: Ronald
going to Woodbury. N. J., where he
featuring a beautifully decorated Mrs. Coolidge?"
Palm Sunday -was observed at the mother. Mrs. Addie Warren, and Mocdv, vice president; Stanley De.
had been a salesman for the Stod hours after being struck by an au birthdav cake made by Mrs. Har
’ I replied simply, witli nev Baptist Church with special music W. M Upham, Mrs. Maude Stone. muth. secretary: Arthur Bean;
dard Drug Company lor a long tomobile while crossing South vey’s mother. Mrs. Annie Hockings. er“ a‘Yes.
smile
toy the choir and a solo. The Palms, Melba Ulmer, and Mrs. Florence treasurer: Frankie Hart flag bear
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Masonic fraternity and of De Valois who suffered a fractured skull, ton, Mrs. Helen Harvey. Mrs. El- expression on her face made m- Hall. Friday night. Almon Ames and children of Lisbon Center were boys present and all taking the
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the
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a
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crown on platter and decorate with ' deliver a sermon and the Adult and
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Carver Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R., freshments urnisiied an excellent ’ Hospital for a throat operation.
In common with a great ma
Feb 23. 1043.
parsley. Fill the center with m ashed j Junior Choirs will sing. Mrs. Noyes jority of da ly and weekly news
and an honorary member of Mar supper preceding the meeting of
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Alice
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permission
to put
She is survived b\ one son. Rob dining room was decorated with St. Jeannette Robinson and Rena Fales rooked apple rings and serve with Story on tlie Flannel-Graph.
erates on a pay in advance basis. a weir In Deep Cove at Green’s Island,
Mrs. Almon B. Cooper expects to Please re-subscribe at once when the lead to run In a Southerly directoiii
ert Arey one daughter, Mrs. Mary Patrick's Dav color, and the tables I attended the Flower Show in Bos tart berry' sauce.
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be in Boston Tuesday for an in your notice arrives and avoid miss to shore
Duncan; a sister. Mrs. Mary Chap- were attractively set with sham ton Tuesday.
The Church Triumphant
Signed:
definite time to receive surgical ing copies.
rock. The climax of the program
19-tf.
Green Island Packing Co
Doctor’s son: "When my father treatment for her leg.
was the Easter parade which
The Black Hills area of South
Rockland. Me
evoked much applause from the 45 Dakota is said to be the oldest performs a major operation he gets
U. S. Branch
Whom It May Concern:
“Hear those musicians playing NORWICH UNION FIRE INS SOU. LTD. ToWith
memtjers and guests present. All mountain area on the North Amer $500."
a view to the above we hereby
Lawyer's son: "That's nothing. My Grandfather’s Clock,’” said 75 Maiden I>ane. New York, N. Y. declare a hearing will be held at the
were glad to extend a welcoming ican continent.
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Selectmen's Office on Thursday. March
When my fa thcr tries a big case Dora, at the window.
hand to Llew-ellyn Rogers who lias
Estate.
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25th at 2 00 P. M in the afternoon,
“I’d like to know,” growled Da , Real
been ill and unable to attend the
Tlie Azores are about '.’400 miles lie gets a fee of $1000.”
Shocks and Bond*
6.468.572.17 and all citizens for or against are re
Minister’s son: 'Huh! When my vid. “how you can tell they aro Cash In Office and Bank.
meetings for nearlv two years.
577.123 51 quested to be at the hearing and make
| from New York and 1200 miles from
father preaches they take up an plaving ‘My Grandfather's Clock ” Agents' Balances.
596 474 21 their voices heard.
Mrs. Lucretia McNeil of New- Gibe ra Iter.
40.74017
Harland A Townsend,
offering and it takes eight men to
“They keep such wretched time,” Interest and Rents.
All
Other
Assets,
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Sidney L Winslow,
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explained Dora.
Fred Swanson.

Not Worst Winter

This And That

Superb Quality — And

More Tea per Bag
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$8.029.<5.20 OFFICE OF BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Vinalhaven, Maine
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Feb 23. 1048.
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1330.459.26 To The Selectmen of Vinalhaven. Me.:
Unearned Premiums,
4.125.051.26
I am requesting a permission to put
All Other Liabilities.
664,842.08 a weir in Sand Cove, a Greens Island,
Deposit. Cash Capital,
500.000.00 the lead to run in a westerly direction
Surplus over ail Liabilities. 1.409.072.60 to the shore.
Signed.
Total Liabilities and Sur
Green Island Packing Co..
plus.
$8,029,425.20
Rcckland. Me.
________________________________ 24-T-28 To Whom It May Concern:
With a view to the above wc hereby
DORCHESTER MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO. declare a hearing will be held at the
Boston. Mass
Selectmen’s Office on Thursday. March
92d Annual Statement
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filed with Massachusetts Ins. Dept. and ail citizens for or against are reDecember 31. 1947
ques cd to be at the hearlngand make
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their voices heard
Cash In Office and Banks.
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Harland A Townsend.
U. S. Government Bonds.
434.362.78
Sidney L Winslow.
Public Utility Bonds.
15.183.36
Fred Swanson.
Selectmen of Vinalhaven. Me.
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E4 It
Railroad Stocks.
4.791.00
Public Utility.
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Banks & Insurance Co.’s,
117.177 00
Industrial & Miscel.,
61,751.00
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between payday
or other
toans made
amount, from
readily as $300
v a need pri
loans for a year or
vately to business men, farmers,
longer. 3 different ways to get the
professional people, salaried work
cash you want—on salary, furniture
ers, for medical expenses; taxes,
or auto. Friends, employer not in
property repairs; store moderniza
volved. Small monthly payments—
tion; buy merchandise; purchase
$10.92 per mo. repays a $50 loan
In full In 5 mos., and costs only
equipment, etc.
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Loans made on furniture, car,
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truck, equipment—whichever way
women — married or single—what
suits you best.
ever their work or business.
Never borrow unnecessarily, but if a loan is needed see DmsonaL

FINANCE COMPANY
Loeaj $25 to $300

.a

ear’s Fenders are devalu

ing to tlie entire ear! Dents

that we remove arc gone—

NEW ENGLAND FINANCE
CORPORATION
Loans

$400

to

Total Stocks.
Mortgage Loans.
Due from Agents,

without

$1000

a

trace.

Our

charges WON’T put much

<3

21.258 56
$821,399 10
Bond.-, elglible for amortization are
carried in the foregoing statement at
amortized value. All other bonds and
all stocks arc valued at rates promul
gated by the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners, Committee
on Valuations.
LIABILTITBS
Reserve for Unearned Premi
ums.
$436,780.82
Reserve for Unpaid Losses and
Adjusted Expenses,
37.983.15
Reserve for Dividends Earned. 4 020 03
Reserve for Accrued Taxes,
9.000 00
Reserve for Expenses,
3.605.00
Reserve for Reinsurance in
companies not Admitted In
Massachusetts,
1.986.62

a

Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budget, Layaside,
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
Rockland’s Original Credit Jewelers

MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.

$76 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, TEL. 1202

Total Liabilities.
Policyholders Surplus.

dent in your purse!

Chargee—3% on unpaid monthly balance up to $156; 2’/a% monthly on
balances above. Small Loan Statute License No 35.

Wotton Block

407 Main Street

Phone 1133
23-tf

17-1# & 23-24

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 889

$184 025 .00
23.650 00
55.934 Cl

Other Assets.

(amove (•» •««
• apart watch rapalriag
•ervieel AM work tfooa by
Craftemen and —- guaran
teed I Betimatoe at ao
ehargw

Dents that disfigure your

Selectmen of Vinalhaven. Me.
_________________________________ 24-It

Expert Jewelry Repairing and Gold Plating
53-T-tt

$493,375 62
328.023.48

$821,399.10
On the Basis of Market Quotations
Aasctss,
$834,047.90
Liabilities,
493.375.62

Surplus

$340,672 36
34-T-28 ,

COMPLETE
TIRE SERVICE
AND GUARANTEED
TIRE REPAIRS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO. PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
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THOMASTON

Recent Town Meetings

25 Years Ago

Mrs. Howard Cole and children
SOUTH THOMASTON
Carolyn and Howard of Brewer,
The voters were right in their
have been visiting her parents, Mr.
yesterday.
excitement
and Mrs. Albert Anderson for a element
week. She is now visiting Mr. reaching its climax when 15 can
Cole’s parents in Rcckland. before didates appeared for the office of
third selectman. Robert W. Carey
reuming home.
The friendly Circle roll call sup was not a candidate for re-elec
per will be Tuesday at 6 o'clock at tion. Prank Currier won the seat
on the third ballot. Wallace H.
the Federated Church.
was re-elected first select
Mrs. Olive Brazier has returned Bragg
and became the only survivor
home after spending several weeks man.
of last year's board Arthur Ander
with her sons William.. Arthur and son was chosen second selectman,
Maynard, at Portalnd.
defeating Frank Currier.
The Parent-Teacher Association
Collector-Treasurer A Clark West
met Thursday night in the High
School auditorium The attendance failed of re-election, Henry S
banner was presented the first and Mills being chosen for that post
fourth grades, who tied The presi by 81 voters.
Herbert Elwell was elected a
dent, Earl Melgard, gave a brief
talk on the appropriations in the member of the Schoo! Committee
town warrant for a new school for three years, defeating Robert
building. Donald Sprague, a mem W Carey.
ber of the Fund Raising Committee,
A new budget committee con
named ways the committee dis- sisting of two members from each
cusssed to raise funds fcr the new of the town's destrict, was chosen
school building. Phillip Annas of Gilford B. Butler and Randall
the State Department of Educa Hopkins were chosen from the
He ex Wessaweskeag Village section; Al
tion was the speaker.
plained many activities of the State fred J. Wilson and Philip Ware
Department and of the merits of from Spruce Head; and R W
the consolidated school idea. The Carey and Arthur Raatikainen for
next meeting of the Parent-Teach Georges River. First selectman
er Association will be April 15. Bragg will be the seventh man or.
There will be a round table of dis the committee
cussion on "The Trend In Edu
Article 25. relating to the pro
cation."
posed appropriation for a central
Miss Leila C’ark and Mrs. Ern ! school was the hot-soot of the
est Starrett. Jr., cf Warren have meeting, and was debated with
returned home from Boston, where much fervor
thev attended the Flower Shew.
Mrs. A. Clarke West, president,
Miss Mary l uce who is in train of the Central School Fund Com
ing at the’ Maine General Hospital. mittee. which has already raised
Pcrtland. spent the week-end with $1650 for the project was an elo
her mother. Mrs. Elizabeth Luce. quent spokesman for the appropri
The Red Cross Motor Service ation. She said the town already
will meet with Mrs. Everett Noble nnpronriated $500 toward a conso
Wednesdav at 7 30
lidated school last year that would
Grace Chapter. O.E.S.. meets replace four one-room affairs tn
Wednesday at 7.30. Adah and the Basslck Neighborhood. Georges
Ruth's Night will be observed and River Seal Harbor and the village.
a special invitation i.s extended to It already had sold another school
all who have filled these stations. near Buttermilk lane for $800. she
An Easter program will be enjoved. j .said and that the new school of
Gecrge Grafton. Seaman, first which she had tentative plans
Class, who i stationed at N<’W|x>rt, I would be a four-oom affair costing
R. I., spent the week-efid with his ; $25,000.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin ) Joseph Emery, member of the
Grafton
. School Committee, called the presMrs William Flint was hostess to i ent structure a child killer in the
thp Dessert-Bridge Club Friday event of a collapse. Selectman
night at at her home on Knox Bracg predicted a 10-mill increase
street. To Mrs Flint’s surprise each in the taxation if the apnronriation
one was dressed in a gay nineties was made Robert Carev suggest
costume. This was . the hostess’ ed taking the money from the
birthdav. Prizi s won at auction town’s $80efl surplus
were: Mrs. Frye Stetson, first prize,
Gertr’c Roberts, who had sucMrs. Anne Donaldson second Mrs. i reeded the late Clifford Putnam as
Avis Brazier, travelling Mrs. Naomi moderator, called for a written
Elliot: con elation. Others present ballot which defeated the aDDrowere: Mrs. Sarah Montgomery, priation fil to 52. but, cn a second
Mrs. Marion Grafton. Mrs. Lura ■written ballot, the motion of Mr.
Libby and Mrs. Doris Spear
West to take the money 'rom the
Mrs. Percy E Demmons has re j sumlus was carried 57 to 51
turned home after spending several i Thp total aDprooriations were
davs in Boston.
'$13 327.50 as compared with $12,The Democratic caucus was held 476 50 last year.
Friday night in Watts hall. Offi
cers nomniated were Alfred M.
ROCKPORT
Strout, moderator: selectman for
Fred
A
Norwood. WR.C.. will
three years. Gecrge Gillchrest; over
meet Thursday with Mrs. Nellie
sees of the poor. 3 vears, ,Anna I; ott.
Dcnohue:’ town clerk Clifton Felt:
assessor for three years; Frank El : Mrs Georgia Walker is visiting
liot; treasurer Frances A Shaw; ! her sister in East Weymouth. Mass
Principal Frederick Richards ha>
school committee for cne year. Ma
rion Grafton; school committee for I announced the senior class part
for
this year: Regina Quinrbv
three years. Ear! Melgard. Dele
gates to State Convention, Frank I valedictorian; Roberta McKinney
Fevler. Charles Lawry was elected salutorian. and Lorraine Perry
chairman of the Town Committee third honors.
Carroll T. Berry is out of doors
and Marion Grafton, secretary. BalCharles I awrv was elect’d chair after being confined to the house
man of the Town Committee and for several days by sickness.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham
Marion Graf'on secretary Ballot
are in Waltham. Mast, called there
clerks for the town meeting onyl J by
the death of Mrs. Ingraham’
are. Doris Spear. Ethel Newcombe ■ sister.
Miss Della Everett.
and Ali:e George
Misses
and Frances
Mayflower Temple. Pvthian Sister Shepherd Katherine
cf Winthrop. Mass., arCircle, will meet Friday at 7 30 a‘. j visiting their
aunt, Miss Minnie P
the home of Mrs. Vivian Ccnnon.. Shepherd.
on Brooklyn Heights East one is
Wesleyan Guild will meet WedI nesday with Mrs. Caroline Barrows.
Union street.
Philip Wheldon and Ruth Mc• Donald, both of Rockport, were
| married Sunday, March 14. by May
nard Ingraham, Sr.. Notary Pub' lie. They were attended by AuI gustus Wellman and Virginia Well
man.

DRY CLEANING
IN A HURRY!

24 Hour
Special Dry Cleaning
Service •
Subject to Extra Charge!
Cash and Carry

Thomaston Cleaners
and Dyers
79 MAIN .ST. THOMASTON, ME.

Capt. Charles E. Hall died at the
age of 76.
Capt. Samuel H. Rogers, 56. died
at Sailors’ Snug Harbor
The Old Age Pension Bill made its
appearance in Legislature.
Raymond E Thurston bought the
business of the Thomas Oil Com
pany and became a permanent resi
dent cf Rockland
Rumor had it that an eight-story
office building was to be erected at
the corner of Main and Winter
streets. | Later:It never happened I
Capt, Capt. B. W Dunton was
transferred frcm the S. S. Aquincx
to the S S. Agwistone, a 16,000-ton
craft.
Fred Herrick found a butterfly ln
the car barn.
The new organ in Strand The
atre was dedicated. At the key
board was James J. O’Hara
• • * *
Rockland Democrats carried the
city for the eighth straight time.
Edwin L Brown being elected, mayor
by a vote of 1375 to 1236 His op
ponent was Edward E. Rankin. The
following were elected to the city
Government.
Aldermen—Charles L. Chase. Rep.
Frank M Ulmer. Rep., Ralph W
Hanscom, Rep., William R. Erskine,
Dem . Charles H McIntosh, Dem .
Charles K. MacWhinnie, Dem.
Common Council — Mervyn E
George A. Achorn, Dem, and
Flanders, William A. Holbrook.
Wilbur W. Bisbee. Putnam P. Bick
nell. Harold C Simmons. Floyd L
Shaw, Edward Gonia, George A
Brewster. Ethel A. Payson, Lucia F
Burpee, Frank S. Marsh, Chester W
Munro, Charles M Lawry, Julia A
Huntley, William J. Sullivan, Thom
as J. Fleming, Richard F. Saville.
Raymond D. Small, Freeman S
Young. Millard F. Welmouth and E.
H. Blackington.
Ralph Lester Barlow, 37. of Hill
street, fell beneath a Lime Rock
Railroad train and was instantlj
killed
Llewellyn G Barter, a former
member of the Rcckland police
forte, died in Boston.

Perry and Ella Dow Pest
Washington, D. C . Fe'o 17, Rich
ard A Weaver ol Washington and
Elizabeth B Wadsworth, formerly
of Camden.
Camden, Feb. 3, Harland B. Gray
and Sadie Lawrence.
Rockland. March 11. Frank A.
Ridlon of Fryeburg and Hazel M.
Crouse ol Thomaston.
Waldoboro, March 10. Albert
Riley of Dorchester, Mass., and
Marguerite Jcnes of Waldoboro.
Thomaston. March 10. Harold O
Pelley cf Warren and Beatrice Ran
lett of Hartland .
• • • •
Officials elected by the new City
Government included: William S.
Pettee, chief engineer: George E.
Gillchrist, city marshal; Dwight M.
Virgin, treasurer; Oliver B lovejoy, tax collector: Leslie A Ross,
road commissioner; Miss Dorothy
Snow, overseer of poor.
Camden town meet ng Selectman,
George T, Hodgman Car' H Hop
kins and George E. Boynton; clerk.
John L. Tewksbury; tax collector,
Frank P Alexander: road commisi sioner, F. T Heal Daylight saving
won The meeting was attended
i by 800 voters.
’ Cushing town meeting: Select
men, Silas E. Hyier. Oscar Burton
and Charles C Bucklin; tax col
lector. W. B. Holder; road commis
sioners, Irvine Spear, Oscar Youn°
and George Cazallis; clerk, O H
j Woodcock.
Union Tcwn meeting: Selectmen.
H. L. Grinnell. M. R Miller and W
1 Cobb Perry; road commissioners.
Earl M. Butler, M R. Miller and W.
i Cobb Perry: tax collector and treas, urer, H. E. Messer.
Vinalhaven tcwn meeting: Select
men. O. V Drew. M. N. Chilles and
! L. B. Dyer; treasurer. L. R. Smith:
road commissioner. C E. Williams;
I clerkyO P Lyons
Allred lermond 78. died in War
ren.
Matinicus town meeting: Clerk.
R. E. Philbrook; assessor, L. L
Young; treasurer H. R. Yeung; con| stable. G. C. Wallace
North Haven’s new church was
wired for electricity.
Warren town meeting: Selectmen,
I A. M. Welt. C. B. Starrett and S.
V. Weaver; clerk. O Dudley Gould:
: assessors, A. V. McIntire, B F
Watts and Lee A. Starrett; treas
urer. N B Eastman; tax collector
H. M. Beverafe; road comm ssioner,
' John S. McDonald.
North Haven town meeting; Se1 lectmen, H. P. Stone, P I. Brown
and Gecrge D Beverage; treasurer
H. M Beverage: read commissioner,
John B Crockett; constable, Ray
' Beverage.
Edmund W Prince, 76. of Thom
aston. died in Florida.

The births for this period were
Rockland, Feb. 27, to Mr. and Mrs
P. H. McCnsick, a son.
Rockland. Feb. 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin F Lawry, a son—John Mc
Grath.
Jonesport, Feb.14. to Mr and Mrs.
Lewis Kirby, a daughter--Barbara
Weeks Mills, Fgb 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Fuller, a son.
Rockport, Feb 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Weston Wall, a daughter.
Thcmaston, Peb. 27. to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Paquin, a son.
Pleasant Point. Feb 26. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence B. Stimpson, twins—
a son and daughter
!
Rockland. Feb. 18. to Mr. and Mrs :
W l’.iam Colby, a son—Chester Wil
liam.
Rockland, Feb. 20. to Mr. and Mrs. !
Lester E. Allen .a son—Lester E„ Jr
Camden, Peb. 28. to Mr. and Mrs j
Vincent Nnccio, a daugher-—Angellne.
Providence, Feb. 28. tc Mr and
Mrs. Virgil M. Robinson, a daughtfr—Virginia Taft.
i
Rockland, March 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hollie Bennett of Camden, a
daughter.
Rockland. March 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. D?niel Staples, a daughter.
j
Waldoboro. March 5. to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Benner, a sen.
Boca Grande. Fla.. March 2. to Mr ,
and Mrs. Harry A. Cow'e, a daugh 1
ter.
Hope, March 7. to Mr. and Mrs. L
W Bennett, a son.
1
Somerville. March 10. to Mr. and
Mrs A. A. Bartlett, a son
Waldoboro, March —, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Benner ,a son.
• • • •
Tlie marriages for this period
were:
Waldoboro Feb. 24. Amos Achorn
and Myrtle Wentworth.
Camden. Feb. 22. Edwin H. Ryan
of Liberty and Verna Cooper o;
Camden.
Providence, Feb. 22, Morris B
1 to bring an article for the chil
dren's table at the fair, which is to
be April 9.
Mrs. Leona F. Reed of West SoarWEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
' boro, formerly of Thomaston, is &
patient ‘n the Maine General Hospi
tal, Portland.

SOUTH THOMASTON
There wil! be a central school associaticn meeting. Friday, March 26
at 7.30 p m. in the Town Hall, at
which time there will be an elec
tion of officers. Everyone is urged
to attend and take articles for the
rummage sale to be hdd Saturdav.
March 27. in the G A. R. hall. Rock
land.
OLDEST MEMBER IN MAINE

Maine's oldest Grange member
has just died at the great age of
103 years. This was Mrs. Lucretia
Fogg, a lifetime Patron o' Andros
coggin Grange at Greene. She
was also distinguished by being th
oldest member of the Baptist
Church in the State having joined
nearly 88 years ago. Mrs. Fogg had
always lived at Greene, only a
-hort distance from her birthplace,
and up to a short time previous to
her death she retained her faeuities remarkably, read easily with
out glasses and did a great amount
of fine needle and crochet work
She retained her interest in all
Grange affairs up to the very end

Skanderberg was a national hero
of Albono.

CAMDEN THEATRE
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,

MARCH 23-24
Greer (.arson, Robert Mill hum

in
____ ^desire me”
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

MARCH 25-26

In common with a great ma
jority of da ly and weekly news
papers, The Courier-Gazette op
erates on a pay in advance basis
Please re-subscribe at once when
your notice arrives and avoid miss
ing copies.
19-tf.

Susan

WILL ENTERTAIN IN ROCKPORT

Joan Cook, 11, of Gardiner, acrobatic dancer, who will appear ill the
entertailiineiit program oi the Rockport lljgh School Carnival at Town
Hall the first week in April. The little lady studies at the Clara Hayden
School of Dancing in Auburn and could almost be said to have danced
helore she walked. She is acclaimed as one of tlie best acrobatic dancers,
lor tier age, east of New York.

ALFRED P. GRAY
Rev. H I. Holt of Camden offi
ciated Friday afternoon at funeral
Accordng to the American Wool
services held at the Simmons Fu Council, in prewar years one sheep
neral Home in Warren for Allred could provide the wool used in
P. Gray, 81, native of Warren, who clothing two Americans. Today it
died last Wednesday at the home of takes a sheep and a half to clothe
hi: son, Neil Gray, in Watervile. one American.
Mr Gray had, as was his custom,
The United States is now using
been passing the Winter in Water wool for apparel at the rate of
ville. He had been ill the past about a million pounds a year. The
three weeks.
prewar rate was about 600.003
Bearers were Oscar E. Starrett, pounds. It is worthy of note that
Benjamin Starrett. Herbert K. the sheep population of the country ,
Thomas, and Herbert L Kenniston. has declined from 50.000.000 in 1942
Interment was made in the family to 32,000.000 in 1947.
• • • •
plot at Newcombe cemetery. Among
During 1947 oil and gas, for the
those from out of town, who at
ended the services were. Mr and first time in the history of the
Mrs. Neil Gray, and daughter, Miss country, exreeded coal as a source
Helen Gray, and also Mr Ramsdell of energy. While coal supplies are
of Waterville. Mr. and Mrs. Douglas ■ adequate to meet almost any foreGray of Topsham. Mrs. Nellie I seeablc demand 'or a period of 3000
Newbert of Rockland, Brooks New- j years, ouf proved reserves of pefcert. and Mrs. Gertrude Flint of j troleum are sufficient to provide the
Augusta, Mr. and Mrs Percy Kel i present level of consumption for
I only about 10 years.
ler and family of Camden
• • * •
Mr. Gray was born in Warren, •
According to the Department of
son of James and Mary Jane Do
herty Gray. He had served as Agriculture, there are 33 percent
county commissioner fcr two terms, less turkey breeding hens on the
of the United States today
had been member of the board of farms
electmen cf Warren, and for many than there were a year ago. The
years was chairman of the Demo explanation is that high feed costs
cratic Town Committee.
For a have caused growers to cull their
period of 12 years, he was mail j flocks.
• • • •
messenger between Warren pest
New England Granges have ral
office and station. At different lied to the aid of the forest fire
times, he was employed in the Rice victims in Maine. 'With extensive
& Hutchins Shoe Shop in this town, gifts of clothing, food and house
and later worked in the wet finish hold equipment, which prove a
■i»m at the Georges River Woolen godsend to the stricken families.
Mill.
The Grange office building at Au
He was a 50-year member of gusta was made the collection cen
Georges River Lodge. K of P of ter and contributions have poured
which he was past chancellor, and a in to an extent almost unbeliev
charter member of Crescent Tpm- able. Grange ministry never fails
nle. P S. He also had been affiliat in thc time of distress or need.
ed for manv years with St. George
Granges in California have
Lodge. F.A.M.
Surviving are two sons. Neil of adopted a new slogan, which is
Waterville, and George of this town, sweeping the State—"48 000 in '48.'
two grandchildren. Douglas Grey indicating thc membership program
of Topsham, and Miss Helen Grav for the current year.
• * • •
of Waterville, and one great grand
Tn Ohio. Jav Graves of Margaretta
son.
Grance. has not missed a meeting
Stockholm is sometimes called the for 21 years and his wife onlv two
meetings during the same period
Venice of the North.

National Grange

“SMASHUP”

For a Lovely

Elliott

GILBERT
All Prices

GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON

Everything Will Remain the Same!

Place the blame squarely on harsh and dry lotions that are
used on the hair, and leaves it lifeless. That is why I’m a crank
about the right permanent wave lotions. 1 urge my patrons to
steer clear of the tricky kinds. I urge them to go to an experi
enced operator that knows how to handle their hair, and see the
glamorous difference. Why take a chance while you can have
an expert judgment on your hair and give you the proper hair
shaping and lotion that your hair needs?

WITH SHAMPOO

90 up
$1.00

1

LATEST NEWS
____________________________ f
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Ready To Serve You As Always!
Giving the Best in Beauty Work!

COMPLETE PERMANENT WAVE

There Are Three Expert Beauticians.

For Only $5.00

BE SURE AND CALL ON US!

Pirates ✓
Monterey

It mav be a Cold Wave or Heat Permanent Wave, whichever
is proper lor your texture of hair.

P. S. Have you tried our Expert Hair Cutting ->n men and
children? Our barbers have been trained in individual hair cut
ting that is suitable to every customer.

Wikttnl liSBimii • Plain Ken! • Gilbert Roland • Cde luninjart
A UNiVfflSAt MltRNAllUNAl PICIURL

“PERMANENTLY” YOURS...

STARTS NEXT SUNDAY

BEAUTY ALBERTS SAL0N

Plus Second Smash Hit

375 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND, ME. PHONE 142

SCOT!

22-T-tf

PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.
TELEPHONES 744 OR 415
ROCKLAND, ME.
20-tf

3.00 to 10.30
2.00, 6.25, 8.30
2.00, 640. 8.40

STRAN
TEL. 892.

ROCKLAND

A PLACE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Machineless and

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
AND BARBER SHOP

Cold Wave

284-286 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 828

PERMANENTS
$5.00 and up

LAST TIMES TODAY
"GOOD NEWS”
with JUNE ALLYSON

Sun. Shows,
Weekdays,
Saturday,

PLUMBING AND HEATING

485 MAIN STREET,

Hit No.

Two

UNIVMSM INIHNAllONAt (xnen

Cold Waves $7.50, $10.00
FINGER WAVE

Features

unhid suns pictures production

PERMANENT
from $5

nugfni

Bi#

FOR THE

How sad it is to see a girl with gorgeous features ruin her
chances with drab and frizzy hair.

HELEN OLDIS KNIGHT

TODAY, WED , TIlFftS.

Two

HAIR

ANNOUNCEMENT!
Is Now Owned and Operated by

i
<IM I.MtROFF ■ «l»FI MALE ■ KUCO K««S ■ CAU DOBBIN'
IIUA AOUFF-BEFFNF BAKER

START WiTH YOUR

SAYS AL—

a woman

R°ari The Courier-Gazette

SPRING TIME IS
YOUR TIME

A complete new home or repairs from

top to bottom. Inside or out
Also
James H. Heal
Dalntlne and paper handing.
Rock
James H. Heal, 80 years old. died land, 732-W1. Tf no answer, call after
__________________________ 24*29
March 18. at his home on Willow 5
THREE ROOM Furnished Apt to let.
street. Camden A life time resi TEL.
436-W
24 25
dent of this community, Mr. Heal
MASON Work cellar walls, rock or
had been employed at Knox Wool cement
chimneys and cement floors.
en Mills for the past 25 years. He Free estimate. Phone 591 W
WTL
24*25
is survived by his wife. Mrs. Bertha LIAM H YOUNG.
Heal; daughter. Mrs Helen Cole
HIGH School Girl. 16 years or over,
man; son, William Heal, sister wanted for part time work; 123 Sum
24 it
Mrs. Addie Heal of Waltham, mer S' TEL 1527
SPITZ Pup found. White with blaok
Mass.; granddaughter, Barbara Du
spots,
male
Owner
can
have
same
by
puis: and grandson, Lionel Heal paying for advertisement. TEL. 116 12,
Funeral services were held from St. Thomaston
24-25
Thomas Episcopal Church. Satur
WED a m March 17, ln front of
day Rev E. Berger officiating Burpee Furniture Co. store. Pearl
Burial at Mountain View cemetery. Beads. Owner may have same by
proving pc perty and paying for this
ad TEL 763 M
24-lt
Mrs. George A. Wardwcll
Funeral services were held Fri- 1
day from thp Burpee Funeral Home
for Ellen Laurel Wardwell, who
GILBERT C. LAITE
died very suddenly Tuesday night
at her home on Rankin street.
Mrs. Wardwell was born at
FUNERAL HOME
Swans Tsland. April 14. 1887. daugh9
MOUNTAIN
ST.. CAMDEN
ter of Capt. F. W. and Vesta Smith
Kent. For the psat 40 years she
TEL 8225
had made her home in Rockland
and was a member of Golden Rod
DOIiOTHY S. LAITE
Chapter, O.ES.. and the GAR
Licensed Funeral Director
Auxiliary. She attended the Baptist
Church.
ROBERT E. LAITE
She completed school in Swan’s
Island and attended the Shaw
EARLE EAMES
Business College in Portland, and
3-tf
Jan. 7, 1911, was married to George

EASTER PARADE

Hayward, Lee Bowman

The story of

A. Wardwell of Rockland, who sur
CAMDEN
vives her.
Mr. Hurd of Lincolnville won first i A woman of sterling character,
prize at the weekly whist party at j she was a devoted wife and mother,
the Grange Hall Saturday night. and that she wfll be sadly missed
Mrs Maud Lawson received the by a host of neighbors and friends
second prize; and Mrs. Mary Ames was attested by the many beauti
of Northport .the consolation. An ful floral tributes.
other party, next Saturday.
Other survivors are a daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Lunt spent Mrs. Percy C. Williams; and two
a few days in Boston last week.
grandchildren of Thomaston; three
Mrs. T. J. French is visiting her sisters, Mrs. Charlotte Pettlngill
daughter, Mrs. Francis Richards In and Miss Dorothy Kent, of Port
land; and Mrs Nina Joyce of
Lewiston.
Week-end guests of Dr. and Mrs. Rockland.
Rev J. Charles MacDonald of the
W. L. Dickens were Miss Louise
Dickens and Dean Lambert of Baptist Church officiated at the
Houlton, Mr. and Mrs. Einer Ol services, and burial was in the
sen of Jonesport and Miss Ann Achorn cemetery.
Hart of Machias.
ANNE M, MCDONALD
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Arnold are
the parents of a son, Lawry Guth
After 90 years of a useful life,
rie, bom March 6.
Anne iMcGrath) McDonald, widow
There will be a Union Service of of John R. McDonald, died Friday
the
Methodist
and
Baptist at her Chestnut Hill home.
Churches at the Monument Square
A native of Athlone, Ireland, she
Methodist Church, Thursday night was the eldest of eight children born
at 7 o’clock. Rev. Melvin H. Dorr to Peter and Bridget i Hopkins) Mc
of the Baptist Church will be thc Grath. She was the first of her
speaker. Members will .partake of family to emigrate to this country
Communion at this service.
66 years ago. and after her arrival
Tlie New Fellowship group will in New York, gradually by industry
hold a service at the Monument and thrift, financed the passage
Square Methodist Church on the here of all her brothers, sisters and
afternoon of Good Friday, at 3.45 parents.
For several years she was em
o'clock.
Last Sunday morning at the ployed in homes in New York and
Methodist Church. 12 persons re Pennsylvania, and in 1895 moved to
ceived baptism and 17 entered the this town where she worked for the
membership of the church. Rev. late T. Howard Gardiner. In 1900
F. Ernest Smith has been the she was married to John R McDon
minister of the Methodist Church ald who died in 1932,
Upcn the death of her youngest
since the resignation of the Rev.
sister in 1906. she became a foster
Henry Beukelman last Spring.
Mrs. Lizzie Burgess will enter mother to her three orphaned chil
tain the WS.CS. at her home on dren, two of whom survive—Kath
Mechanic street, tomorrow after erine. who resided with her, and
Francis P Reid of New York. She
noon.
also several nieces and
The First Congregational Church leaves
nephews.
will observe Holy Week by a cele- ; Anne McDonald will be revered
bra tlon of the Last Supper on the in memory for her hard work, faith
evening of Maundy Thursday, at and
good cheer.
7 30 o’clock, and by a service Good , High Mass of requiem was cele
Fr.day evening, at 7 30. The mini- ' brated Monday at the Church of
ster of the church, Rev. Winfield Our Lady of Good Hope. Fr A. D.
Witham, will conduct both services.
Gillis, the celebrant. Recitation of
A despatch from Worcester, Mass , the rosary by the Sodality took
announces the death of Howard Em- ■ place the previous-night at the resi
erson Wooster, whose wife was M i ry dence. Bearers were John T. Hughes,
E. Harris, formerly of Camden, Also Francis P. McGrath,, George H.
surviving are his mother, Mrs. Al Thomas and Christian J. Windbert Heath of South Hope; two vand
Interment will be in St.
daughters, Mrs. Addle Pocepowi’h James Catholic cemetery ln the
and Elizabeth Fagerus; a son. Louis Spring.
E„ all of Worcester; two sisters,
Mrs. Myrtle Cassidy of Rockland,
R'-ad The Courier-Gazette
and Mrs Doris Merrifield; and a
brother Raymond of South Hope.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
and burial services in Wor
! Funeral
cester, Mass., Thursday. Funeral
j directors, George Sessions Sons Co.
L. STEEVES. carpenter and builder.

Evenings By Appointment
Complete Shows at 2.00 and 6.30
Last Complete Evening Show 7.40

CLOSED WEDNESDAY
AFTERNOONS

COMING FRIDAY, SATURDAY
IIOPALONG CASSIDY
in

MARGARET’S BEAUTY SHOP

“THE FRONTIERSMAN’’

TELEPHONE. ROCKLAND 387-11

ALBERT E. MacPHAIL

PLUMBING AND HEATING
445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W

SOUTH THOMASTON. MAINE
10-tf

Tuesday-Friday
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Page Sevsfi
Mrs. Clarance L. Smith of Ber
nard has made a brief visit at the
home of her sister. Mrs. Herman
Stanley. James street.

SENEER*CRANE'S

Methebesec Club

The Hearing Society

Hears a Timely Talk By Pres- Many Topics Discussed At
ident Of Maine P. T. A.
Meeting—Mrs. Bessie
Hewett’s Return

Mrs. Roger Dow was honor guest
at a miscellaneous stork shower re
cently with Mrs. John MacPherson,
Twenty-two members and three I
III as hostess at her home on Ce- guests were present at the meeting
The Rockland Hearing Society
The Womans Association of the dar s,le'‘t Assisting hostesses were oj jjethebesec Club Friday with
Mr. and Mrs. John Chaples and
son David of Appleton, spent Sun First. Baptist Church will meet al Mrs. Marjorie Blackman and Mrs.
hostess assisted met Thursday in the vestry of the
day with Mrs. Chaples’ daughter. 2.30. Wednesday afternoon for a Burton Bickmore. The luncheon “rs A J. Bird as hostess, assisted First Baptist Church, the presi
business session.
table was decorated with yellow b>' Mrs. Josephine Rice, Mrs. Laura dent, Mrs Blanche Witham. pre
Mrs. Walter Willis and family.
-----and white crepe paper, candles, and Buswell, assisting.
siding.
Chapin Class of the Unlversalist
Mrs Willard Fales gave a family Spring flowers. _The centerpiece
Mrs. Granville M Colby of Bath,
Announcement was made of the
Church is sponsoring a bazaar this birthday supper Saturday in honor was a >*lh>w ruffled cradle with presjdent of the Ma,
Parent-' National Con'erence of the Ameriafternoon and evening in the ves- of her brother. W Paul Seavey A tiny pink rose buds and lace.
Re- Veachers Association chairman of can Hearing Society which will be
daughter Mrs. Stanton Sleeper, freshments were served by
Mia Department of Education of the , held in Pittsburg. May 19-22, and
Gloria Witham of Sargent Col- madf' the b,‘,r,f!!day cake.
The Merle D bbtns and Mrs. Lillian Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs Ia tentative program shown. The
vriuria vviuiam oi oargent vui
guests were: William Seavey. Miss Svlvester. Mrs. Dow received many and a teacher in her home city, Pittsburg
•
-League will
....
be host and
lege. Cambridge arrived home Sat- Alice Hall. Miss Mabel Seavey, Mr. lovely gifts.
Guests were: Mrs.
was guest speaker. Her subject: headquarters are at William Penn
urday for the Spring vacation.
and
M
rs
riPVPlnnri
Mnr
„
v
pnr
and Mrs Cleveland Morey. Mr and Addie Rogers, special guest, Mrs. "Trends, or Progress in Education.'' Hotel.
Aired
“Education—the basis o' a true
A Zone Analysis of membership
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rackliff, Mrs. Willard Fales, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Billings Mrs
Water street, entertained Mr. and W. Paul Seavey and sen, Billy of Young, Mrs. Lloyd Argyle^ Mrs. democracy—the basis of a peaceful was read, and of the nine zones,
Owls
Head
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
StanDonald
Goss. Mrs. Ansel Young, world.
We are all aware of the the Eastern zone leads the way in
Mrs. Charles Hill of South Thom
aston, Thursday night. The occa- ton s,eePer of South Thomaston Mrs Paul Merriam. Mrs. Marjorie unrest
anduncertainty in
our both life and individual member
......
.
_
.
?J
acltl
2?
,
y
Mrs.
Clifford
Gardner
world
today
and have come to ac- ships. Total membership in the
sion being Mr. Rackliff’s birthday
Mrs. Willard Fales and Miss Mrs. Richard Thomas, Mrs. Earl cept as fact that 'wars begin in the national society is 9603
____
David S.Beach.
Jr.,received
Alice Hallwere guests Monday
of Bell Mrs Lillian Sylvester, Mrs minds of men • and that we must
A list of hearing aids approved
$ word yesterday ofthe death of his thc^ nlece. Mrs. Stanton Sleeper Merle Dobbins anc^ Mrs. John W be concerned about basic educa- in 1948 by the Council on Physical
in
South
Thomaston.
father. David S. Beach. Sr., in
MacPherson ni Those unable to tion' and International under Medicine of the American Medical
Bridgeport. Conn.
Mr. and Mrs
attend sent gifts.
standing' If the peace, which is the Association was placed on record.
The
Shakespeare
Society
"••it
Beach went there today.
Recent books on hearing prob
prayer of men everywhere, Is to be
meet March 29 with Mrs Emily
Mr. and Mrs. Bert S. Gregory go a reality. This concern must be, lems were reviewed by Mrs. Nancy
Mr. and Mr.s Fred Wilson have Stevens, Talbot avenue. Mrs. Jose- Wednesday to Boston where Mrs. not only for the distant countries Brown.
"And Hearing Not” is an
returned to Criehaven after spend- Rhine Rice will be the leader fr Gregory will be a surgical patient which have low literacv rates but autobiography by Earnest Elmo
ing the Winter in Rockland
'elections from "Joan of I orralne " at the Hahnemann Hos-pital. 1515 for our own country as well, and Calkins, internationally famous ad
Mrs Dormda Coughlin will iavenue Brighten, labwomen have a great responsi- vertising executive who became
Mrs. David L. McCarty enter- paper entitled "Maxwell Ander- Commonwealth
Mass, Tor at least two weeks Mr tbilltv.
deafened at the age of six. Mr
talned her club Thursday night, son."
Gregory will remain in Boston for
'We have heard much about Calkins presents a practical work
Mrs. Grace Veazie and Mr.s. Helen
...
„
.
Moulalson were special guests. ,
Y?,azi,e u,L en" a few days. Mrs. Gregory s mother. Maine’s being 4n the lower scale of ing manual for the deafened which
Prizes at auction were won by \rrtaln ,be TBVlan Clrcle Wedne,i- Mrs. Ethel Innes of Portland will the list of the States regarding ed- also reflects a sound philosophy
---- - or s' ’• be at their home with Nancy ucation. That means that fewer of and keen sense of humor. His
Mlss Anne McLaughlin. Mrs. Helen dayn"IRb’ ~ ‘
supper at 6.30 Gregory during her parents' ab- our high school student graduates method of meeting problems of
Moulaison and Mrs. Jean Chisholm
attend college than other States everyday living are cleverly told.
please take silver t>" ' sence
Ari™. Doherty
.......
Membersdishes
(*X with
with Kve
Mrs Arlene
winning
"Cotton in
"The new schools, she said, “should
_ my Ears," by Frances
the traveling prize Late lunch
Mrs. Irma Batty was honor have two classrooms: one a work- Warfield is another autobiography
was served
Mr and Mrs Frank Carsley are guest at a surprise miscellaneous room where all material for hand which carries a vital message.
home tonight from Flori 'hewer last night at the home of work, art and other special work Fiances. Warfield Mrs. Frances
Jolly Workers Club of the Little expected
where they spent a happy and Mrs Josetihine Deshon Camden is to be found: crayons, books, Hackett in private life, hard of
field Memorial Baptist Church held da
healthful
month’s vacation
street with Mr.s. Nellie F. Grotton scissors, etc., and all that is neces- hearing after a childhood illness,
a party in the vestry March 18. A
assisting hastes- Mrs Batty ‘arv to carry on a class project. It wished desperatelv that she could
social evening with refreshments
Mrs. Katherine Wiggin is nt as
the dream o all teachers to have hear everything clearly—except ior
Was enjoyed. Tliose present in- Knox Hospital recuperating from ’(reived many lovely gifts. The
luncheon table was very atractive :l plant where she can do all the seven deadly words which she
eluded Betly Belvea. Margaret illness.
with
a
eenterplce
o
vellow
snapthings
that site has longed to do prayed she might never hear,
Belyea. Jackie Moore, Marilyn
through the years, insuch a What’s the
matter—cotton in
Mr and Mrs Russell Simpson of dragon andpussywillow flanked
Keefe, Bernard Staples, Alfreda
Perry. B imy Perry, Ronnie Marsh, Criehaven ar the guests of Mr. and bv tall yellow taper: a bride's school. Also to have special teach- your ears?” She spent over 20
buffet ers 10 help her on special projects years trying to conceal her handiBlown. Grace cake was a feature of thAnn Blood. Ann Thurston, Betty Mrs. Carlvle
hmch. A social evening was en- No one person should be “xpected cap, but finally faced it with grace
teach Pat Bi lice. Carl Gray. Jus- street
loved. Invlted guests were: Mrs to teach any of a dozen subjects, and humor. Tlie book is the story
t'n Cross, Marilyn Harrison, John
W.CTU will meet Friday af Maude Mather Mrs Grace Emu - and know
about all of them' of the tragic-cotnlc predicaments
Ware. Beverly Young. Isabel Firth,
Mrs. Colby stated that there she experienced
lucie lewis. Raymond and Russell 2-30 R ,n- al Mrs. Lena Stevens son, Mrs. Fvelyn Cates Mrs. Eva
Hearing and Deafness: A Guide
Wixson. Patty and Sally Achorn Mls- lna Hooper will conduct the Rcblnson, Mrs Agnes Firth. Mrs. have appeared 169 Federal Aid bill Charlotte Dean, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- vey w111 Pr,'\‘llt a program on “Our Lucy Brewster. Mrs Gertrude Jor- on the statue books since 1795 Tlie for Laymen" is of multiple authorGeneral
Federation
of
Women's
ship,
edited by Hallowell Davis,
liam Dorman. Mr and Mis Ken- worship ser.iee. Miss Mabie S'-a- dan. Mrs. Lucille Cousins, Mrs.
(’rick Dorman and Rev. and Mr.s PtmhcaUon.s." Mis Eula Gcrrish Edith Canria ue M'\- j ,l(.v k, clubs is wholly behind the Federal M.D. Dr. Davis and 13 other
John A Barker
wil1 Rive a digest of an article in Mrs Amanda C-mdage. Mrs Knth- Aid bills, S 472 and H R 2953 that specialists in various phases of
hearing have presented a comprethe Union Signal.
Mr.s. Ethel erine Cross. Mr.s. Bessie Norton Is before the Senate.
At the annual meeting last hensive reference book. Miss Betty
Mr. and Mrs Edwin Webber and Colburn will t ike subscriptions to Mr.s. Jessie Larrabee Mrs Ruth
daughter. Janice, were in Boothbav the Union Signal and Young Cru- Barrows Mrs. Jane Johnston Mr.s Spring in Maine the State Pedera- Wright and Miss Ada Hill of the
Gladv- Packard ”Miss"peo»v*'Pn<-k1 tion vo,ed 105 Dercent f<*
bil1- national society cover chapters on
Sunday to attend the funeral of sader
Mav Grav M- Ttuneh and wrotf letters to both Senators organization and vocational subMrs. Eva Sherman.
ard. M
Mr- Flora Spear, Miss Man Mitchell Mrs. Gladys Vose. Mrs. and had telegrams sent to them jects. The introduction is written
Miss Joan Dunton of Bangor was Haskell, Mt and Mr.s. Shirley Bar- I ols CaSsens. Mrs. Genevieve telling them that we were in favor by Dr C. S. Stewart Nash, preslweek-end guest of her cousin. Miss hour and Mr. and Mrs Arnold Fer- Withee, Mrs Votbprine Gregory of the bills.
We need Federal dent of the American Hearing SoJanice Webber, Warren street.
Bald.
representing the Silsby and Mr.s. Jessie Ulmer.
help in Maine. The General Fed- , ciety. The foreword is by Mrs
Flower Shop motored to Boston
eration has a six-point program Spencer Tracy who has been assoEdwin Libby Reief Corps will Thursday to attend the Flower
this year The first is to study | elated with the work for the past
Mrs Robert J Hastings was the Federal Aid bills Second to two decades, her interest being
meet Thursday night when past Show.
They also visited the
presidents will fill the chairs. Mrs Thomas Roland Greenhouses in honored with a surprise birthday raise teachers' salaries with a aroused by the deafness of her son.
ports Amos presiding. Supper will Revere. Mass., where they saw the party bv the Y A: O. Sewing Circle minimum of $2409 to $3000 The
Mrs Bessie Hewett, recently re/ii'
served with special attractions, production line of the Croft Easter when it met Thursday night at National Education Association is turned from her Winter’s visit wth
the
home
of
Mrs
Beatrice
Beal
tjfc, '?rs.
Sawyer, vice president is Lilies and other Spring flowers,
out to bring these figures to a I her daughter in Milton, gave an in
Crescent street. Mrs. Hastings re reality. This will become true with terestinc account of her activity'
jgh chairman, and has a full staff of
JL' helpers for the occasion. There are
Mrs Minnie Copeland who spent ceived manv lovelv and useful the support of thp public Third: and Mrs. Witham told several
Pfc quilts to tack in the afternoon and the Winter nt 37 limerock street. gift' from the member which
.
...in raise the standards in the teachin* stories. The next meeting will be
cluded:
A helpers are needed for this project, returned Sunday to Warren.
Dorothv Shute°Mrse Helen ' Z r’.rfofp'ssion by improving State cer- held April 15.
PC
Pfc. George F Cassens is now Io-----tur-e m
■ re , i.rs
n < rOK t.ification Four, raise the social
The Kupples Klub of the Con
ffc' rated in Angelos, 60 miles from
Fur your sewing needs we now v^eve mu' HS*1*™ ^.rS Gene' status °f thf teachers to a place
A ' Manila P I
Friends writing to carry a complete line of zippers, vteve Withee. Mrs. Christine pish. of honor and respect in their com gregational Church will meet Fri
Winifred Svlvester
Mrs munities. Fifth, raise the caliber day, April 2, for a covered dish
'uj him should address their lettersbuttons thread, etc. Also plenty of Mrs
thus: Pfc. George F. Cassens. RA S irin: materials including plaid Eleanor A"horn. Mrs
Florence Of the members cf the school board supper in the vestry. Kupples will
X: 11173064 47th Ordinance Group, taffeta, satins and Faille The °ipkbam anH Mr.s. Barbara Pitt: by putting Mother on the board. be solicited.
VPO 74 care of Postmaster San Remnant Shoppe, 200 Main Street. Lkite lunch was served
Six. revise the curriculum to in
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd entertained
Francisco, Calif.
adv.
clude education for living. Prepare
Mrs. Leland McFlv, Is spending the classes or community and T H.E. Club last night. Prizes in
auction were awarded Mrs. Gerthe week in Boston.
world citizenship "
Mrs. Alden Ulmer announeed trude Boody Mrs. Marion Cook and
John Knight, a student at the that May 39. 1948, she and her Mrs. Grace Veazie with Mrs Ber
University of Maine. s|jent the husband will have been married 55 nice Havener winning the traveling
week-end In Rockland
years She extended a cordial in- prize Mrs. Annette Keighley was
.
vitation to the members of the a special guest.
Closed Wednesday P M s. Come to Senter Crane’s Wednesday
Rubinstein Club members having Methebesec Club to call on that
Morning or Thursday
money or tickets to be turned in date
District ft is to be present. Reserfrom the concert are asked to do
last meeting cf this club will rations may be made with Mrs.
The largest Store between Portland and Bangor
7^ so as soon as possible that bills beThe
held Fridav. April 2. preceded by Robert Burns, Mrs Edward Payson
may be paid and final reports pre a banquet at Hotel Rockland, at or Mrs. Arthur Haines, previous to
pared before the next meeting. 6.30 Mrs. Philip Simmons, director April I
M. E. Blodgett.
They may be left with Mrs Beulah
Ames at the Central Maine Power
Company.

Closed Wednesday P. M.'s. Come to Senter Crane's Wednesday
Morning or Thursday
The Largest Store between Portland and Bungur
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SUITS
AND

COATS
WOOL SUITS in sizes 3 to 14
in a large variety of colors and
materials

$6.98 to $18.75
See cut delow

j)
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&

U

■'<, ."iv

t4

How well we know what the “young
ones” want to wear in the Easter

Si

Parade. How perfectly we’ve ca
tered to their every young whim and
fancy. And how well we’ve pleased

Mommy too—in quality, style and
price!

SENTERsCRANFS |

Double breasted checked Wool
princess coat. Sizes 7 to 14.

5\Se.

$11.95 to $19.95

y

Double breasted wool coat.
Triple capelet. Sizes 1 to I.

^6

$9.95 to $13.95

The Past Presidents' Association
of Edwin Relief Corps will hold a
business meeting and election of
officers Thursday night be'ore the
regular Corps meeting.

Mrs. E. Carl Moran entertained
T Club Friday night at her home
on Chestnut street.

Full length wool coats and
toppers. Sizes 7 to 14.

#:■ 'L

Belled bink wool coat with
yoke effect detail. Sizes 3 to
8 plus.

J*'

;>

T

Sam Susan of Bo-ten was a
caller at the home cf Mrs Vose.
North Main street, recently.

$10.50 to $12.95
\

\

Boys’ double breasted coat.
Sizes 1 to 6.

Wl

z

Full all-wool coat with
smocked yoke. Sizes 1 lo 4.

c

\

//

$12.75
X;

At

-

Zop of the Spring

HATS!
“The Mirror on the wall” won’t be alone
in telling you you're the fairest of them
all . . . in any one of our new chapeaux.
Here are frothy confections and tailored
types in all sizes.

I

M

t-4
a

MT
I
c

J

$2.69 to $9.00

i

Albert (Mac) Rogers is home
from Bowdoin College for the
Spring vacation.

Miss Lillian M. Baker is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital.

$7.50 to $12.75

V

Mr. and Mrs Sidnev Pierce at
tended the Flower Shew in Boston
last week.

$11.95 »□ $19.95

Bruce Sullivan, son of Mr and
y ®*rs- Willis I. Sullivan Camden
& street, gave a stag party Saturday
afternoon at his home honoring his
.. fifth birthday. He received many
gifts. Robert Lord won the prize
J' for pinning on the donkevs tail. A
lovely mixed bouquet, gift of his
grandfather,
Mervyn
Flanders,
formed the centerpiece o' the lun
cheon table, with all other favors
and decorations carrying out the
Faster motif. There were two
birthdav cakes, one the gift cf his
grandmother. Mrs Ernest Grav.
Guests were: Craig Leonard. Mlchae Savitt, Robert Pettee. Jr.,
Ro-'er Young. Robert Ixtrd. David
Fernald his sister Sharon Lee. Mrs.
Mattie Barter. Mrs. Lizzie McGuire,
Mr.s. I illian Lord and Mrs. Marion
Leonard.

Maine's Popular Advisor

Rev. Ruth Mathias
Over 20 Years Helping Folks
’•iend 5 Questions, $1 and Stamped
Envelope. Full Page Reading In
cluded.
12 Third Street,
Banjfor, Me.
70-T-tf

WE WON’T HAVE TO EGG YOU ON

THIS EASTER
No sir, men Gregory's has hatched the biggest
batch of Suits for Spring that you have ever
seen.

A new Spring Suit is important to a man's
pick-up feeling, for Easter is the time he thinks
of looking his very best.

We have them single breasted and double
breasted and in practically every size.

Start Spring with one of our Spring Suits, espe
cially as Easter nears.

$35.00 to $65.00

EASTER TOPCOATS, $25.00 to $65.00
EASTER HATS. $5.00 to $10.00
EASTER SHIRTS, $2.95 tc $4.95
EASTER NECKWEAR, $1.00 to $2.50
Visit Our New Boys’ Department!

(I)1

POC

KI 4 N !»

m o i r* t
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Chosen for Their High Scholastic Standing

Girl
Scouts
Newslites

Spring Concert
Rubinstein Program Was
Classed Among Season’s
Music Treats

Mrs. Kathleen Harriman and
Mrs. Dorothy Childs, leader and as
sistant leader of Troop 8 were guests
of troop 5 Tuesday afternoon at
their meeing in the scout room Six
teen girls were present with Mrs.
Leona Whitehill, leader and Mrs.
Lucy Stewart, assistant leader in
charge. The girls worked on trail |
marking with rocks and the reading
of them. This is included In their
badge work. Next week one group
will mark and the other group will j
read a trail. They planned an
Easter party with the girls owing j
the most dues giving the other girb .
the party
Mrs. Marie Studley .Mrs Kath
leen Harriman. Mrs. Evelyn Halli
gan, Mrs. Flzada Barsiow, Mrs.
Prances Muller, Mrs. Leona Whitehill, Mrs. Lillian Sylvester. Mrs.
Eleanor Newbert, Mrs Prances
Marsh, Mrs. Lucy Stewart, Mrs
Leona Phillips, Mrs. DorothyChilds. Miss Clara Leeman. Mrs.
Caroline McIntosh, and Mrs. Mil
dred Crie, commissioner, attended
the training course on program
planning in Augusta Wednesday
night. Mrs. Wayne Buxton, B. A.,
w-as guest speaker and gave a veryinteresting talk on textiles and de- j
signing. Mrs. Dorothy McLaughlin
gave instruction for new games and
songs for the leaders to use at
their Scout meetings. Transporta
tion was furnished by Mrs Doro
thy Childs, Charles McIntosh, and
Ernest Crie.
• • • •
Troop 7 met in the Scout room
Wednesday afternoon with 15
Brownies present. Mrs. Eleanor
Newbert, leader and Mrs Evelyn
Halligan, assistant leader were in
charge. The group worked on their
pencil cases The leaders taught
them the games and songs they
had learned at the Augusta meet
ing. The posters were passed back
to them and Mrs. Newbert told
them about the Silver Tea Each
girl was given a list o' articles for
the clothing kit for Europe. The
officers were elected for th emonth
of April and include: Donna Syl
vester .president; Bessie Woodman,
vice president; Rosalie Halligan,
secretary and Joyce Black, treasur
er. At the next meeting the group
will be divided and the 10 fly-up
girts will w-ork on tenderfoot re
quirements and the other seven
will do clay modeling.

The Spring concert of the Rubin
stein Club, held at the Congrega
tional Church Thursday night, was
one of the season’s musical treats.
Mrs. Rex Garrett, concert chair
man, graciously greeted the audi
ence and informed them that due
to the illness of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn,
the violin and piano duo by Miss
Luce and Mrs Sanborn .would be
omitted. This was a disappointment
to all present, for the Inherent ex
cellence of their ensemble work is
well appreciated and their appear
ance is highly anticipated at the
annual Rubinstein concert.
Sincere effort was exerted by the
various artists, and the following
program was presented:

Members of the National Honor Society of Rockland High School, ch osen from the Junior and Senior classes for their high scholastic standing
conduc
duct it. their everyday life and in school affairs. Left to right, front row, are: Gayle Rogers. Barbara Fuller, Peter Sulides, second vice presi dentit; Wesley Martin, president: Jean Young, valedictorian of the class. Kathleen Paul, salutatnrian of the class; Paul Halligan treasurer- War'VIK.rt in fi i-kI. vino MriKiilPHf • T.vnnr, R/urnrc fZ. 1 ri-i
L__ —w_
.......
’
ren Martin,
first vice president; Lynne Rogers, Gloria Studley. TL#,
The back
row includes ii.the Junior
members
selected
this year. ’ Juniors selected
last year are the officers of the society in Uic-ir Senior year. Left to rlrht: Betty Crozier, junior: Lois Tootill. junior; Cynthia Knowlton' Doroihv
Pettee, David Cassens, junior; Richard Pea.se, junior; Janies Connellan, junior; Leonard Galliano, William Harriman Robert Cliatto Merlon
Sawyer, Donald Marsh, Natalie Nash, Anna Bullard.
,
leen Harriman giving the second
lesson in bird study to the second
and third graders, and Mrs, Doro
thy Childs, assistant leader, in
structing the fly-up girls in the
tenderfoot requirements. Mrs. Marie
Studley, leader of troop 6, was a
guest.
• * ♦ •
Troop 6 met in the Scout room
Saturday with 16 Brownies present.
Mrs Frances Muller taught them
folk dances. They worked on tlieir
Easter cards. Mrs. Marie Studley,
leader, gave out Brownie equipment
books. She instructed them in the
songs and games she has learned at
the Augusta meetings. Next Sat
urday they will visit the Anderson
Milk Plant. Guests were: Mrs.
Leona Whitehill, Mrs. Lucy Stew
art, Mrs. Lillian Sylvester and Mrs.
Carolyn McIntosh.
• • • •
Will the person who left a
Brownie uniform with beanie and
socks in the Girl Scout room please
contact Mrs. Flzada Barstow. Tel.
106-W.

Alfred P. Richards
Death Of Rockport Native
Who Was Prominent In
the Bay State

MRS. BESSIE KELLAR

Funeral services for Mrs. Bessie
C. Kellar, for many years a teach
er in the ptfblic schools of Maine,
were, held at the Everett Donald
Chadbourne Home. East Baldwin.
Rev. Hilda Libby Ives officiated.
Mrs. Kellar, wife of Arthur E.
Kellar, died suddenly March 11 at
her home in Spruce Head.
Born at East Baldwin, daughter
of the late Everett H. and Mary 6
Chadbourne, she graduated from
Standish High School and the
former Gorham Normal School.
Mrs Kellar resided in Portland
many- years and was active in the
civic and church affairs of the
city. She was a charter member of
the Madonna Wlute Shrine of Port
land and was a past worthy ma
tron of Iona Chapter. O.EJS., of
Portland. She was a soprano vo
calist and had sung for many
Portland affairs.
She also was a member of St.
George Grange, the Pythian Sis
ters of Steep Falls and the Rebek
ah Assembly of Cornish.
Besides her husband, she is sur
vived by a sister. Mrs. Ralph W.
E. Giles, Brunswick; a brother,
Everett Donald Chadbourne of
East Baldwn; and three nephews,
Everett L. Giles of Brunswick and
Bo-ton: Ernest Donald Chadbourne
of Phoenixville, Pa.; and Ralph
Gordon Chadbourne of Norway.

Alfred Perry Richards, 62. promi
nent lawyer and former Assistant
Attorney General and member of
the Massachusetts Legislature, died
March 19, at his home on Warren
Avenue, Plymouth, Mass.
Born in Rockpc.rt, Maine, son of
the late Alfred A. and Carrie PerryRichards he was resident of Ply
mouth since 1914
He formerly
taught and practiced law in Bos
ton.
He was elected to the Massachu
setts Legislature in 19-19 and was
eppointed Assistant Attorney Gen
eral under Atty. Gen. Jay R. Ben
ton in 1923. He sevred on the local
School Committee for a number cf
years and was a former town meet
ing moderator, chairman of the
Troop 4 met in the Scout room Plymouth Finance Committee, town
Friday with Mrs. Frances Muller, counsel, president of the Old Colony
Club and a member of the Chamber
There were 15 BTOwnics present leader, and Mrs. Thelma Small and of Commerce. He also was a forat the meeting of Troop 8'in the Mrs. Carolyn McIntosh assistant
mpmlw,r
thp r,,v
Scout room Fridav afternoon. The leaders. The monthly election of meir lmemter of the Cits Solicitor
cTour) was divided with Mrs. Kath- oflficers was held with the follow-Town Counsels Association and
--ing result—-Donna Edmunds, presi- | was
active in affairs of the Church
dent: Nancy DeMass. treasurer; of the Pilgrimage.
Gloria Shafter secretary.Mrs, i He attended schools in Lynn and
DEAFENED? Muller gave out new Girl Scout following graduation from Bowdoin
Troop numerals to Gail Grant, College taught in Puerto Rico and
Ask Us Why More
\
Phyllis Robinson and Donna Ed- then studied law at Boston Umver- I
rounds The clothing kit was dis- j sity Law School, graduating in 1913. j mandery,
Abington;
Abington
People Wear the IL LU^\\
cussed' and GUI Scout hymns j During World War I, he served j Council, Royal and Select Masters
overseas with the Rainbow Division i and Aleppo Temple Shrine.
practiced.
Services will be held Sunday at
as a lieutenant, participating in
ETTA MAY FERRIN
several major battles. At Valse 3 p. m. at the Church of the PtlRiver
he
was
cited
for
bravery.
In
‘
grimage.
Burial will be at Oak
Mrs. Etta May Perrin died March
Than All Other
he past war he was a member cf the : Rcsc Cemetery,
11
at
Maumee
Valley
Hospital.
ToONE-UNIT
i He leaves a wife, the former Lej ledo, Ohio, after a 10-dav's Illness. local Selective Service Board
HEARING AIDS
He was trustee of the Plymouth J mira Mae Hobbs; a daughter. Anna
She had been in poor health all
Combined
- yD” *””>jr
Savings Bank and the Pilgrim So- , H. Richards and two sisters, KathWinter.
Mrs. Ferrin was born In Holland, ciety and was a member of the erine B. and Elizabeth F. Richards
| Get FREE Booklet on Deafness Vt., daughter of the late George Plymouth, Plymouth County, Mas- j all of Plymouth, and a half-sister,
sachusetts, Boston, and American Mrs. Frank Magune of Worcester.
C. and Emeline S. Hopkins
For many years she lived in Lo Bar Association, Plymouth Rotary j He was a nephew of the former,
Plymouth Post, AL.; Ply- ) Mrs. J. H Damon and Dr. H L.
GOODNOW’S PHARMACY well and Lawrence, Mass., prior to Club.
making her residence in Rockland, mouth Lodge, F A M.; Samoset Roy-; Richards cf Rockland. Me.—From
Fred L. Goodnow, Prop.
where she resided for the last 10 al Arch Chapter; Old Colony Com- the Boston Globe of March 19.
MAIN AND PARK STS. TEL. 440 years. In September 1947 she went
to Toledo to make her home with
ROCKLAND. ME.
her daughter, Mrs. Louis O. An
drews.
Surviving are her husband, Ste
phen F. Ferrin of Lawrence Mass ;
two daughters. Mrs Mildred G An
drews of Toledo, Ohio, and Mrs.
Ruth E. Wollett of Erie. Pa.; one
granddaughter, Miss Sandia D.
HIGHEST QUALITY

Achorn’s

WALLPAPER

“TITIVATION SALE”

Breen.

FINE ASSORTMENT

BicknelFs Hardware
iW-513 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1574
WE DELIVER
M-tf

Services were held March 13 at
the Hoelinger Funeral Home, To
ledo, Ohio. Burial was at Westlawn cemetery, Lowell, Mass.

Half-cents were coined by the
United Si ites from 1793 to 1857.
The half-cent minted in 1793 has
a catalogue valuation of $17.50 if
it ls in good condition and $50 if in
fine condition.

Army Suntan Pants (new).. .......... $3.98

Army Dyed Shirts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...........

2.27

Army Blankets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .........

3.98

(Reconditioned, good as new)

Navy Hammocks (new) .. .. .. .........

Army Stockings.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 pair

3.95
1.00

(50 Wool, 50 Cotton)

Army Overalls (new) .. .. .. .. ...........

4.95

Navy Foul Weather Suits (new) ..

4.95

New All Wool Shirts.. .. .. .. .. .. ...........

4.50

Come To This Home of Top Values!
(Across from Newbeet's Restaurant)

KILROY s
1

1

1 ” 1

1

ARRY-NAVY STORE
•

LAST 5 DAYS- ENDS SAT., MARCH 27

WATCH FOR THE DAILY SPECIALS

WEDNESDAY SPECIALS
Coverall Percale Aprons...............
Venida *'400” Tissues, reg. 33c ....

.79
.27

SNUGGY VESTS AND
COMFORTERS
PANTS
8.95 Wool Filler $5.88 Final Closeout
59c
5.95 Cotton Filled 2.88 1.00 and 1.25, 2 for $1

Kilroy’s Specials

1

Tuesday-Friday

THURSDAY SPECIALS
98c Flocks Knit Worsted............
40 Shades—All Plain Colors
3.50 Parytex Panty Girdles........

49c GROUP
Curtain Materials
Dress Goods
Drapery Materials
value to 1.40 yard

.89
2.88

PERCALES
Plain and Fancy, yd. 48c
PLASTIC APRONS
75c to 1.50 value, ,58
2 for 1.00

FRIDAY SPECIALS
45” Pequot Tubing, reg. 95c........ . yard .75
Men’s 50c Fancy Anklets............ ........... 39

10% DISCOUNT
On Dresses
Raincoats
Housecoats
Not At Sale Pricc3

JUST IN TIME FOR
EASTER!
10.95 2-pc. Boys’ Suits
$6.88
Val. to $2 Boys’ Suits .88
$2,3.98 Boys’ Suits 1.88

SATURDAY SPECIALS
36” Unbleached Sheeting ............ yard .37
3.25, 36x50 Embossed Crib Blankets .... 2.88

One-Act Plays
Four Lincoln County Schools
In Contest At Damari
scotta Tonight
Lincoln Academy will be host to
three Lincoln County schools in a
preliminary contest of the State
one-act play contest tonight at
Lincoln Theater, Damariscotta. The
schools participating in the pro
gram will be Boothbay Harbor High
School, Lincoln Academy. Waldo
boro High School, and Wiscasset
Academy
John U. Riley of the Portland
Players is acting as judge for the
western part of the State and will
judge these plays in competition
with 22 plays, to be presented in the
western Maine section.
Three plays will be chosen from
the entire group to compete with
the three eastern Maine winners at
the finals to be held at Bowdoin in
April.
Lincoln Academy is presenting
the one-act fantasy, “Wlll-O’-The
Wisp," by Doris F. Halman. The
cast includes Louise Vannah, Lu
cille F. House, Ruth Bryant and
Janet Benner. Dolores Chassc is
stage manager and assistant to
Jean Page, director of the produc
tion.
FOR OLIGARCHS

Not till the end of parcelled time you
will
Herd men like cattle.
Accuse and terrorize, usurp, and kill
Though not in battle;
Nor always will the hand of heavy
bronze
x
Fall on a nation
And hardmouthed, bigotry crush all re
sponse
Through defamation.
It is not long since the first despot's
curse
Deaths beyond number
Begot on iron edicts. Now none stirs
Draco from slumber.

For you, anew, who gain your shrewd
ly planned
Command of power.
Power bears witness; time's hurrying
sand
Moulds the full hour.
—William Rose Benet.

The recent war, according to a
survey, forced 500.000 small con
cerns out of business.

Plano Duet—Fantasy, Opus 103.
Schubert
Charlotte Hopkins, Esther Rogers
Vocal Solos Ave Marla.
H. Millard
Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life,
Victor Herbert
Mrs. Jane Foley
Vccal Solos Deh Per Questo.
Mozart
Love is the Wind,
MaoFadyen
Vocal Solos—Come and Trip It. Handel
Homing.
Del Rlego
A Song of May.
Hubert Bath
Piano Solo—Grande Valse in A-flat,
Op. 42.
Chopin
Vocal Solos—Morning Hymn, Henschel
Evening.
Thomas
Without Thee.
D'Hardelot
Mrs. Lydia Storer
Excerpts from Faust.
Gounod
Mrs. Faith Berry’. Organ
Mrs. Nettie Averill .piano

The first number by Schubert
opened the program with a high
degree of classical interest. Mrs.
Rogers and Mrs. Hopkins played
with great technical ability and
brilliance, and manifested fine musicianshiy.
Mrs. Jane Foley, a new member of
the Rubinsein Club, is one of whom
they can be very proud. She has
an appealingly beautiful soprano
voice and sings with ease and the
charm of natural spontaneity.
The many friends of Mrs. Beulah
Ames, the president of the club,
were delighted to greet her as a
singer. She is well known to Rock
land audiences through her musical
readings.
The delightful person
ality of Mrs. Ames appeals equally
as a vocalist or a reader. Her voice
exhibited both style and facility
and she sang with artistic Integrity
The delicacy and flexability of the
Mozart number was particlularly
appreciated.
Any audience is always Ijappy to
hear Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins. She
played her Chopin Waltz with clar
ity and brilliance
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Lawry a for
mer member of the Rossini Club of
Portland, has become very popu
lar in Rockland. She has a glamor
ous personality, a very pleasing
stage number, and sings wdth a
great deal of poise and expression.
The contralto voice of velvet
richness of Mrs. Lvdia Storer, com
bined with a dramatic tempera
ment. proclaim her a mistress of
the vocal art. As always, she
proved to be a favorite. For an
encore she sang “The Irish Girl,”
bv Lohr.
The concluding number from
Faust, bv Mrs. Berry, organ, and
Mrs. Averill, piano, was played with
grandeur and impressed the audi
ence with the great versatility of
these talented musicians, who were
also the accompanists of the eve
ning
Mrs. Marv Garrett was assisted
by Mrs. Doris Ames, and Dr. Law
rence F. Shesler, Jr. sold tickets at
the door.
Due to the courtesy of Walter E
Morse, Jr„ the platform was artis
tically decorated with Spring flow
ers and plants, arranged by Mrs.
Kathleen Newman and Mrs. Litza
Vardavoulis.
The ushers were Joan Chisholm,
Bertha Dondis, Janette Escorsio.

CAPITOL STUFF

HOUSEHOLD
SERVICE

Dorothy Feeney

NORGE
THE ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
WITH THE

SELF D FROSTER

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Main Street Hardware Co., Rockland, an
nounces that it will carry a full line of

“Gloucester”
Marine Paints
during the coming season.
These famous old paints appeal both to commercial boat op
erators and pleasure boat owners for their extreme durability
and shipshape appearance.

“Gloucester” Marine Paints are manufactured by Henderson
A Johnson, Inc., Gloucester, Mass., and have been sold through
out the country and in many foreign ports for the past halfcentury. Manufactured with the most suitable machinery under
careful supervision, these paints are a blend of quality materials
designed for maximum resistance to the rigors of the sea. The
effectiveness of this combination of quality materials and careful
processing is shown in submerged and tide-level test panels ex
posed in Florida and at the manufacturer’s water-front plant in

It’s new . . . It's modem . , , It's exclusive . . . it's the new
Norge Self-D-Froster—the refrigerator that DEFROSTS ITSELF!
Just think of it ... no more fuss and muss of manual defrosting
... no button or dial controls. No melting of ice cubes . . i no
exposure of food to outside air. Norge . . . and Only Norge . , .
eliminates these worries. Every night at midnlglij, while you
sleep, the SelfeD-F'roSter takes over.
Here’s how the Self-D-Froster works—

Gloucester.

Main Street Hardware Co. 1s prepared to fill the needs of boat
owners for Hull, deck and Anti-Fouling Bottom Paints, as well
as for a full line of Marine'Acccssories.

MAIN ST HRRDUJFIRE &
PAINTS-STOVES • KITCHENWARE
,(VtK "FORMERLY VERl/rS”
p' ' 441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

,,

<

A
The
handsome
electric
clock,
mounted on the re
frigerator door,
turns the mechan
ism off at midnight
switches it on after
the coating of frost
has melted.

B
Defrost water is
carried away into
the non-spili Handefroster container,
conveniently locat
ed and easily re
movable for empty
ing at your con
venience.

r.
Dcfrosi water
never collects in
the Coldpack ... so
there’s no need to
remove your meats.
Sealed Giant Side
Freezer keeps ice
cubes frozen.

8 CUBIC FOOT CAPACITY—Same Price As 1947.
Seven Cubic Foot Refrigerator!

PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.

TAKE AS LONG AS TWO YEARS TO PAY FOR
YOUR NORGE AT THE

PLUMBING AND HEATING

MHIN
ST HI RDUJ H RE
S
PAINTS-STOVES
/S.?'

HUNDREDS OF LOTS NOT ADVERTISED!

TELEPHONES 744 OR 415

G. W. Achorn & Co., Camden

this week' in Augusta under direc
tion of Supervisor Austin H. Wil
kins and Robert Pendleton This
ls in prepara’ion for their plans to
By Governor Horace Hildreth
institute a series of training schools
for town wardens in the various
Augusta, March 15—I was amazed communities of the State, details of
to read In a nationally-syndicated which are now being processed.
Hollywood columnist’s paragraphs Two district wardens will be as
today that I had called on come signed to each community where
dians Abbott and Costello at their co-operation is assured. These
West Coast studio to arrange the schools will get under way the last
details of a broadcast scheduled for of this month, or the first of April,
Prevention and control of forest
Saturday, March 27, during which
12-year-old Charles P. Barker of fires will be taken up, together
Bangor ls to be honored and gifted with the use and inventory of
by the famous comics for his equipment.
Commissioner Albert D. Nutting
heroism and quick thinking in sav
ing the life of a comrade from a of the Forestry Department and
I Supervisor Wilkins are holding a
speeding railroad train recently.
I am glad to have had a part in I series of meetings of the chief
bringing the Barker boy's feat to I wardens of the Maine Forestry
the attention a; Abbott and Cos J District, together with interested
tello and their Youth Center, but ' landowners. The first session is
I have not left the State of Maine Tuesday of this week at Machias.
to do so. The quick-witted Bangor Others are scheduled as follows:
lad will receive, during the come March 23. Skowhegan: March 25,
dians' regular Saturday morning Bangor; March 26, Houlton.
• • • •
broadcast over the ABC chain, a
Members of superintending school
savings bond worth $500 and a
I committees, and school superinten
number ol other gifts.
dents will conifer with Harland A.
• .• •
Ladd, State Commissioner of Ed
Tire last of the training courses I ucation,
and other members of the
for the Maine Forest Sendee’s dis 1 State Department
Education at
trict wardens are being held Wed a series of regionalofmeetings
be
nesday, Thursday and Friday of ■ held during April. This is thetosec

ond year these sessions have been
Elizabeth Herrick and Janice Ras held and consensus of opinion last
ter. Patrons and patronesses for Spring was that they offered an
i excellent opportunity for discussing
the concert were as follows:
Mrs. Hilton E. Ames, Lyford B and clarifying general and specific
Ames, Mrs. Otis W. Albee, Mrs. Put responsibilities of local school ofnam P. Bicknell, Mr. and Mrs A. i ficlals. Meetings will be held at
J. Bird, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs Caribou. April 12; Houlton, April
Ivy Brackett, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse ■ 13; Machias, April 14; Bangor,
E. Bradstreet, Mr. and Mrs. Albert April 15 South Paris April 20:
J. Brickley. Miss Claire Brickley, Augusta, April 21; Skowhegan,
Mr and Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks, April 22; and Gorham, April 23.
Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F. Brown,
In an effort to increase interest
Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F. Brown,
Jr., Dr. and Mrs. Bradford Burgess, in driver education in Maine sec
ondary
schools, the Maine Automo
Mrs. Ralph Collemer. Mrs Elsa Con
stantine. Mrs. Harold S. Dana, Mrs. bile Dealers Association is offering
$25 scholarships to the first 25
Frank B. Elliott,
Miss Alice Erskine. Mr. and Mrs. Maine teachers who register for the
F. D. Farnsworth, Mrs, Perce Foley, Driver Education and Training
Mrs. Richard Foxwell. Miss Annie Course at the University of Maine.
Frost, Mrs Harriet S. Frost. Mrs. July 6 to 10. inclusive. Sponsored
Nettie B. Frost, Mrs Kathleen Ful by the University with the active
ler, Mr. and Mrs. Rex. Garrett, Mrs co-operation of the Maine Automo
F. C. Gatcombe. Mrs. Ella Grimes, bile Association, American Automo
Dr. and Mrs Donald Haskell, Mrs. bile Association, and the Maine
Philip Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Len State Police, the course is conduct
don C. Jaokson. Jr„ Miss Caroline ed by Howard G Richardson. State
Jameson, Dr and Mrs. C. Harold Director of Physical Education,
and Recreation.
Jameson, Dr. and Mrs. Oram R. Health
Fifteen Maine teachers were reg
Lawry, Dr. Oram R. Lawry, Jr.. istered
the course offered last
Mrs. Stephen A. Lavender, Mr. and Summerfor
by the University for the
Mrs. Robert E. Lindquist, Mrs. John first time.
This year courses in
McEvoy, Mr. and Mrs Henry S. driver eduoation
have been given
Marsh, Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Moran, in nine High Schools,
at Portland,
Jr., Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Moss.
Rockland, Freeport, Millinocket.
Edward B. Newcombe. Dr. and Houlton, Skowhegan,
Madison,
Mrs. Dana S Newman. Dr. and Rumford, and Bangor.
Mrs. Charles D. North, Mrs. Celia J.
Oliver, Mrs. Edward A. Oxton, Mil
ford Payson. Mrs. Thomas Pietroskl.
Mrs. Josephine Rice, Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene C. Rich, Mrs. Howard E
Rollins, Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Scarlott, Dr. and Mrs. Laurence Shes
ler. Jr„ Miss Margaret Simmons.
Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Mrs. William T. Smith. Jr., Miss
Waxed and Polished Electrically.
Mabel E. Snow, Mrs. Fred Snow.
Interiors of Homes, Publir Build
Capt. and Mrs William C. Spear,
ings. Hotels, Stores, etc.. Cleaned
Miss Mabel Spring, Mrs. Emily
and painted.
Stevens, Mrs. Grace M. Strout, Miss
Nellie Tibbetts, Mrs. Frank Vaitones, Mr. and Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis, Mrs Robert W. Walsh, Mr.
TEL. 368 M ROCKLAND
after 5.3b
and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth, Mrs.
Henry Clay Williams, Mrs. Agnes
13-tf
Witham
—Nettie Bird Frost.

485 MAIN STREET,

o

ROCKLAND, ME.
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bring the outstanding teams in this
State to Rockland. Last year the
Rockets received several invitations
from the Winthrop team to play
Independent
Team
’
s
Fine
News Items from all of the Tathere for a good guarantee, but
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Showing Last Summer, could not accept due to their Pine
here.
State League committments.
Warrants Return This
At Brewer, the Rockets staged
the best battles seen there with the
Summer
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Ames Mr. |
Easterns, and the fans there are
and Mrs. Lamont Roberts, Mrs.
The Rockland Rockets will be or clamoring for their return, and
Maude Mather, Owen Cavanaugh j ganized again for this coming sea they will engage the Easterns under
and Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Wixson
the new floodlights installed at
from Penobscot View Grange atr ! son if permission is granted by the Brewer week-ends this season and
tended the Hobo night at Megunti- City to use the baseball diamond at the Easterns will be seen at Rock
cook Grange In Camden, Wednes Community Park every other Sun land.
day. It is hoped that most of the
day night.
Any local player wishing to try
same players who made such a
• • * •
out with the Rockets should leave
great
showing
throughout
the
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
the latter part of last season his name with either Bernard or
met Saturday in South Thomaston State
will be back, along with some ad- i Gordon Thompson, co-manageis,
with Ow’l’s Head Grange as host. ditional strength.
'who are busy planning the lineup
More than 70 attended representing
Last season was the Rockets' first. 1 of
■ the team.
ten Granges. Pomona Master Eu
_. . .
.—
gene Rackliff pre“"ded. Mrs. Mil and after winning the opener they '
dropped eight in a row, until they jThp lljrt And I hp NgW
dred Knight. Pomona Lecturer, pre found
their stride in early August i 1 c
sented as program:
and defeated such teams as the i
“ , .
Opening song, members; greeting. fast Brewer Easterns, Winslow, and 'Hooked RugS,Past 3110 PFeSRodney Worcester, master of Owls Bangor, in climbing up to third i
on* Qhmvn In Platpc At
Head Grange; response, F. L. S place in the Pine State League.
eM. MlOWIl in riaieS Al
Morse; vocal solo, Harlan Robin
They also defeated the Rockland '
tuG COppGf Kettle
son, Ruth Littlefield at the piano; Pirates, winning the City champ-----reading, Blanche Mann; Mary Pos ionship, taking their measure in
Fifteen water color plates showter Dyer was awarded a basket of two straight games in the two out } ing old hooked rug design are on
fruit.
of three series, and being ahead by 1 exhibltio at Tlie Cower Kettle.
Limerock Valley Grange was hon {ra?nredTutWatntheheenSirodf thTS '
are loaned from ‘he I"deX
ored by the presence of Maine State
inning.
American
Design at the National
Grange Lecturer Lottie E. York,
She was introduced by Mildred j This drive featured fine pitching 1 Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C.
All those interested in hooked
Knight and gave an interesting and by Helden Seastorm of St. George
instructive talk, also reminded mem and Remick, a clever little left rugs should be sure to see this ex
bers that the National Grange is to hander who was No. 1 pitcher for hibit. Criticism may be that they
the Pensacola Naval Station during are crude and not all to one’s lik
be held at Portland this year
A stunt was under direction of . the war. and fine outfield play by ing but it must be taken into con
Mary Foster Dyer; Roll Call of Irish Don Kelsey, who looked like a sideration these designs were home
jokes by members; St. Patrick’s young Ted Williams. • and Joe drawn, with what they had to do
Day Poem,” F. L. S Morse; closing Coombs, the University of Maine’s with and they had but little. How
song. “Work For the Night is Com great centerfielder.
ever, these rugs are a part of the
“Bun” Thompson gave the Roc Foundation of the Art and today
ing,” members; closing thought,
kets the best catching seen in the many have profited by these early
Ethel Worcester
The fifth degree was conferred Pine State League, and Sherman. attempts at self expression.
on Arthur Decker and Irene Decker, True, Direnzo and Bonville formed
In connection with these plates,
Owl’s Head Grange; Ruth F Little a great infield. Fogarty played well Mrs. Arthur Lamb will show and
in
the
outfield,
and
was
invaluable
field. Megunticook Grange; Merl F.
have for sale the various swatches,
Jillson, Kennebec Valley Grange; as a coach, proving to be another cut ready for work and will be here
Billy
Southworth
at
stealing
enemy
Annie G. Dennison, Sarah H. Rob
today and consecutive Fridays to
deslred jnfor.
erts, Louise A. Trafon, Henry S. signs, and Fred Giddings Bowdoin A il 2d t give
Star,
pitched
well
well,
and
played
m
^tlon.
wi]f alsQ bp a few
Mills. Mildred H. Mills and Ethel
M. MacCausland, Wessaweskeag great ball in the outfield.
rugs on display and it is hoped
It is not known if the Pine State I that all interested will come in and
Grange.
Supper was served by the host League will be organized again this get acquainted. The exhibit will be
Grange followed by the evening year, but if not the Rockets will here for two weeks and the oppor
program in charge of Mrs. Edna play independent ball. and will tunity given to our home people
Willis. Lecturer of Owl’s Head
free of charge we hope will be
Grange. She presented:
Maine State Grange Lecturer, Lot- taken advantage of.
Song, "Smile, Smile, Smile,” mem J tie E. York; vocal solo, “Grange
This exhibit was made possible
bers; skit, Evelyn Ross and Mary | Hymn,” Bernice Gamage; vocal through the kindness of Miss Mil
Poster Dyer. Owl’s Head Grange; duet, Mr. and Mrs. John Gamage; dred Burrage of Wiscasset. Miss
stunt directeed by Ellena Fredette; i recitation, ‘Casey at the Bat," Mil- Burrage is very much interested in
Irish joke. Charles Worcester; tap I ton Gamage; songs, “I’m a Grang the promotion of the hooked rug
dances, Milton Gamage Beatrice er,.... Til We Meet Again," members; as a Maine work of Art and speaks
Hooper at the piano, Edna Willis vocal trio. Kathleen Harvey, John very highly of the skill of the
and Milton Gamage; recitation ! Willis, Mollie Harvey.
Knox County ladies.

GRANGE CORNER

Rockets Will Zoom

W

HERE’S THE MOST
UNUSUAL OFFER EVER MADE
IN THE TIRE BUSINESS!

I

YOUR MONEY BACK
If Super-Cushion Tires Don’t Give You

The

Softest Ride You’ve Ever Had!

YOU RIDE....THEN YOU DECIDE!
We mean every word we say — we’ll put a
set oi Super-Cushion tires and tubes on your
ear. Drive it ior one week. Then, ti you don’t
agree they give you a softer ride than any
tire you've ever owned, we’ll replace them
with your old tires and give your money backl

Meservey

Page Nine

Quintet Problem Solved at Last

Keep Maine Green

Gov. Hildreth To Address An Oldsmobile’s Latest Car May
Old Fashioned Town
Be Seen At the Fireproof
Meeting
Garage
An old fashioned town meeting
Oldsmoblle, America’s oldest mo
to “Keep Maine Green" by pre tor car manufacturer, publicy an
venting forest* fires will convene in nounces its finest new model in 50
Bangor on March 24 and will be years of production—the 1948 Series
addressed by Gov. Horace Hildreth
A long-time program to prevent “98'’ Futuramic Oldsmobile. While
a recurrence of last Pall s $30,000 - the Futuramic" line embodies the
000 forest fire disaster is expected best in design and construction de
to be launched at this meeting, ac veloped by Oldsmobile over five
cording to L. J. Freedman, Old decades it also points the way to
Town, who is chairman of tlie ward a new “golden area” in auto
Keep Maine Green organization motive travel, in the opinion of S.
committee.
E. Skinner vice president of Gen
"Preventing forest fires.” Freed eral Motors Corporation and gen
man declared. “Ls more than insur eral Manager of Oldsmobile.
ance against major disasters, such
Brand new in styling from bump
as we have just experienced. We er to bumper, the Series “98" Fu
must be constantly on guard turamic Oldsmobile offers many new
against numerous smaller fires noteworthy developmens, such as an
which, year after year, whittle entirely new body design with grace
away at our forest resource."
ful streamlining and futuristic lines,
Freedman pointed out that the increased front and rear vision
“Keep Green" movement has as through curved glass, wider seats,
sumed national proportions. Started and more luxurious upholstery and
in 1941. Keep America Green has interior trim than has ever been
been organized in more than 20 in available in the Oldsmobile price
dividual States. Nationally spon class before.
sored by the American Forest Pro
One of the most important ad
ducts Industries, an industrial edu vantages of the new body design of
cational
association. individual the "Futuramic” Series 98 ’ Olds
State campaigns are all under lo mobile is increased vision all
cal direction.
around. The area of the curved
The ‘‘Keep Green’ movement windshield on the four-door" “Fu
strikes directly at the chief causes turamic" Oldsmob’le for 1948 is 30
of forest fires More than nine out per cent greater than that in the
of 10 such fires are man-caused,
Left to right, Maynard Austin; Allie McDonald, James O’Neil, Col. C. Cred Meservey; and Johr E. Donerty. largely the result of carelessness. 1947 Series '98'' Oldsmobile. while
—Frpin photo loaned to Tlie Courier-Gazette by Herbet W. Thorndike of Masonic street.
Maine’s stake in the forests is a the area of the eurved-giass rear
big one, Freedman declared. Nearly window represents a 58 per cent in
The side windows have also
84 percent of the State’s entire area crease.
stock. If they do, they should be
been noticeably enlarged. Further
Poisoning Ibzards
is
forest
land.
Timber
harvesting
Wealth
Of
Players
handled accordingly.
began in Maine more than 300 more. a broader, lower hood assures
“Grasshopper poisons. Ars"nirago. yet today the forest in much fuller vision ahead for the
Farmers Told How Valuable treated bran is commonly used to And Rockland Dodges Al years
dustries employ more than 30.000 driver, as compared with most other
The State ranks second competitive makes of cars.
control grasshoppers. It should not
Livestock May Be Lost
ready Primed For Another workers
Several factors contribute to the
in production of wood pulp and
be sprinkled on pastures. Pags c;
20th in lumber manufacturing. exceptionally smooth riding and
Seven livestock poisoning haz poison bran should never be left
Good Season
handling
qualities of the full line
Many of its specialty plants manu
ards. some of them especially criti where livestock may get at them.
Tlie Rockland semi-pro team had facturing wood products are na of 1948 Oldsmobile ears. Among
"Hedges
sprayed
w-ith
lead
ar

cal during the Spring seeding and
them are resilient coil springs at
senate to combat plant parasites. many players on and off during tionally famous.
pasture season, were listed todayOutstanding leaders from all all four wheels, a rigid X-member
"Highway surfacing oil. Heavy- the regular season. Ten actuallyin a special warning bulletin from rains may wash danaerous tm-nunts kept tlie team going from the fans parts of the State will meet in reinforced frame, double-action hy
the American Foundation for Ani Of oil off the roadway and into and players' point of view. If men Bangor on March 24, representing draulic shock absorbers, proven
all counties, to perfect plans for a knee-action front wheel units, tena
pastures and fields. Several cases
mal Health.
of cattle poisoning from this cau-i like Kelsey, McLellan. Teel Holden Statewide organization to fight cious four-way stabilization to pre
Valuable livestock may be lost, have been reported."
vent side-sway at high speeds, and
McIntosh. Bartlett. Kerchner. Pow causes of fire. Plan- include
the organization declared, unless
If a suspected case of poisoning ell, C. Duff Biggers. Spaulding and formation of local "Keep Green" dual-control center steering.
farmers are careful to protect their occurs, farmers were urged to call T. Whittier had stayed with the committees in every county.
stock against these dangers:
their veterinarian immediate’’- regular iineup of Dodge's players.
“Seed oats treated with mercury- ‘‘Emetics and other treatments mav Rockland could have easily floor'd
preparations to check rust and save a poisoned animal’s life." the four teams to meet Maine's oppon
other fungus diseases. Mercury Foundation declared. "A uiagnosi- ents in semi-pro basketball, big or
Mean Large Payrolls For
poisoning may result if an animal may show that the trouble
small, good or bad and still have Prominent Young Worker To
Rockland’s Big Industry
eats too much of this treated caused, not by poisonin’ but by 1eserves.
grain.
Audress Republican
some infectious disease. ’
Of course 'all this would have
The
return of sizeable fares of
“Rat poisons. ANTU ‘1080. thal
been a dream come true, but next
Convention
redflsh and groundfish came to the
lium and even the relatively safe
SOUTH HOPE
year’s team may have a lot of
port of Rockland over the week
‘red squill’ are toxic to farm ani
John Sealey. Jr., of Skowhegan end with the arrival of the Eagle,
Mrs. Joseph Gath with he these top notch players from tbr
mals and pet? if sufficient amounts
and
Orono
national
committee

Rockland
area
along
with
»this
daughter Mrs .Austin Nelson, at
with 130.000 and the Aloha, with
are consumed.
man from the Maine Young Re well over 100.000 followed closely
“Lead poisoning from fresh paint tended the "Juliette Low" Silve year’s squad.
publican Federation, will be one of by the Dorothy & Ethel and Louise
Tea
Sunday,
at
the
home
of
Mi
Thanks
To
Connellan
or flecks of old paint. Cattle,
the speakers at the Republican G. Tire first two landed at General
especially, are subject to this dan and Mrs. William Talbot. Rocklanc
State Convention in Portland, Seafoods while the latter sold their
Fred Watmough returned to hi
ger.
April 1-2 it was announced Wed ,cat hes to O’Hara Workers were
"Chemical weed killers.
Now work in Lawrence. Mass. Teusday
nesday bv State Chairman Alan L. called Into the two plants for the
widely used, these should be after spending a week with
Bird.
first full day’s work in several weeks.
checked to determine whethe- thev family.
Sealey. alumni executive secre Both plants went on night schedules
contain substances poisonous to
Mrs Ralph Robbin
■ at Cheveris High in Portland Bc- tary of the University of Maine, has to take care of sudden peak load.
- ing a former Colby College mentor been prominent in the Maine Smaller boats added their catches
his players listened carefully to Young Republican activities for to the total during the week and the
1 what he had to say. His pep talks several years and will express the supply is stUl ahead of the proces
before a game and at the half viewpoint of the younger voter on sors.
Storms and generally bad weather
drew close attention from players campaign issues and problems of
party organization He has served have kept the fleet in port or in
and managers alike
as
treasurer
and
chairman
of
the
poor fishing since Christmas. Many
He had fine material in which to
work with and piloted his team Maine Council of Young Republi have taken advantage of the slack
cans
and
as
treasurer
of
the
New
through a 23-came schedule. Tlie
spell to have their boats overhauled
He served 40 months in the Navy to prevent layups later in the sea
I Dodges scored fl33 points Next
son.
year this same club hopes to have England Young Republicans,
Connellan back when basketball during World War n. entering as a
seaman
first
class
and
serving
season rolls into high gear. Rock
GLEN COVE
land fans who missed seeing this aboard minesweepers, and at the
Mr. and Mrs Walter Crossman of
team in action will really be im time of his discharge was a lieu Bangor
were dinner guests Sunday
pressed by their performance put tenant in charge of the naval ra of Mr. and
Mrs. E. B Hall.
on by this fine man Jim Connellan dio station at Portsmouth. N. H
Otto Merze. an engineer of the
Sealey is a graduate of the Uni
R. Withington. D. Estes.
Managers. versity of Maine, is married and Central Maine Power Company,
was a visiter Monday at the home
has two children.
cf Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waldron.
funeral Tuesday of Winfield Austin
Tea gardens in Java and Sumatra
Mrs. Angie Tibbetts is convalesc
in Washington
are now reported to have been ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs
School closed Friday for a week. more extensively’ damaged during Charles B. Hare. Sr., after being a
®Jie Universal "Jeep” puts farming on a produc
The teacher. Miss Susie Leavitt, is the war than any other plantation surgical patient at Camden Com
tion basis, spreads its cost over many kinds of
at her home in Dixmont.
industry.
munity Hospital.

HOW TO CUT COSTS
ON YOUR FARM

work. It lightens the farmer’s tasks, works

around the clock, does jobs that otherwise
would require three or four separate machines.

Look BRIGHT in This

FOR TRACTOR WORK
... The Universal "Jeep”
operates hydraulic-lift
and pull-type implements
— has 4-wheel-drive
power and traction for
field work, with low
speeds of 2 J 2 to 7 m.p.h.

Year's Easier Parade
Leave it to Watkins to put your
clothes in shape for Easter. See
how Sanitone cleansing brightens
clothes, floats all grime of last
season gently away,
makes
clothes look like new.

FOR TOWING ...
The Universal “Jeep”
makes a highly-efticient
iow truck, capable of
towing a braked load of
5,500 lbs., with plenty
of reserve for steep
grades and heavy going.

WATKINS

Super-Cushions give you a remark
able new ease in car handling. Your
car hugs the road, seems to float
through traffic, to flow around curves.

gives you more

FOR HAULING .. .
The Universal “Jeep”
carries up to 1,200 lbs.
It has 2-wheel drive for
conventional travel, 4wheel drive for bad
roads or off-road hauls.

Super-Cushions soak up crosswise
jolts, soak up vibration. Results', less
driving fatigue, less wear and teal
on your car.

with all

• SANITONING

• RETEXTURING
FOR MOBILE POWER...

• MOTH PROTEXING

With optional power
take-off, the Universal
"Jeep” takes power
wherever needed, oper

Super-Cushions run cooler; and be
cause they're softer they "roll with
the punch", are harder to cut, bruise
or blow out. Arrange now for a
Super-Cushion test run on your car.

at ho- extsva. coAt!

ates many types of beltand shaft-driven farm

equipment.

Phone

SAVE TIME • SAVE MONEY
with the

BITLER’S CAR & HOME SUPPLY

*

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 677

UNIVERSAL

Jeep

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.
33 WASHINGTON STREET,

CAMDEN. MAINE

1410

for Routeman

Free Pick-up and Delivery

MILLIONS OF SUPER-CUSHIONS ARE NOW IN USE ON NEW AND OLDER CARS

470 MAIN STREET,

4

• REFINISHING

Super-Cushions consistently aver
age more mileage than the best
standard tires. More — they make
small cars ride like big ones . . ■
make big cars ride better.

GOODYEAR

Large Fish Fares

Sealey Will Speak

Super-Cushion is a remarkable new kind ol
tire. Bigger, softer than conventional tires,
It runs on only 24 pounds air pressure. It Is
so superior that we make this amazing trial
offer ... for a very liihitcd time only due to
the great demand for Super-Cushions.

GOOD/YEAR

Now On Display

If more convenient bring

your order to our store

492 Main Street
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Telling Veterans

Tuesday-Friday

Still Struggling

At the Juliette Lou) Tea

Enjoys The “C.-G”

Sealey Is Chairman

Goose’s Ganders Try Hard A Nice Tribute From Thom

How the Rehabilitation Serv
ice Stands Ready To*
Assist Them

Laura Hyvari, Mildred Randall.
But End Up As Lame
aston Boy, Down In the
Nathan Wiggin. Christine Carvars->n, Catherine Davis, Doris Inger
Ducks
Canal Zone
son. Lucille Ingerson. and Edward
After suffering a severe defeat Rio Hato Air Base, Canal Zone.
Commander Teel of Huntley-Hill Newhall are office messengers this
last week which was unreported in
Post. V.F.W., furnishes the follow week.
March, 9.
this column, the Ganders showed Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ing article on "Rehabilitation Serv
Madeline Rubenstein and Pauline
up at the Cascade Alleys last Mon- I There is nothing more enjoyable
ice. ’
Skinner 'are assisting Principal
day night with fire in their eyes than having The Courier-Gazette
As you may already know, our Clunie this week.
and sulphur and brimstone coming to read, when so far away from
• • • •
Rehabilitation Service stands ready 1
out of their mouths, ready to do or home. That’s why I am writing.
The second class meeting of
to serve not only you as a Veteran
die for Gander Mater. It so hap- J
Room 1 was held Tuesday, with
in your claims before the Veterans President Robert Gardner presid
pened that they didn’t do and they i My subscripton started last Janu
Administration for compensation, ing. Committees for the next so
didn't die either, but some of the ary, and the paper arrives qtiite
pension, hospitalization, Out-Pa cial. to be held in April were
boys came near having a severe regularly, although a few days be
tient treatment and others too nu chosen: Decorating, Dorothy Wot
heart attack due to the excitement hind time.
merous to mention, but also, your ton and Geraldine Mahar; refresh
The basketball reports are almost
of the match and the closeness of
dependents.
the score. The Skippers were forced as good as seeing the games them
ments. Katherine MacPhail and
These dependents may be your Ruth Tootill; door committee. Es
selves.
I’m a T.HB. fan myself,
to bowl a team total of 1370 which
parents, your wife or children. telle Sayward and Elaine St. Pe
tied their highest total for the sea which is natural as I graduated
Should some untorseen circum ters; clean up, Billy McLodn and
son, and the Ganders were only there with the class of '47. Thom
stances occur, and should the tra Lewis Grant. The vote on the
aston and Rockland teams played
seven pins down.
gedy of your passing away place movie for the social gave “Treas
The Skipmen got the jump in the excellent ball this season and here’s
your dependents in dire circum ure Island" the most. The treas
initial string when they totaled hopng they keep it up for seasons
stances, it is comforting to know urer, Caroline Senter. read her re487. aided in great measure by Wym to come.
that the Post Service Officer in our : port.
The first Courier-Gazette I re
Guilford's 115 and Poole’s 106 but
John Sealey. Jr. of Skowhegan
local VPW Post would assist them
• • • •
they lost all but one pin of their : ceived sent the time flying by, as and Orono. National Committeeman
in applying for. if eligible, a death
Wednesday morning. Room 12
28 pin lead when the Ganders took I read nearly every article through from the Maine Young Republican
burial allowance, widow’s or par ! was highly honored in the W.C.T.U.
the second string by 27 pins, the and though the sad part is that I Federation, will be one of the speak
ent’s pension.
program held in the auditorium.
Skippers falling off 60 pins from missed chow, it was well worth ers at the Republican State Con
For example, if you asked your Robert Gardner won the speaking
their first string. It was a nip and the time spent. (I got a cannibal vention in Portland, April 1-2, it
private insurance representative for contest and Pasqualli Tranquillo
tuck affair to the end writh Shields sandwich at the P.X.).
was announced today by State
a policy to insure your wife or de won the poster contest.
This year found me cheating on Chairman Alan L. Bird.
and the Goose finishing strong and
* * « *
pendents in the event of your
“
Old
Man
Winter
’
'and
from
the
scaring the daylights out of the
Sealey. Alumni Executive Secre
death due to a service-connected
The annual W.C.T.U. Speaking
Skippers as the match neared its news from home and The Courier- tary of the University of Maine, has
injury or disease, you would no Contest was held in the Junior
Gazette,
Panama
is
a
welcome
spot.
finish, but "Doc” Mitchell and Hen
been prominent in Maine Young
doubt have a very high premium to High School Wednesday March 17.
Anderson stood off the attack with The temperature has been around Republican activities for several
pay.
The U. S. Government, Mrs. Clara Emery, local president
80 to 85 degrees here all the time. years and is well prepared to ex
their
good
strings
and
the
Skippers
through the Veterans Administra of the W.C.T.U., conducted the
Today it was 90 degrees. The press the viewpoint of the younger
finished seven up.
tion, has maae available to this contest during the assembly per
Captain Grimes started off with nights are pleasant and cool. The voter on campaign issues and prob
type of widow a compensation iod. Other guests were Mr and
a couple o' 91 strings, but his tem most beautiful sight I've seen yet lems of party organization. He has
award of $60 per month, $78 with Mrs. Kenneth Cassens. who sang,
perature and hts score dropped is a full moon and the palm trees served as treasurer and chairman
one child and so on. A dependent and Mrs. William Brawn.
Nothing,
Costumed members of the Girl Scouts who atti nded the exhibits of other lands at the Juliette Low tea back to normal when he rolled a 75 sillouetting against it.
parent, if within income limits, There were six contestants and at the home of Mr. and Mrs. William Talbot recently.
however, is better than the Pine cf the Maine Council of Young Re
The displays covered many countries of tne
would receive $54 monthly or $60 all the selections were given with world with first prjze going to the exhibit on China, which was attended by Joan Hudson. Lett to right are; in his last string. It was Mitchell trees in the good old State of publicans and as Treasurer of the
and Young for the showers on the
New England Young Republicans.
monthly of compensation.
a pleasing delivery. The contes Alice Chaples, Jane Breen, Mary Grispi. Joan Hudson. Baik row; Joan Talbot. Lynne Duncan and Carolyn Skippers'
team and wonder of Maine.
He served forty months in the
If you died of a non-service con tants were:
Phyllis
Cassens. Harriman.
I
am
assigned
to
the
4th
Tacti

wonders, Grimes and the Goose
Navy during World War II, entering
nected death, had World War serv “Whither Thou Goest;” Barbara
cal
Recon.
Sqdn.
here
at
France
were bumped off the Ganders.
as a Seaman First Class and serv
ice, and had a service-connected Kaler. “Just This Once:’’ Robert
The bowling fans are wondering Field, and work on the new Jet ing aboard minesweepers, and at the
SMART JUNIOR SEXTET
disability (World War II veterans Gardner, “Did I Kill Him;” Jane ,
DUTCH
NECK
Aircraft.
It
is
very
interesting
the elimination of the Goose
Granite Anchors
time of his discharge was a lieu
only), and if your wife and chil Pendleton. “A Party For Anita ”' Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute are
Monday night the Junior High if
along with der Cap puts the Goose work, and will have a great future tenant in charge of the Naval Ra
dren met the usual requirements on Diane McAuliffe, “Dot Pay Fritz ”
I
believe.
girls
went
to
Camden
and
won
spending
a
week's
vacation
visiting
in
the
Captain
’
s
class
as
a
bowler,
station at Portsmouth. N. H.
income, she would receive $42 Marilyn Seavey, “The Better Part
John Meehan & Son Offer To their seventh game of the year. It or whether he is simply outclassed Before I close, let me remind you dioSealey
is a graduate of the Uni
monthly, $54 if with one child and of Valor.’’ Lois Cassens was unable relatives and friends in Boston.
again,
that
The
Courier-Gazette
is
by
the
other
members
of
the
Gan

James
W.
Vanderpool
acted
as
of Maine, is married and
so on.
Furnish Coast Guard With was the best game they ever der team. On the other hand the nearly worn out by me before it Ls versity
to be present because of illness.
moderator
at
the
town
meeting
has two children.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
Judges for the contest were:
played. Gloria Bohn did an un
Durable Sinkers
retorts that one doesn't get dscarded. Keep The Black Cat
has long been an active organiza Allston E. Smith. Director of Dra Monday in Waldoboro.
usually good job of shooting and Goose
eliminated on a 90 average, every purring.
The first slaves were brought to
Mr and Mrs. Warren Smith of
tion seeking such benefits for the matics, Rockland High School;
Maine granite producers are able racked up 24 points, the previous Monday night. Not in this man’s
Robert Maxey.
veteran and his dependents. And. Kenneth A. MacDougal. Athletic Rockland were week-end guests of
ihe mainland of Noith America In
being
15
points
which
record
PS.
Wish
your
paper
had
a
1619, a few months before the arrival
the Veterans of Foreign Wars, Drector. Rockland High School Mrs. Smith’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. to provide granite anchors at prices Jeannine Leach made in the game league at any rate.
With the score 12 wins for the crossword puzzle at least once a of the Mayflower. The slave ship
comparable to concrete anchors. with Rockport.
through their Rehabilitation Serv and Miss Betty Staples, member of Claude Miller.
week.
Skippers to eight for the Ganders
ice has long been assisting and the Thespian Society. This contest
Mr .and Mrs. Arthupr Chute were Representative Margaret C. Smith
Roi kland 42
TAnd we wish our overcrowded was a Dutch man of war.
the season goes into its last week'
has been informed by constituents.
obtaining these benefits for them. and outstanding assembly was visitors Saturday in Bath.
G
F
P.
space
permitted it—Ed .1
with
the
Gander
hope
for
a
ma

High total score for two teams in
Representatives of the John Mee Bohn, cf ............... 12
We do not. of course, charge for sponsored bj’ the W.C.T.U., and the
0
24 jority waning fast. Perhaps the
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Benner han
the NCAA basketball tourney was
quarries at Clark Island, wrote
any of our services since they are entire Junior High Faculty.
have returned to Randolph after Mrs. Smith that while the initial Leach, rf ................ 2
2
6 recollection that the last time they Faies have just completed a 9x12 riig recorded in 1945 when Arkansas de
entirely free. This organization is.
Robert Gardner was chosen first spending several days with their
If .......... 0
0
0 won was on the night o' the “Big wh'ch is on its way to a purchaser feated Oregon 79-76 for a total of
cost of granite is usually more than Cameron,
however, dependent on membership winner and received the medal. daughter. Mrs. Linwood Miller.
1. .............. 4
o
8 Feed” will stir Captain Grimes to In Marshall. Mo
concrete, they are cheaper in the Roberts,
155 points.
in the VFW so that we may better Dianp McAuliffe received honorable
Dennis,
if
.
..............
2
o
4 dig out another supper from his
St.
Paul
’
s
Chapel
Society
enter

end
because
"granite
lasts
forever."
our service and obtain the benefits mention.
Wotton,
rg
..............
0
o
0
well guarded feed bag.
It will be good business for thc Tootill, rg ............... 0
to which veterans and their de
On March 17. during the assem tained Community Club of West
0
0
Skippers — Mitchell 267, Young
pendents are entitled to receive. bly period. Mrs. Clara Emery, Waldoboro Wednesday at the Com i Coast Guard to buy granite an Davis, eg ............... 0
0
0
238. Anderson 278, Guilford 299,
We are. therefore, inviting you to president of the local W.C.T.U.. munity House. Fifty were present. chors even at increased cost, Meehan Mahar, lg ............. 0-0
0
Singing,
games
and
several
old
Poole 288; total, 1370.
said, but that his company is prejoin your local VFW Post if you awarded prizes to three Junior
0
0
Ganders—Grimes 257, Sanborn
are eligible so that our Service High students who were, winners in fashioned dances were enjoyed. I pared to offer the Coast Guard in Rcbishaw, lg .......... 0
Mrs.
Beatrice
Osier
and
Mrs.
Flor

271, Mills 284, Shields 282. Goose
Maine, granite mooring stones, decould be made readily available to a recent “Temperance Poster Con
42
ence
Davis
received
the
guests.
269; total, 1363.
livered to the depots at Portland.
you and your dependents through test." Those receiving awards
Camden 17
our Post Service Officer.
were: Tranquillo Pasquale, Janet Mrs. Isadore Stahl and Arthur Rockland and Southwest Harbor
G.
F.
P.
Chute
had
charge
of
the
entertain

! in quantities, certainly not any
If it is your desire to either join Stone and Michael Ristaino.
SOUTH WARREN
M. Bennett, cf ..... 0
0
0
your local VFW Post (the main
The Senior Class has selected ment; Mrs. Theresa Chute. Mrs. more than the cost of concrete.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Ellis and son
J.
Bennett,
rf
.»
.....
0
0
0
Jennie
Chute
and
Mrs.
Lillian
Wal

At
request
of
the
Maine
company.
requirement being that you served “Knowledge Comes. But Wisdom
1
13 Lee motored Thursday to Greenville
lace had charge of the refresh Mrs. Smith took this up with Coast j Crabtree, rf .......... 6
overseas and have a campaign rib Lingers,” as the Class Motto.
0
0 to call on a friend who is a patient ;
• • • •
ments and were assisted in serving Guard Commandant J. F. Farley Tranquillo rf ..... 0
bon) or to acquaint yourself with
0
4 at Dean Memorial Hospital, as re- I
Friday night in the gym, the by the memb-rs of the society.
and U. S. Commissioner of Public Talbot, If ............. 2
our activities, please note the fol
Richards, rg ........ 0
0
0 suit of burns suffered in an explo
Buildings W. E. Reynolds.
lowing address of our Post Home t>oys and girls and their guests of
Conley, rg .......... 0
0
0 sion.
Mrs Coughlin’s Junior Business
and the meeting night.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr and Mrs. Percy Lermon of
0
0
To brighten up standard home Hanson, eg .......... 0
Training Clubs enjoyed a social.
Engagement Announced
accessories, such as galvanized ; Sedgwick, lg . ...... 0
0
0 Jefferson were visitors Sunday at
Before the dancing there was an
0
0 George Lermond's.
entertainment as follows: Reading.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Reardon steel garbage cans, ash buckets and ’ Donavon. lg .......... 0
Soil Conservation
Mrs. W. E. Bucklin is guest of
“Jason," by Patricia Valenta; duet. of Canton. Mass., Summer residents sprinkling cans, paint them to fit
17 her son, Richard, in Washington.
Leaf Clover;’ by Audrey- here for many years, announce the the decorative scheme of the area
By Roy Gross. Soil Conserva “Four
Referees, Christy and Banks D. C„
Hooper and Ethel Dennis; songs. engagement of their daughter, Vir in which they are used.
tion Service, Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby were
Time. 4-8's.—By Alice Crie.
TRY LA TOURAINE TEA
“Near You.”and “That’sMy De ginia Elizabeth to Arthur Dexter
About
three
miles
of
rope
are
guests Sunday at Milton Robinson’s,
sire.”by Joan Clough.
Audrey Glastetter of Sharon, Mass.
carried
as
equipment
on
a
modem
The
houses
at
Cowet
Isle
of
Oyster
River.
Reid Sidelinger of Unity has Hooper, Ethel Dennis. Connie Da
YOU M/GHT AS WELL H.AVE THE BEST
Miss Reardon is a graduate of ocean freighter.
been transferred to the District of vis. Dorothy Fowles and Josephine Boston
Wight, are not numbered.
Mrs Doris Maxey and Mrs. Olive
Academy of Notre Dame and
fice for part time duty. Reid has Gustin. Dancing was enjoyed aft Regis College She is a research
had considerable experience in the erwards. Refreshments o' sand technician at the Harvard Biologi
soil conservation work and will aid wiches. ice cream bars and punch cal
Laboratory in Cambridge and
considerably in speeding up the were served.
is associated with Dr. Kenneth Thiwork.
♦ * * *
mann. eminent scientist, in the
••• •
The Second Year Latin Club met
Colored “movies” have recentlj’ Friday. The group made a Latino study of plant physiology.
Mr. Glastetter U a graduate of
been shown at the following places: game for the Latin classes in
Waldoboro Fish and Game Club Thomaston and Warren. The teach the Sharon Schools and Bryant &
Stratton Business College. His war
and Wiscasset Fish and Game Club.
of these classes also visited our time service .was with the Eighth
Films shown dealt with soil con ers
“The Map o' Gaul," and Air Force. A veteran of 30 mis
servation. and wildlife manage project.
ment. Several more engagements told Mrs. Pitts how much they en sions. Mr. Glastetter possesses the
joyed it. Friday the Second Year Distinguished Flying Cross among
remain to be filled before the pro Latin
Class was invited into the other citations. At present he Ls
jector is transferred. The Tri- First Year
Latin Class to partici associated with Westinghouse Elec
County Equipment Company of pate in a vocabulary
con
Rockland supplied an excellent sisting of Latin words contest
of the third tric Co.
film on soil conservation for these declension The making
of a new
meetings.
project was discussed at this meet
MATINICUS
• * * »
A number of requests have been ing. It was suggested that the Club
Wilmer Ames has bought the
recently received for assistance in make a Roman Camp from clay and house owned by Mrs. Ivan Ander
designing farm ponds. Not all wood. It was decided that this son and will move there with his
sites are suitable for ponds but would be our Spring project and family.
these will be examined as soon as would be discussed further at an
Mrs Frances Haskell of Rockland
other meeting. Tht meeting was is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
conditions are right.
• * # *
turned over to the Program Chair Chaney Ripley.
A small shipment of grass seed man, Barbara Clark, who helped
Miss Harmon was dinner guest
has been received by the District the club in a Husking Game. A Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Clement
office for Observational purposes. sclo was given by Roland Ware on Hill.
While tidawoll tires at illustrated,
The seed will be allocated to farm his Jew’s Harp.
Arthur Philbrook has been on thc
available ot extra co#.
ers who express an interest in the
mainland
for
several
days.
St. Louis Browns home schedule
work. Species received are: S’.olcfMr.
Williams
was
week-end
guest
biage Orchard Grass, Weibulls shows that they will only play ten of Mr. and Mrs. Clement Hill.
Italian Rye Grass, Otofle late per daytime home games, other than
Mrs. Jane Philbrook and son
ennial rye grass, and Milton Timo Saturdays. Sundays and holidays, Wayne, were dinner guests Sunday
throughout the campaign. And onlythy.
three of these are scheduled after of Mrs. Jennie Philbrook.
About 20 from here took advan
There is a mountain towering the club goes into its 40-night8 000 feet on the sea bottom be game schedule May 20 against tage of the opportunity to go to
Rockland Monday morning on the
tween Honolulu and San Francisco. Washington.
Sunbeam. Among them were, C. B
Young, Gilbert Ames, Celia Kirk.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young, Mr.
and Mrs Clement Hill and sen.
IT TRAP up all your own ideas of Buick has a completely coil- wallop, your power is genuine Roadmaster Estate Wagon and
Walter. Judson Young. Mrs. Gladys
W the finest motorcar features sprung ride—outsize body, super- Buick Fireball power, now quiet know the extra joy, the extra
Mitchell. Mr. and Mrs Vernon
Philbrook. Mrs. Jennie Philbrook. L.
— for going formal or free-andsoft three-person seats — and the
as a whisper and smooth as a
“sweetness” of a car in which the
L. Young and son, Thomas.
easy. It’s likely to come to quite
delightful new softness of the
breeze.
power plant does what gears used
a package, the kind the rule books
Vibra-Shielded ride.
to do.
What else could you want beyond
have said you can’t get in one
this?
Nothing perhaps, unless
ELECTROLUX
Like smart style coupled with
So set your sights on the Buick
automobile.
you’ve already learned of the
ready-for-anything utility?
Estate Wagon — in Super or
Your Electrolux Man is in town
near-miracle smoothness, the
But here your fullest expectations
Here’s smartness at home in any
Roadmaster size — and settle it
and will be for some time. For
sure-footed, free-flowing feel of
are met — in the Buick Estate
setting — and handiness that fits
once and for all by getting your
information on Sales or Service
Buick’s own Dynaflow Drive.*
Wagon. It’s really several cars in
this traveler for any kind of
order in now, with or without a
on your present Electrolux, write
You can have that in a Buick
car to trade.
one, and certainly long on every
workaday job.
* Optional al rrtra rant on Roadmathrr madrlt
thing
you
have
longed
for.
LEWIS E. DYER
----- -.......... . ............ .........
And when it comes to your ideas
168 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
Got an eye for the custom touch?
of power — well, just give your
or TEL. 112
BUICK alone has allthese features
16-26
Here’s one-of-a-kind distinction
heart its head.
* DYNAFLOW DRIVE (Optional, Roadmailer Series)
When better automobiles
plus limousine-like luxury and
* TAPER-THRU STYLING * FLEX-FIT OIL RINGS
For you can have the Buick Estate
are built
two-tons-plus of taper-thru
* VIBRA-SHIELDED RIDE ★ SAFETY-RIDE RIMS
* HI-POISED FIREBALL POWER
Wagon in a 115 horsepower Super
styling.
* ROAD-RITE BALANCE ★ RIGID TORQUE-TUBE
model as shown — or in Road* QUADRUFLEX XOIL SPRINGING
Do you cotton to comfort that cuts
master size with up to 150 horse* SOUND-SORBER TOP LINING
We Are Now Showing
will build them
no corners? This double-duty
power. And whatever the engine’s
* DUOMATIC SPARK ADVANCE

Igjouraine Coffee

Coffee

"coff#!

PRIZE PACKAGE from every angle

MARINE MOTORS

A. Brown straight-tip. Extra longwearing sole. Rubber heels. C 4 D
widths. Sizes

B.

Brown

to 6.

Endicott
Johnson

wingtip. Extra-wear

solos. Rubber heels. Sizes 2Vz to 6.

346

MAIN

ST., ROCKLAND

PACKARD
MARINE MOTORS
F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
58-tf

BUICK

* TEN SMART MODELS

Tune in HENRY J. TAYLOR, Mutual Network, Mondays and Fridays

.............

i-m.

HELP AMERICA PRODUCE FOR

PEACE-TURN IN YOUR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND,

★ BOOT BY FISHER

C. W. HOPKINS
ME.

BAY VIEW STREET,

CAMDEN, ME.

